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Par] 'iament and the Chartists 1839-3849. By 'Joan Watcham. 
Nov.emfcer- 1-5, l'90-3~ ^  .
■ ■ The’Chartist's of mid-!iin.eteenth century.-England -com-
prj ssd one of'.the gro'ups of ordinary working people who had 
'f. history , and who -shaped the. society of which they wore a 
part . They were., however , frequently misùnderstoGd, r Idi - 
dul'ed or ignored by both middle and. upper classes, and jo 
r.paz'ticalar by the Members of Parliament whom they pat^'Iion'ed 
so 'i'req^ntl'y and with, such ardour during the decade which 
thr,-s thesis will cover, that is 1839-184-9-.
. Chartism was an important'movement, but only a few
Pariiamenta-rians"were' prepared to take it seriously. This 
thesis will consider what the .Members-of Parliament had'to 
say about^ th^e movement, and'why only a few of them saw the 
importance of the desire o f  the Chartists to become actively 
involved in the political life of the nation.
'The working classes hoped that. Chartism would provide 
■them with n means of changing th*. hangf hnnh.s ti ons under v/hic'n 
they were forced to live,-and which they could not hope to
a i '
change because they did not have the vote. They believed 
that po.lltlca.’ -lirianc-.lpa'lion would bring them social emanci- 
pa1.1 on r- for if they cou.n3 elect men to Parliament who had
V'!
' ' '
their welfare at heart then legislation would be passed to 
give’ them social justice. In Parliament, however, neither 
the Liberal Pkrty nor the Conservative Party showed any-' 
enthusiasm for the cause. Debates on Chartism'were thinly 
attended, and reflected a lack of concern on the part of 
most M.P, 's.- -Only- a small, group of. radicals,. whom I hav̂ e .
; ■ termed "Chartist RacPicals." gave the Chartists their full
- ' '/support.. . . ../. .
, . Other M.P.,',s showed an, inter est in the Chartist
; ' movement only if their own constituencies -were affec-ted by .
I - Chartist rioting, or if." the ,-Opposition Members .saw-Chartist '
'<■ . activities as a means of embarrassing the ministry of the day .
; . ■ There was à small number of M.P.’s who believed that social,
I - ' ,-legislation was the responsibility- of the- Government, while
: - others had a genuine, concern for, civil rig'hts . A'.small group ’
.■ of Conservatives was interested in an -alliance with such
1 ; ■■ radical g I and paternalists in both Conservative and Liberal
Parties were.interested in the working classes as a group 
for whom they ..should provide protection in return for defer­
ence . ' The majority of the'parliamentarians only spoke about 
the Chartist cause when they thought it was_ thre.atening law 
. . ' -and order, property or trade. 'Only the Chartist Radicals
were prepared to accept the premise that the vote .was a 
fundamental human right.
Research has indicated that the Parliaments of .1839- 
184-9 were passing class-biased legislation. This thesis 
looks at the way parliamentarians, who were mainly upper and
XV
middle olass, reacted to the demands oT the lower class 
'Chartists. .We. see a-group of men determined, to maintain the.
■status ,quo, with ‘nq understanding‘of the'needs of the working 
people of England, responding to a group which was loô'king 
' for ,a. change in the suffrage as the only means of bringing
 ̂ . . . .  - - . X
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I\NTR0DUCTI-Qîi ' . = .
Chartism came into .being at,a time when social
concerns Were not the primary issüe in Parliament, and'
' r ; ' . \ ' ci:' ' , 'debates on tĥ e movement were characterized by-sparse
dttehdance of M.P.'s and by a distinct lack of interest and
enthusiasm. Yet the Chartists were a • groi.jp 'of ofüinary 
working people who had ^history; and who shaped the mid- 
nineteenth century society of which they were a part.
Chartists were frequently misunderstood', ridiculed or 
ignored by the middle a.nd uppe.r classes,- and in particular 
by the parliamentarians whom they petitioned frequently, and 
ardently during-the'.dec.ad’e dealt with in this thesis .
Chartism was an important moyement, but only a. small, 
number chose' to spea.K about the movement, and still ffewer 
were prepared to take' it seriously'. This thesis will ■ ■
consider what .the parliamentarians. - Radicals, Repealers, 
Liberals, Whigs and Conservatives, had to say about the ■
, Chartists, and why only a small group saw the importance of 
the Chartists’ desire to become involved in the',political' 
life of their country. Only a small group of radicals, termed 
in this thesio.the "Chartist Radicals.," ga'ye the Chartists 
consistent .support in Parliament. The majority of the 
parliamentarians only**spoke about the Chartist cause when
, 1 ■
they thought that it posed' a threat'to laiw and order, ' . - -
property or trade. -
Ny research has iridicated that the Parliaments of 
I839-I849 were passing class-biased legislation, so this 
thesis is concerned Vith.the way that npper and iniddle class
parliamentarians reacted to the demands of working men, The
, ; ■ ' ■" -. , . '
Members of Parliament believed that it was their duty to
maintain the status quo, and had no understanding' of the 
Chartists, who-believed that a radical reform of the parlia­
mentary system was the only way that they could achieve 
social justice for the working classes. . .
The reasons for the interest , in Chartism of tho-se, - 
parliamentarians who were not in the government fall into
•five main-categories. In the first place, the 'movement was .
’widespread and was active for a period of two decades.. This
meant that,a larèe number of Members found the movement'at
work in t,heir .own constituencies at one time or' another.
This prompted m^y'questions to the Home' Secretary about the 
government',3 handling of the situations, either as.'a means of 
harassing the government, or as-a way of showing his con­
stituents that an -M.P. was doing his job Gonsoienti'ouslÿ .
The Radicals, the Liberals, the -Repealers and some . ■
Conservatives were happy to seize on Chartist activities as 
an opportunity to embarrass the Whig ministry, although the 
Liberals and the majority of the Radicals were not prepared 
to bring the ministry down. As the M.P.'s spoke, they made . 
statements of their views on Chartism, and it became evident
■ ■ ' ' ' k  f ' '$13 they^id 30 that only a small grobp o( Bay%a^aJ3,/nina in 
niunber., .w&re consistent-supporters; of the Chartist cause.
■; By what, they sâ.,iü, a.n^ hy the' way they cas't their v%#»s '
' ‘ . these few men could be relied upon-to uphold" the Chartist
' . ' cauie'in 'Parliament..- They "^ili "henceforth be referred^ to
i ' ' : - -in this thesis'asyCharti-st .Radipals. Of the nine.i Thomas S.
■ * . Duncombe., the 'Radical who "represented the borough of
Finsbury from 1834-1861 ", was the most-\ consistent and per- 
% , , V ■' s.istent in his determination to keep’the Chartist 'movement
'■ ' before the house'of Commons. In 1,847-'the Chartist Radicals
4 / ,■ ■ Were io-ined in the Commons by Peargus O ’Connor and John
• .William's, who'".had run for election' as Chartist candidates.
Î . ' ■ , , ■.Secondly, the movement generated a loyalty among the
! working classes which had been previously-unknown,-and which
. raised the q.uestion of the. condition of the workers as' a
' ' serious social question■ which demanded the consideration of
■ , • ' the- goyernme.nt. - This-.q.uestipn"'of .social justice for all '
 ̂interested those M.-P.'s who believed that ..social legislation'..
was the-responsibility of government. .It was'this same group 
of pard-iamentarians, 'mainly Radicals and Liberals,'who raised 
questions- about the treatment of political prisoners and the 
basic ci.v-i"i. 'rights of all citizens."•K ■ 3 - ♦
Next, there was conflict.between those with a
traditional understanding of society and politics, and those
with -an inc'rementalist view "of social and political change as
' - ■' V  ■ ■■' . .
4
Lube n o w  puts it. Da'vid Roberts state,s of the former 
paternalist social outlook* ^'Almost all Victorian pater- 
.nalists held-four basic - assumptions àboüt society; it should 
. be authoritarian, hierarchic, organic and pluralistic.” 
Authoritarian because it demande,d ' obedience ; hierarchic 
because it rejected all levelling., measures, and held that, 
"Without inequality o f  property there would be no incentive 
for the poor to work nor the wherewithal for the wealthy to 
rule, develop'tha.artS'Of goyarnment, and do qharitable ^  . 
works." It was organic because every part should have an.
. appointed place, and pluralistic because it was a society 
in which there were many differing spheres, each with its’ 
•own hierarchies. .
.Thirdly, the Chartist movement was seen by some 
Conservatives as a tool to be used against- the Melbourne 
and Russell ministries. PLC. Mather quotes the instance of 
John Walker of The Times, who, standing as.a Conservative,,
wrested Nottingham 'from the Liberal's with Chartist support
. iiin a.by-election in April 1841. Some, though by no means 
all, of the Conservatives, saw an alliance^with the working
1 'William Ç. Lubenow, The Politics of Government 
Growth , Devon: David and' Charles Ltd. -, 1971, P • lÔJT
2 . 'David Roberts, .Paternalism in Early Victorian
England, London; Groom Helm Ltd., 1979, P - 2.
’ ^I'bid. , pp. 2-8".'
i
'^F.G. Mather, "The Government and the Chartists," 
Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London: MacMillan and
Co. Ltd., 1959, pp. 372-373.
class as a vay to rising miadle class. ' 'A
Conservative-Radicàl-alliance seemed feasible to -the 
idealists, all young and under ' the sway of'Disraeli', who.
' hearkened hack,to.^-^%^in^u3trial golden age, 'and were, . '
ass'o.ciated with the Young'”England •Movement. Peel, Mio.wever, . . ' f-
certainly,did'not see the Chartist movement as a tool to be -, ;■
used'against the government of the day.' He believed in a . Î'
strong executive governmentj opposition for its own sake
was dangerous to the' country -aH^hole. He stood for law ' ;
and order, and in the; early years of Chartist discontent and
agitation. Peel supported the Melbourne ministry'in its -
.endeavour -to'-preserve "the traditional forms of constitution '
' . . . ' . . ' ' '• . . . . 
the Church, the - monarchy, 'and the House of lords.
■ Fourthly, the great majority of parliamentarians
spoke against the Chartist movement'when its activities
threatened law and prder, property or trade. 'These men came ,, >
. from both the Diberal and Conservative'Parties, and ’ ' •'■ , -
represented all shades of opinion'within those parties.
Finally, the Chartist claim that the vote and., the other
points of the Charter were fundamental human rights was -
supported only by the small gro.up of Che.rtist Radicals. ,
» t. / «y -»
Other parliamentarians were opposed to anysignificant .Reform '• %'
of the constitutiôn ,■ and feared the development of a fully
politicised working class. . . . ■ '
 :--------, --------, - I , :
-^Norman Gash, Reaction and. Reconstruction in English 
■ 'Politics, 1832-1852, Oxford: The'Clarendon Press, 19?$,
pp. 1^0-]31. - ' ' , . '
■ ■ 0
There three main peaks of activity in Parliament
concerned with Chartism, which coincided with the peaks 'of 
; ' Chartist activity it^the coÿintry, and culminated in the
I presentation of the three great Chartist petitions,.. Lord
I ' . ■ Melbourne's Whig ministry-with Lord John Russell and then ’•
! ■ 'Lord Normanby at the Home Office was in power at the time
,I  ̂ o f  the first peak in '18'39 - ' When Chprtism reached its -second
peak’ in' 1841 Peel's Conservative ministry with Sir J'ames 
; " Graham at the Home Office was at.the helm. 'When the &&ve-
' ment revived .again in 1848 the Liberals were‘in office, led
■ by Lord John .Bussell, with Sir George Grey as Home Secretary
poth-Liberal and Gen sarvative governinen't.s'.responded with 
r '  ̂ greater alacrity to reports of demonstrations,. suspected-
arming., drilling, plotting and threats to public order than 
they did to reports of the.distress of the working peôple- 
Neither the Liberal Party, nor'the Conservative Party saw 
- 'social issues as being' the primary concern of Parliament ̂ -
■ They'were more concerned with maintaining the.status quo.
, . A s  the lauxnber of independent Radicals in the House of Commons
- shrank steadily from 1832- to 1841, Gash quotes the dissident 
: . • Radicals as 'claiming, that "Whig and Tory politicians were
' . ;. ' . - . ' 'g '' '
becobing virtually indistinguishable-. " Certainly, neither 
party was prepared to accept the premises that the right ' to 
. vote was a fundamental .male right.
The two, parties in' Parliament were divided amongst 
themselves on many questions. The Conservative'Party,




however, spoke and voted with-.'one voice on Chartism, except' 
for Disraeli:, who tended, to he somewhat'radical and non­
conformist . _ The Consei-vatives'c-onsi'stently opposed the 
movement in Parliament. The Liberal Party was not so. united . 
The Whigs, who -were 'conservative in théir outlook, took the 
same line as the Conservatives and opposed the Char^-tists 
most of the time. The Re.-pea'l Party, followers of Daniel . 
O'Connell, supported the Whigs. 0 'Connell ■ viewed'- the 
Chartists with'hostility as; hi,s, former follower Feargns ,
. 0 'Connor came, to dominate the . movement. ..The Irish .Repealers 
occasionally ' used Chartism as a-warning to the ' gov.ernineht' 
that if repeal were not granted and-Chartism crossed the'• 
Irish''Sea'a very dangerous situation might develop. 'Those 
Liberals- (including .many ' who''are, generally described by 
historians, as Radicals) who might well be termed moderate 
Radicals, and were' certainly more ad^nc.ed in their, thinking 
than the Whigs, .we.r.e' often responsive to the Chartist .movê - 
ment,. These- men. supported the ballot , ■ shorter - Parliaf 
and improved electoral machinery, but opposed universe] 
suffrage and would .not support'any drastic constitutional''^ 
reform'which would alter the political status quo. It was 
only the Chartist Radicals who Wefe prepared to see the 
composition-of•Parliament altered by the granting of 
universal male suffrage. The Liberals would ,'however..
Y ' ' . .
(Angus MacIntyre, The Liberator, Daniel O'Connell 
and the Irish Party, 1830-15%?, London * Hamish Hamilto'n ' 
Ltd . , 19^5 » P -* Ïè5 .
support the Chartists with their votes as well as their 
■ words on minor social issues'. ' ‘ ' . '
lord Brougham, the former Whig minister, conformed
to no pattern, and was bo'th vociferous and unpredictable in 
House of Lords. .He frequently brought Chartism to the 
attention of the Lords.' In the Commons the volume of debate 
on Chartism increased notably after yet another eccentric was 
eleĉ te.d as the. Chartist--Member -for the borough o'f Nottingham 
in August 18b7 ■ Feargus O'Connor kept the Chartist 'cause 
. before -the House .in a serips of long, - blustering .speeches.
The tragic effect'that 0 'Connor's vacillations, rantings'and 
unpredictability had .on the movement in the countpy is 
mirrored-by tl\e effect which they had in Parliament. His- 
, bluster and egocentric behaviour in the Commons did much to 
discredit-jthe movement . Nevertheless ,■ much that he said 
. ■pointed the way that 'workeis would have to go to achieve •
reform in the future. ■ ' .
Chartism was a cla^s-based philosophy aimed at. 
uniting.the British working', classes. It was essentially a 
social movement, although its social ideals were less clearly 
defined than its political goals because the former varied 
according to'the specific needs of different regions. Today 
we realize that thq Chartists were the forerunners of a 
working-class movement. Although they "failed," in order 
to understand the society of,which they were a part, their 
ideas.and their presence must be acknowledged. If this holds 
true for one group then we must also pay attention to the
views of those pai'liamentar Ians who opposed the Char lists, 
for they xoo'represented a significant part"of society.
There, is a real ’difficulty involved in attempting to know 
the past in the framework.of the twentieth century without 
distorting what has gone before.
The Chartists saw Parliament and the parliamentar-ians 
as'an instrument of class and of class legislation. The 
Chartists were working within a system in which Parliament 
was a prime element, and yet the only .possible way. for the 
'Chartists to obtain what they wanted was .to get people of ' 
their own persuasion into Parliament.. However,'the class 
bias of Parliament mad.e this virtually impossible'. The 
parliamentary process and., indeed,' the composition of 
Parliament at this time, were seen by the Chartist Radicals 
and their, supporters as being inappropriate to the needs,of 
the working classes. Parliament vas, nevertheless,', the 
only place where petitions could be presented, and the only 
place from which the working classes could hope to attain 
political freedom. ' . ' ' - " ' /
■The Chartists wished to bring'about radical 
parliamentary changes, for they believed that the political 
■ changes embodied in the Charter would, .lead. t.o social changes. 
They were trying to perfect an imperfect system. They wanted 
to vote people of their .own kind into Parliament to prevent 
class-biased legislation from being passed. However, the 
structure of Parliament made this difficult for them to 
achieve. The majority o f ,parliamentarians were conservative
10 '
in oùtlook, and biased agai?ist sncb a change in the 
ooistitütioi, not merely because of self-interest, but 
because this was a Reflection of their social outlook.' All 
butthosb who.held radical views believed that pveryone had' 
their allotted place in society., the aristocracy at the top, 
the middle class in.the mi.ddle, and the lower orders at" the 
bottom. This was divinely ordained, aend there should be no 
attempt to tamper with this pyramid-like order. The 
parilamentarians therefore saw the-majority of the Chartists 
as a mob of mindless individuals being manipulated by a few
radicals.who planned to upset the status quo. A few who were
\ . , ■ ■ . 
more romantically minded saw the Chartists as a group, of ■ . .
dedicated people imbued., with the ideology of intellectual 
revolutionaries or as the deferential remnants of a,pre­
industrial age. ' ' ■ '
.Only those parliamentarians who felt strongly pro or 
ànti-Chartist gave the movement any real measure of attention. 
Most parliamentarians did not feel that society was threatened, 
hence they could affoid to' treat the Chartists with a mixture 
of contempt, indifference and tolerance. This attitude can 
be seen' in the reaction of both liberal and Conservative 
ministries, for they -'showed cônsiderable forbearance in their 
dealings .with the Chartists.
 ̂ - Chapter 1
CHARTISTg, .PARTIES AJCl MINISTRIES
In order to understand, the complex interaction of 
Chartists and parliamentarians it is necessary to .have some 
.knowledge' of the Chartist movement and of the composition of.. 
Parliament. .
Chartism, a campaign to achieve -democratic rights, 
and by'implication economic and social rights,- for those who 
had' no voice in Parliament, swept across most of - the United 
Kingdom in the late 1830"s. Its object was to obtain' a 
radical reform of the parliamentary system, so that all men 
would be represented, and soCsial justice-for the working 
classes would be legislated.
Its major political demands were encapsulated in the 
six points of the People ' s. Charter, which "was published in 
May 18^8. There were the three familiar,radical demands for 
universal male suffrage for those over twenty-one, annual 
parliaments, and vote by secret ballot, as well as three, 
less'frequently voiced demands. These advocated the setting 
up of three hundred electoral districts containing,as nearly 
as possible, an equal number of inhabitants, that a salary of 




for a candidate’s nomination should be requisition by a
I ‘ 'minimum of one hundred electors. ' ■
The working classes looked to 'Chartism as a means of
protesting against the'Har^h conditions under which they' ■
liwed, and over which they had no control. Their.inajor
demands were set out clearly in the Charter, but bacause of
the local diversity of Chartism there were many minor demands
which varied from one area to another, and led to disagree-
ments about social objectives'and tactics.
. ■ ' , ' /  -
Th'ere was to be .pressure brought to bear upon
Parliament through petitions,'^'inquiries, submissions and
invitations .to public- meetings.' Outside Parliament there
would be meetings, and lecture, tours organized by well-known
and respected radicals as well as massive demonstrations-and';
processions to demonstrate the latent physical strength o)'
2 . . .  the movement. Those who "believed that such a token .show of
strength would be sufficient to achieve their demands were
known.as the moral'force Chartists. 4 small, but significant
group, however, felt that this 'would not be enough, and that
they should be prepared to usej physical force to get their
way. - . .
The Chartist .membership believed that the vote was a
fundamental male right-. They placed the blame for their.
■̂ J.T. Ward, Chartism. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd.,'
1973. pp. 84-85. w'. -
Alex Wilson, "Chartism," Popular Movements c. 1830- 
IR50, ed. .}.T. Ward, London: MacMillan and Co.,Ltd.; I97O ,
p. 117.
<
■ ■ ' ■ . ' , ].3
miserable living conditions upon the upper classes, who took
an unfair share of the working man's'labour, and were able 
■to pass legislation favourable to themselves because’they 
'':■ alone controlled the political power-. To the Chartists, 
therefore, it was logical that in order to achieve social 
justice they must first obtain a voice in Parliament. They - 
would then "regenerate society, socially and econoreically,
". . ..by political action'to secure benevolent legislation
and administration, and by educational,,provision, voluntary 
' ac’tion and self-help.”'̂'
. ' Early Chartism had it„s greatest impact in areas where 
10ng-establIshed industry was dwindling, such as Trowbridge 
In -Wiltshire, where the cloth trade had been adversely 
affected by technological change ; Or -where it was expanding; 
as in the industrial areas of the North. Its appeal also 
■ depended'to some extent .upon the charisma of the local 
•'leaders,, the composition of the work force,-' the local working 
conditions, and the extent of unemployment at any given time.̂  
It was, as Asa,Briggs observes, . . a snowball movement 
which gathered together local grievances and sought to give 
them common expression-in a -nation-.wide agitation.
' . .  A  ' --̂Ibid., p. 116.. ■ f
\ s â  Briggs, "The Local Background of Chartism, " 
Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London: MacMillan and
Co. Ltd., 1959, p. 3.
^Ib'ld ., p.' 2 . '
There was a real attempl to create a feeling of 
class unity between the craftsmen, the factory workers and
the domestic outworkers, but this never-wholly succeeded.
The highly respectable craftsmen, often non-conformist in 
' religious affiliation, found it difficult to unite or to 
; find common bonds with.what they considered to be inferior 
grouj^s. The factory workers had a feeling of solidarity and 
comradeship because of common experiences on the factory ' 
floor, while the outworkers/simply related the demand for
universal suffrage to their need for adequate food and ' ■
6 ' ■ ' shelter. - - ■ '
■'At a .meeting of -Lancashire Chartists, Ray her. Stephens
declared that universal suffrage was". . . a knife and fork
question, a bread, and cheese question, . . . .-every working
man in the land has a right to.a good coat on his back, a
good hat on his head, a good roof for the shelter of his
household .'. . . Such statements were later used .against
the Chartists by those who feared to what use the,left-wing
might .put any new-foun^. political power. Such''people feared
 ̂ - 
that If universal suffrage were granted the workers would
!plunder and destroy property.
It is difficult I to know what Chartism meant to its '
adherents, for this is a complex problem requiring much - 
research. To some-it probably was a matter of class
.^Ibld., p. 9.
Manchester Guardian, September 26, 1038.
ccxscicusness and ideology, and these people would think in
terms' of class power and class exploitation. To others,/ 
however, the importance of Chartism lay mainly in local,
concerns and enthusiasms. ’ \
In spite of regional enthusiasm th§re w%s little 
natiohal unity. The rank aiid file came mainly from the 
working class, while the leadership included "landowners, 
magistrates, doctors, parsons, merchants, small manijfacturers, 
shopkeepers, school teachers, editors,, publishers and poets," 
as well as craftsmen and officials of various trade unions.
The problem of national communication was a very difficult 
one, and only Feargus 0 ''Connor, with his influential news­
paper the 'Northern Star and his nation-wide chain of agents 
and correspondents, was able to keep in touch with the 
feelings of the localities-. . . '
The willingness of the Chartists to be practical and
self-reliant was a conspicuous '.characteristic of the movement. 
Locally Chartism was often, . .an integral part of the 
struggiy for Identity, dignity and improvement."^' Chartist 
leaders articu-Med widely-held feelings -about "the disruption 
of family life, the exploitation'of wompn, the waste of talent 
and the' degradation of human beings. These men had a
Wilson, p. 117.
Q ,David Jones, Chartism and the Chartists., London.; 
Penguin Books Ltd., 1975,' P- Ï88. '
i
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vision of no alternativG society in'which.science and machinery
/
conld be sed to benefit ell. They offered a more democratic, 
humanitarian and co-operative society to.those who would 
support +heir demands.
The Chartists denounced both Liberals and Conserva- 
tives,. and both poiiti-cal parties looked on the Chartists as 
enemies of private property, and as a threat to law and order.- 
Ministerialists and Opposition'alike disdained the Chartists' . 
powep, initiative and their strong belief that" the political 
liberation of the -country lay in. their hands. Even when 
-'Chartists and Liberals spoke in the same te'rras or co-operated 
. on a particular issue, the.former were-always aware of - ,
. . differences in emphasis, meaning and power."
' Chartists’respected the Radicals, but they preferred, to 
remain independent. - • - - '
Professor Gash quotes the following analysis- of. the 
composition of the House of Commons from the Annual Register 
of 183?. There were 332 Ministerialists and 319 Conserva­
tives . These Members plus the Speaker and six vacant seats . 
made up a. grand total of^'^8. By 1810 F.R. Bonham, the 
Conservative party agent, estimated that-there were only eight
. ' - ' - - ' . ' -iindependent Radicals separate from the Government party. ■'
^^Ibid., pp. 189-190.
12Norman Gash, Reaction and Reconstruction in English-
Politics, 1832-18.52, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 19&5,
P'. 168. ' ' -
^^Ibid., pp. 204-203.
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As Gash succinctly states' the year 1632 had seen a
j h
^'redefinition of party,"' and the foundations for the 
"Victorian two-party system were laid "by the divisions of 
politicians into Reformers and Conservatives over the.Eill 
of 1631." The Conservative Party supported the Esta"bli5ned 
_ . Church in^England and in Ireland, and the traditional
' ' .. institutions' of the country, .which included the Hou"&e of
Lords.. The Conservative Party drew support from land- 
... ' Qwqers, property owners, the manufacturing ancl financial
, , . classes'and the professions.
V , ' ' , The.Literal Party .included 'Whigs, who were on the
Liberal side of the House' because - of family connections.
' ■» They-we're fundamentally aristocratic and conservative, a
. ' party of the right, which consistently opposed the Chartists. 
The. Liberal's within the party were more advanced than the 
Whigs, but would not support any constitutional reform s' They 
were prepared to look, favourably upon the-Chartists as long ;
. as this,did not involve any serious changes in the
' ' " constitution. The Radicals, those Members of the Liberal
Party who would consistently support some extention of the 
suffrage, the provision of a .secret ballot and a substantial 
alteration in the Corn Laws, were generally inclined to 
favour the Chartists, but could not be. relied on to g W e  them 
consistent support. The Radicals neither acted nor vo|ed 
together consistently. Joseph Hamburger quotes the Ra^icbl
/
^'*îbia., p. 122, . , p. 123. p. .133
[8
\  ■
editor, John-Wade, who in 1635 stated that they were "a
disorganized mass" and lamented the fact that thoy had "no
X ̂ 'leader in,whose superior character and ability" ' they could 
acquiesce. Albany Fonblanque'in the Examiner of May 19, 1833
also regretted that, "in the Radical Party there is this
' IR 'peculiarity that nearly all are leaderc."
.The Irish Repealers, led by Daniel 0 'Connell were
also i)art of the Liberal Party. The thirty-two Members
returned in the I83'? election"'' formed an effective political
pressure group, dedicated to the repeal of the Act of Union.
The Lichfield Ho.use (lompact of 1835 had seen the Irish
Liberals, including the Repealers, giye their support to the
Whigq, and the Repealers followed the 'Whig lead in , Parliament
by opposing Chartism' and supporting the Anti-Corn Law League.
Within the Liberal Party only thh Chartist Radical's were
prepared to support the Chartists' demands consistently, and
even some of these, supporters disliked and - opposed the
Chartist^' use of forqe.-
These Chartist'Radicals were as follows : Thomas
Attwood, the'M.'P. for ;B ir m ingham from 1832-1840 , when he
accepted the Chiltern Hundreds. He was by profession a
banker, and he believed that the twin causes of distress
17 osëph Hamburger, Intellectuals in Politics, John
Stuart Mill and the Philosophical Radicals , New Haven : Yaj.e
University Press, 19<^. PP>
-̂ T̂bid ,, p. 118. ' -
19,ngus Macintyre, The Liberator, Daniel O'Connell
and the Irish Pai'ty 1830-1847, London": Kamish Hamilton Ltd.,
1965, pi 299. ' . -
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were the hl^h cost of food and the high cost of nioney. He
believed that the currency should be expanded by the issue
. of more, paper money,' and that the Corn Laws should be
repealed. Joshua Schclefield, who represented Birmingham
from 1832-184b, was « disciple of Attwood and supported his
policy of currency reform. order to advance their cause
they were prepared to'support the Chartist demands, but the
working classes seemed to have little interest in cufi'ency
20reform, and it was gradually shelved.-
John Pielden represented.the Lancashire town of 
' Oldham from 1B32 until his defeat ift the election of lÜL?.
.He andJiis 'brother owned spinning and weaving mills in nearby- 
To'dmorden. ' They-treated their .workers with Owenite bene- . . 
volence, and believed in free trade. John Pielden's remedy
for the distress of the workers was a reduction in national 
expenditure .and- the substitution of a property tax for duties 
on articles of .general consumption. He als'O believed in, -
f - - .factoî|̂ y reform and Anti-Poor Law agitation as a .panacea for
misery-rather than adopting the Chartist demands for civil
?  1 ' ■ -and'political rights'. ' He was. not a good oi"ator, but he was
a.man of great simplicity and integrity, known as "honest
> ■*John Fielden." Certainly his pertinacious support of the
■Chartists shows why those who disliked him called him the -
2'nMark Hovell, The Chartist Movement, Manchester: 
Manchest^ University Press, 1938, pp. 100-102. '
^^Itid. , pp.' 86-8?. ■ >1 '
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.22."self-acting m u l e . B o t h  Attwood and, Fielden/ because of
' , 'their special interests, were often attacked by Lord John "
Russell as eccentrics.
Thomas Slingsby iDuncombe came.from the.landed gentry, 
eldest son of Lord Peversham's younger brother «and
the daughtef' of the Bishop of Petersborough 1 His family
connections were described as "ultra-Tory." .He was educated
at Harrow; then became an ensign with the House Guards. He
became known as a man of fashion who belonged to gambling
clubs'and enjoyed the Sport o f ' K i n g s . W i t h  such .a back- .
>
ground it was unexpected to ebe him become ja Liberal and then 
a Radical. His son.suggests that the young Ensign Duncombe 
was influenced by Sir Ronal/d Ferguson under whom he served
f  ' ' ' '.and who was a consistent Liberal.
He stood as a Whig from 1826-I832 when he was
\ '
defeated in Hertford. He had always been radical in outlook, 
and in I832 Lord Salisbury, intervened to. get him out of the 
borough even though he was popular with the■electorate.' In 
. 183H he ran for Finsbury a.s a Liberal’and polled 599 votes
more than his closest rival
25
He wa^ regarded as ohe of the
principal Liberals, and became increasingly concerned with
1280..
Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 6, pp. 12?9^
T,S. Duncombe, The Life and Correspondence of’Thomas 
Slingsby Duncombe, V 0I..I, ed, T .H. .Duncombe, London-. Hurst 





'.th'e/d'îstresslbf̂  thè' wprking ,people k W  '
' . lAÿ.ergste.a [ 1 n' ' Ghartl.ét - catise In Ithe s priuig of - l 8 4 l '
. ' he JV: V ,l\qast. irr hi%llAt'.with:0̂ .e:-'ex .
:■. 'Me 'w#8 -ale onsl st ent supporter, of the, 'Charter'/ - hut not of any ;. ■ 
'.pf .force%':\ ,\Byèn' When' Chart^lsm'h^ ^id / : : '
/- /.not rèlàx his, exertions. In'l,843hè;heçpme'^a mem̂  ̂ of. the :
: %.t.ionpl 'Chart 1st Associatibh -of Great, ;5r,itain..' He ' addressed,,..
', ;, '‘njan-̂ Sha t̂i'st deino,nstrat:io'n5..,an;d."'̂ as reoD^nited dy-'theim'as'a 
, hero;.'"̂  It 'wâ  ̂not 'imtid:, A^yil' iP/ l8M,thpt .I)imoomh:e \' ,\ 1
f - d i i  8.\:]iaÀds of y the" ' C hp^tl ̂t s - ,Wd, heeA ; ild.., ;
<; 'W#' had xetlredh î idinpptlr̂ ./and.-.'-ff.din''thê  / ' y;
' . 'I'letterypf warning, addresig.ed : td/ Pe#rgua O^qo.nnôr ̂.wh.ich' wap . . . /
1, ■ 'circulated In londop' prior to. the 'Kennihg10n .Gommon..Mee11 hg ,' ,'//.
... -. y ; : i h W '.' 1 Think! ' -%inkri i.\ %; i:'.\ '1 .f -'t / .71;: v ./ --'i : :':
.. . . .  .. " V \and .hemejnkpr,,.T.'tH#.:pne:'..l̂ ^̂  / . 1 :r...
' ' - step.'jna'y'3eal. the ,faie.;pf .milliQhs.: . ' -y . ".. .' '
';■ . ', h.o‘weY.er, : 0,'Connor went ahead with, .'his plans- and pun.Gomhe, gave ': ; 
'.,. Up' the 'Ùhârtl'qt . p a ù ^ e thdpgh 'he , cpntinued as ' active ' .1 -
'y'àuppo.rtBnl.of ;the 'right̂  ̂.of 'iabpurr... : .' : t' I, ' .' - . . ' ' ,.t .
. ■'.' : ': V," .'■ . .’ Henry- Ward ...."another. : G hpr ti s t ' Ràd i oal,. was - in" the . ' ; ;.
e .'
\. .,dip.l..oaatlç 'service 'uht.41 '.he entered' Parliament 'as-MiP/' for '1 
St.' Alhans-until 1839 > and then-as the .re.pre.sentatiye. for . . 
.Sheffield until 1.849- He always had a. re.putation'for being '■ 
' :"an' adyanpe,di:^,h$ra 1 -. ,he ,wa;s ,,h'pstil.e ta.the.: Irish ■’C.hurch, -.and.
., pp..: 374-375 .
. ' - - . ;. - \ - . -.22: \. 
/ r ' "- -' . ' "' '-- . .:.  ̂ '-. ' on̂ ';■ , . annually-. moYed:,a resolution yfhïch: r'eflected . this attitud-e . , '•''
, -.ô Joaep-h -Ha.wburger :sees;;h;irn’as; leing-.-a'Me'rnlber who Va:s p lo.se tO: '
' . -th.e .Phiiogaphic Ra'dipal^s.?^ . / ; . n . -o . . -
'1/ ' ' -1- jQseph' Hwne the', service oT thê  ̂ India' . '- ;1.
/C.o.ïjipaxiy;'' until ..h.e -began ' a - political oar ear in iSll. .In the .
.̂ 182013 he 'joined th^ î roup known'as Philogcphlc Radicals
'. -' who .considered:. t-hein'selyes-lo-th philosôpher.S' and .politicians,. -
- HuTne;--too'-was'in-terested'in''finance..- ,-’'He was''patient and . %' - ■ '
indus'thious ,i and made innum-erable long and badly c.onstructedli .
spee-che.s.' .and. long '.supported the- G.haptlst's , . John : Leaderwho
dx'd.,not'enter''P.arliai7)'e-ht until l-8'35, 'was also' on§. .of'•'the, - ' '
' ' ''Philosophic Radical "circle .which, represented- an ideological - V 
-,.ipO'sitroh w.hic-h daflned, the .way- démocratie government was.to.
■ . -be: achieyed, .by the re.al'ignwent .of. parties arid the. creation. ' . H
^  -,P̂ ...a.;.hewlRadical' mrt^^ "'.'l.y.  ̂ ' - .. '-.I
.- .1.' ' .' These, were .the f-eW parliamentarians .'who -wene - prepared '
'. ' ■ to , take, the .’G-harti'st‘rao.ve.me.nt :-.serionsl’y', and who Ttept the- '
-■' - movement .-before' the 'House -of'.Comm.qns . . They ledognized. and 
supported the. Chartist, desire to become actively- involved, in- 
th.e. po lit leal life’, of ■ the .nation '■ ■
. . .  .Thomas'.'Walrl-ey'.be cane-the. Member of Parliament for • ' 
Finsbury'in 1 8 3 and"..remained so.' unt il he retired from '
'774, ^^Dictionary of- Nat-ronal "Biographyvol. 20 , 'pp.- '773- ,■
30%&mburger, 'p.il34y i ^ ' - - .
' % d i ,  p/^: :'' - ''. ' - .
- % i d .
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. ' '' ' Pariianient in J_852,:’;::>[e. was ,$ well-kî^own; ,surgeon who' founded
. v. ;' . • : ■ •tfae.'Lancet - in 1823 He was, an ardent reformer' wh..o. Jiated .
• -  injustice','e-specially ■'When it'Was ' allied'with-power , and. • ’
' 1 -p o in ted 'p \it \Vha.t 'he congideried' to ' be abnses w ith ; g re a t ' ' / '  ' '
ë ' \  ■-, 'V ig o u r .' .H-ê'.%a^%strôhg./sympà4^ae8iwit.h ,the';Qh'gi''ti8te,'' ': :' .\
' , ■: . - , ' advocated'repeal of. Irish Dhron,, and .opposed: the- Corn Laws , .
.■xK
1
' Dr. John Bowring.',' linguist, writer'arid traveller, was a joint. • ; ■"■
■ editor, ,of Jerediy. Bentham'.s Westminster Review. 'He first ' J
■ , ' entered Parlidmerit in 1835 and re'pre.sent§d .Bo 11on fro-m 184-lP ' ■,
' : 184-9 , when h,e. was'''appointed .consul. '.at Cantor'. ' He was . ' '. , .'. .
' ' ' responsible fo-r ■obtaining the.-tssu'e of thé florin'as'the , . , " ' . i
:■ , -. first, step towards . the introduction of the decimal-'system ' -
i, . P.lntp gr^i$h ,qpr^ ..y . . .-/I . t . . ,
'The liberals, .traditionally, .the' party .-.'of li.berty,.'■
, - Were ..anXioUs not .'to appear repressive in''their/deamngs''With - ' ■ '
. popular mgve.mentS'. %hen Chartism -first came to' the fore; ■■' •
lord Melbourne'".8 second Liberal ministry, was in power,. ., lord' , ' ■
. John-Ruffisell, "as ' Home Secretary , embodied.;\thi-s desire , not to / •
-: : appear to. encroach on the. people's freedom to disc.-üss
- questions p,f .politics', no.r to José the Liberal reputation for
.enlightenment. He therefore tolerated ..■yio.leht'speeches and , - ■ ' . 
wild .meetings as long ,as .no .rioting took pla.ce. ' As he, mads '
- > clear in a letter-,.to the Earl Of Harewood in September 1938,' ' . ’ ■ ' ■'
j:' , 465,
:l '■ - ' . ■ 34
S',
.̂ Dictionary of. National Bio'graphy,' vol ; 20:, pp.- 4SÏ-
Ibld - , vol . 2., pp. 984-
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 ̂ ' ■ Russell'believed that it'was better . . not to-add to the .
3  ' ''' ' - ' . 'I * importance of these mob leaders ,by prosecutions.'
Î '' ' It was not until ,'the end of November I838, when
I . ' torchlight meetings and-rio-ting occurred' on the Yorkshire-
Lancashire borders, that th,e .Liberal ministry took repressive 
- action against the Chartists. ‘-It is worth noting that at
, , the ti%ne Lord John. Russell, preoccupied with his wife's
. ' failing health, was'absent from the Home Office, and Lord
, . Jvielbourne had taken over the responsibility for maintaining
law and .order. ■ Philip Ziegler,- ifi his biography of Melbourne,
' ' - " 1 ' ' '' - ' '
' ■ ■ states-his belief that Melbourne was-always, willing to act
- , quickly if in his view a grouping of citizens became a
" ■ ’ 36-, threat to the security of the state . He prosecuted some 
of the ringleaders, and'"a-royal-proclamation made torchlight 
. proce'ssions illegal ; When Russell returned to the Home 
- - . ' Office in the New Year he concluded that there was little
serious.danger of insurrection. , '
In April 1839, however. Chartist 'unrè.st intensified,
' , ,, and'.the-attitude of the Government changed accordingly. ■
Magistrates were . encouraged to seize arms and - to .arrest 
 ̂ .'offenders. The- general commanding the northern district was
^̂ F.C-. Mather, "The Government and the Chartists,"- 
- Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London: ‘MacMillan and Co.
Ltd., 1939,-p. 375. - .. '
^^Philip Ziegler, Melbourne, A Biography of.William 
' iamb, 2nd Viscount Melbourne, New York : Alfred A, Knopf Inc.,
-p. 15 .̂ :
i
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given the fower. to draw, up a plan to defend the area against
' ■ '39 . y .; . insurrection. _ The crisis passed, and by June all was quiet
again, until Parliament's rejection of the Chartist Petition■
■ in July led tb a;further deterioration in the situation.
■ The' Government brought ' in a bill to establish 'a 
rural police force In July 1839 » and, ashed for a loan to 
■ , ' ' provide,aid for the Birmingham police, and for the addition- 
of 3,000 men to J;he 'regular a r r a y . A s  +he situation ' •
quietened the Home Office reverted to more moderate treatment 
. of the. Chartists., - - , ■ , •
' ■ When the Newport Rising took' place in November. 1839» '
... ' however, Russeli^^was no, longer Home- Secretary. His successor, -
'Lord Normanby, allowed lord Melbourne to. influence.,'h.is 
decisions, and the latter believed that the peace was 
I seriously threatened.' Ziegler quotes Melbourne’'s statement'
in a cabinet meetingdpn January '9, 1840, that he felt it was 
, time for strong measures, and that hé was ready to take them.^^ 
- By the middle of iBJOthe power of the movement was tempor­
arily broken. Melbourne realized, .'however, that the root ' '
.causes of the disorders had not been eliminated at a time ' - 
when the balance of power 'in the Commons could not long be 
sustained. .
691. .
Mather, pp. 378-379- .





Wien'Chartism peaked for the second time in 1641, 
Peel's Conservative - ministry had taken office, and Sir James. 
Graham -was at the.Home Office. The second Chartist Petition! 
was presented- and rejected by Parliament in 1842/ and was 
followed-by strikes for higher wages-and better working ' 
conditions. When it became apparent 'that,, law and. order were 
in danger' of-breaking down, the Government took action.
. . The Conservative -Government -was not .content merely
to arrest-individuals but ” . ... adopted bold and carefully .
thought-out measures designed to bring the entire outbreak, 
to an end." - The'Duke'of Wellington planned to de-morali-ze 
tjie insurgents by .’sowing mutual distrust amongst them. He" 
suggested that magistrates/should pay informers to divulge 
'the names of leaders of the'outbreaks, so that their names ) 
could be-paraded amongst the rioters'., to 'prove that they had I 
been informed on by their own people. In August.1842 à- ' 
Royal ■Pï'o-alamation offering a reward of £^0 for the appre­
hension and conviction of the leader's of any yiolent action 
during the strike in 'Manchester was issued . Graham also 
ordered the arrest of the members'’ of the Manchester Trades 
Conference, whom "he saw as "the link between the Trade Unions
; 2l ‘]
and the Chartists. These repressive measures produced a 
partial return to tranquility, and the Government set out to 
prove that there had been a treasonable, conspiracy, but
^^Mather ,- - p . 389
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without success., and when warrants were issued in October,
.1842% they were for ooh$%)iracy only. ' ' '
' . The,next m^jor revival of Ohartism came in 1848 when-. '
the Liberals under Lord John Russell were again in power.-
Chartism, though weaker than,in 1839. had become- linked with
discontent in Ireland. The Irish saw that if the Chartists
ke.pt up a state of unrest o-n the mainland ft would divert '
, attention and troops from the. disturbances in .Ireland. -On
.April -10, 1.848 the London Irish marched to, Kennington Common,
where,they were addressed by Julian,Harney, one of the most" ' '
articulate of- the -London Chartists,. vThis .c.o-operation
between the Irish'‘and. the Chartists, did not go unnoticed- by 
yr - - . / V , .  .. '/ - ' : - , . _
the Government, nevertheless the Liberals continued to treat
the Chartists- with restraint and -fcx*bearan-ce / .
. , Chartists 'were allowed to march in procession to
Kennington Common,, and only the procession to Parliament to
present- their -petition was -forbidden. - The Government was also
slow to prosecute Chartist leaders,- even when their speeches
|éemed to be .urging the -people to. take up arms.- This
- sug^sts that .although.the Russell ministry was concerned
' ' U  - ' Xv'with'Maintaining peace., it did not take the Chartist threat
- very seriously. Although Liberals and Conservatives differed 
in their reaction to Chartism as a disruptive force in the 
country, they did not differ in their belief that à .franchise
based on numbers rather than on property would be detrimental
*  , ' ' ^
to Britain's constitution.  ̂ ■ ■ '
*
^^Ibid., p. 39.
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' - Modern scholars see a two-party polarity being formed
\ ■ in, the struggle over the 1832 Reform Bill.. Wellington's
' ’ insistence on-pushing through Roman Catholic emancipation ■ '
caused thé' crisis which split^his followers. It allowed
■ - Grey ' s Liberal, 'Party to. take power, and led to the passing
. . of the B,eformnAct. Frqra 1-835-to-.l8̂ é there were two fairly
clearly defined- parties in Parliament. They each tried,to
- \ . dorm .thQ government' by winning a /majority at a general
election.. .J.G.D. Clark Claims that it was the ".. .
‘ , identification of parties with both government and opposition,
' inter.c'.hangsably, which marked -the emergence of a modern
. ■ ' aspect of party government, in the 1 8 3 0 ' s f h e  reformed ■ '
electoral^_strticture of I832 led to new techniques ot party
I • organization, and,, to the' emergence of recognizable party.
r- The-regular consultation-'of leaders and occasional general
t . . ' . - ' ' . -, : ' . ' ' - ' \.party meetings led to some- co-ordination of tactics and ,a 
- - greater feeling Of unity, .. .'
, The Conservative Party stood for a- strong executive, '
determined to preserve traditional form of the British 
constitution, that is the established church-, the monarchy
and the House of lords,rather than any fiscal, administrative 
or social programme. . HoweVer, the problems the -Conserva­
tives had to faoe'when they came to power in l84l were the ' •
^^J.C.D,. Clark,- "A General Theory of Party, Opposition, 
'and Government," The Historical Journal, 23, -2(1980), p, 324. .
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- practical ones of trade, finance, unemployment and the 
qûestïdh of Ireland.
_ The country squires baokçd'Peel, often grudgingly,
as he met the immediate needs of tariff reform and industrial 
' legislation, -until he jeopardized their pack.etbooks and their•
• ' political traditions as he came to reali-ze*that regardless'
- ' -'v ' ,
I,, .  ̂ of -party or -public opinion the Corn Laws must be repealed.
.1-■ ■ ■ Thé'Conservative split over agricultural protection in 1-845-
i ; - ' ' \ ' ' ' ' ' ' .f 6 produced "a morefundamental realignment of forces than is , • ' .
■ often recognized, - The party system then generated survived,
'essentially, until the crisis'over the Second'Reform'Bill .' .
: ' ' ' ' .. ' . - ' ' ' - '■ in the late, i860 ' 3. "  ̂ ' -- '
■ , • ' ' ' , ' ' ' , ’. " ■• - - ' The first split came in 1845 over Maynpothuwhen Peel
. . ' ' ' '
-, - affronted one l̂o-f the'deepest prejudices of the-C.onservati-ve - ■ ,
Party,-that is Protestantism.- In 1795 the Irish Parliament'.
'had■ initiated an annual grant- to the. Catholic seminary-at■ . -
■■ ■ Maynoo.th, and this-contribution to--the education of Irish \.
priests had been continued by the British Parliament'after 
the Act of bnion. In 1845 it was £'.9»400 per annum, and Peel 
proposed, to .increase it- to £ 26,000. The bill was carried in 
both Houses,, but many G'bnservatives were opposed and it would 
have been defeated on the third reading but for Liberal 
support. On -this reading the Conservatives divided 149-148 
■ a g a i n s t . I n  1846 Peel affronted another Conservative-
^^'Clark, p. 297. -
^^Bobert Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel to 
Churchill, London: Eyre and Spottiswoode Ltd., 1970, PP- 52-
53.
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( . . / prejudice, agricultural protection!. IR tïiàt' ÿear 241'
; . Conservatives ..voted against Peel' s bill to abolish the Corn ‘
f '' ' . ' 4 7 . - .i, . ■ Laws over a period; of three years-. ' The measure passed the , ,
?..
' ' 'Commons with the support of the Whig^ the lirish and the
free traders, and it .passed the Lords with the support of 
Wellington. After its passage Peel fel-t that he could no
. longer control the legislature;• the vengeful Conservatives 
. ' united' with tha Whigs and the Irish to defeat Peel on an
, Irish Coercion Bill and he resigned. Gash sees -the iS^'O’s 
. as a period when.it became clear that a''national'political
.party had to diverse enough to represent and harmonize 
' . .varied:'interests, 'and; t h ^  until the Conservatives w.ere'u'eady
; to shake off their p)^k»^iohist mantle they co.uld not hope-
■ ' ‘ 48 • ' ' ' ■. '1 to become à'national party.. - . ' ' , ' : - .-
^ . . • ; : For the. Liberals, too, the 1890 "s was a time ,of
■i ' . change. Many of the Whigs, remained within the Liberal Party
§ ' . .’because of family connections, or because they'belie/ed in -
. the Whig concept of Tory misrule and Whig opposition. There ■ 
; • . , ■ was, too.," . . . the' idea-of a liberal minority of the
■- " aristocracy, which stood for, civil and'religious liberty,
': , and could..in' time'of crisis -save their order ' and their
: ' . country by representing; and'controlling- popular movements.
^William 0. Aydelotte, "Voting Patterns in the 
-British House of Commons in the 184o.'s,” Comparative Studies' ■ 
in 'Society and History, vol. 5 , ho. 2, January" 1963, p. 152. ' ■
' ^^Gash, P. Ï54.* - . .
'-'̂ Îbid., p.'162. - , . '
/
yhis^seems to have been a .widely held, conception. The 
liberal Party's parliamentary leadership was mainly Whig, 
aristocratic and conservative in outlook. Its electoral 
base in. the country., 'and : its natural political allies, h''w- x 
ever, were more .heterogeneous 1. .The Liberals lost their 
control of the English counties in.the 1835 ■ election, and 
became dependent .on urban and non-English constituencies .
.for'.their support. Their problem .was ...therefore, to evolve 
."a brand of'Liberalism which would guide Radicalism into 
manageable paths. • ' ' , ■ .
Radicalism itself was extremely diffus.e in its philo- 
so.phi.es ; there was no one radical philosophy. In spite of ' 
their differences, however, the Radicals played a considerable 
role 'in the .l830's and iShO's in various political and social 
causes. There were some strange alliances too, for example.- 
.when th(* ultra-Tory, Richard Oast 1er, collaborated with'the 
ul.tra-R'àdicals over industrial r e f o r m . . . -
. .Party commanded à substantial measure of loyalty in. - 
the Chartist era, even though major events could upset such 
allegiance. Nevertheless between 1835 a.Tid 1845 in particular 
there was a measure of party order which sets this decade 
apart.^ % J  - - .
.It'was during'this period that the Home Office had 
to deal with a flow of information from local authorities
3^Ibid., pp. 164-166. ' .
Ward, "Introduction: Britain g%, I83O-I85O;
The Background, " Popular .Movements c. I63O-I85O,. ed, J .T.. 
Ward, London-: MacMillan & Co, Ltd., I9?0,.p.' 1?..
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about Chartist demonstrations, plots and threats. Liberal 
and Conservative ministries alike responded more to reports • 
■which suggested that publie' order might be threatened than 
they did t-o, reports of social distress.. Large meetings, ware 
considered.dangerous-when they-seemed to threaten the peacep 
mere speeches, though, often délibéra tëlÿ- inflammatory., were, 
usually ignbred by-most politicians... .
- What then was' the reaction, and what were the feelings 
- of .parlia.mentarians who were not in the current'ministry 
when the subject of Chartism was discussed in .Parliament?
' J
. Chapt er 2 ' . ' '
PARLIAMENTARIANS' RESPOl^SE'TO CHARTlSM'S ' .
FIRST PEAK 1859-1840 . '  ̂ .
William Aydelotte points out that ". . the central
issue of politics was not the welfare of the poor, but the 
divergent interests of the rich." Gash agrees with this 
opinion and states that . 1  , . . '
. . .  wh,en the. plight ol^the pour and, defenceless' ■ . 
came.under the attention of the legislature the general ' 
attitude .of the politicians was. pragmatic'a.nd undoctrin­
aire, and their solutions, therefore, were'piecemeal and 
experimental i m p r o v i s a t i o n s \
. arl'iament was, howe'.ver, interested- in maintaining 
-law and'Order, and Mather sees its function as being two­
fold in character. By taking legislative, action it would 
strengthen the powers' of'both central and local .authorities, • 
and by questioning the ministers of the Grown, receiving 
' petitions, and authorizing inquiries, it would .control the 
exercise of power both centrally and locally.
... William Q. Ayd.elotte, "Voting.:Patterns in the 
British'house of'.Commons in the 1840's," Comparative Studies 
in -S-ociety and History, vol. 5> n o . 2, Januàfy-1963* p. 15?
2 - ''Norman Gash,.Reaction and Reconstruction in English 
Politics, 18'3-2-1852 Oxford.;' The 'Clarendon .PressT 19&5, 
p. 129. '
' q . - - . ' ^"I.e . Mather, Public Order in the Age of th.e Chartists,
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1959, P- 29 -
- ' ' 3]
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îhe'ï83Û's was period of stagnation of real wages, 
for although industrial output was Increasing, food was 
having to "bé imported and investments were'financing'exports 
not cheapening goods for the home, market. Eighteen thirty-
seven Was a year of depression and unemployment and was v
' \ - ' ' ' . ' 'h ' . .' followed by a pad harvest in 1838-3$,
' ' Chartist unrest began to spread. However', the 
parliamentarians did little to put pressure upon the liberal'
ministry, and references to the Chartist disturbances in this 
period are surprisingly few. ■ In December 1837, John Fielden ' 
accused'- the Government o f  having failed in its duty by not 
inquiring into the Anti-Poor Law riots which had, occurred-in 
the. west Riding-of .Yorkshire Piel'den, the -Chartist Radical 
,Member:for Oldhæu in Lancashire, and co-owner of spinning and 
weaving mills in'TodmOrden, .was in'some ways qui'tq conserva­
tive 'in' his outlook, but 'as a free trader he was- classed, as 
a Radical in-'ParliamentIt is worth noting that neither - 
of the two Liberal M.P.'s who represented the. West Riding, 
Vigcount iVioTpeth and'Sir George Strickland, had 'considered 
the matter’sufficiently important to; raise à question in the 
House. 'Perhaps it is also-worth ,no-ting that in, the 1841 .
—  îbid., pp'. 4-5.
^Hansard, Third Serie^vol. 39, p.'9-̂ 8,
A ' ' ' ' H -Mark Hovell, The Gharta-st Movement, Manchester 








general" election Viscount f>iorpeth/waa defeated, and. Sir
.George did not: run 7 ■
- .In the spring of 1859, "when accounts -of. th.e,^ming-
of/Ghartists l.n the Northern manufacturing- districts-:was 
rife; .'the.'pàrliaùbehtariana Still.- showed little Interest, and. 
the matter -was only raised four times .in -thjg Commo-ns. - "The
-first question was-raised hy the arch-reâctio'n'ary Conserva- 
tive -M.IP. ' for i.incoln, ' C.olonel.P:.D.W.. Slbthorp on 'April' 8, 
1859.'. / He'demanded , to know what ao.tion .thd Whig Ministry -was
-takrng to ■ deal with the-Chartists who were -arming in the ' 
M#)chester: area. À.a a-.reWult the Home' S'êcr.eiary,.lord John '
•Russell tabled a .letter which he-had sent to. the Lords'-. 
Lieutenants :of the Counties. ' , - ■' ' ' '
.' It was not-,un.til .April'30 -that'the Chartist .
di.sturhahoes .were again discussed,. This' time it was' - ' ■ . 
y is count Dungannon,' the Consepy^tlve Member.for the city- of 
Durham, who brought.up the "seditious and inflammatory" 
language which had.be,en used.by speakers'at.a Chartist 
meeting at Smithfield.̂  /The House showed little-enthusiasm 
for discussing the matter, .and. it was left to" Thomas ' A t t w o o d , 
the Birmingham banker,-founder .of the Birmingham Political • ■' 
Union, 'and Radical Member for that; Midland city-, to defend, 
the actions of the Whig Home Secretary. Lord John Rugsell.
- '^Charles'R . Dod , Electoral 'Facts I8^2ll8t3 Impartially 
Stated, Brighton; . The HarvestedPress Ltd.. , 1972^ p. 360. .
3 ‘ 'Hansard, Third Series, vol. 46,- Monday, April "8,
183&, p. 1239. ' - ' .. ' ,




had Indeed increased hi.s 'vigilance In the, early months of .
-, 18.39 r He had autaior.iz^d 'th.e ppening" of .the mail .of Hartv»efl,
.Richardson, Vincent'and Wade, prominent Chartists, hut had
refused to agree to- the magistrates' demand for a- full-scale ■
” • 1 o' > ' - ,attack on the Chartists. , ' . ■
, Attwood suggested to the House that the appeals to'
arms had corae. from "the intense eloquence" of some ..Chartist
Tspe^ers, but t^his.was not the general feeling'of .t̂ ie majority/
He stated his belief that the speeches of the physical'force
hothdads .'had,'been, used by "Tories, Radicals and Heutrals'/ for
’ .their own purposes. ' He thus implied that these groups were \
'trying'to discredit' bqth the- Chartists and the Lib'érâls.
; . ' -, Oh'Slay .6 the.‘Liberal Ministry survived a Commons' , .
, .division ,on the .Jamaican constitution'by-a mere five .votes,'■ '
. and Melboumq.re'signed. /As a-result the.presentatiqn of the
.Chartists'. .National' Petition ,'to- Parliament • was delayed . The
delegates, who were attending the Ch'àrtist Convention in ' .- .' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' -
London, moved to Birmingham, perhaps because they feared what'
,. might, happen, to them.if they remained in London and the 
Conservatives formed .a government. In - Birmingham excited 
'. prowds gathered in fhe Bull Ring every day to be harangued 
by fièry orators. '
J.T. %#rd, Chartism, London: B.T. Batsford Ltd.,'
1973, p. 121. , -
'' 11 ' .Hansard ; Third Series, vol. 4?, Tuesday, April 30,1839, pp. 682:^84. -
.Peel was unable to'form a Conservative Ministry,, and 
on May .13 > ' 1839 > ,‘tbe Liberal Ministers resumed office. Two, 
_day8 later a.motion.was made to adjourn the House until May
■ 27, thus,the presentation of the Chartist Petition was again 
' delayed, and when the R t . 'Hon. Williams .Wynn, Conservative 
. M.P, for Montgomeryshire ' and-an acknowledged ' expert'on
parliain'entary law and precedent, protested against, the rash­
ness of adjourning Parl.iament at such. a. time; he .was ignored. 
,'W.ynra ,bel’ieve,d ' tha't local magistrates should be, .given further.'
powersvto deal .with uprisings .before the House adjourned/ 'and 
'he consequently voted against adjournment when the .House
divided on May 1$. 12
Sir Harry'Yerney, the Liberal-Member-"for Buckingham,
' i ^ ... , - ' .
asked if ••the .Government .planned to establish a more effective
•' ' ' . '  ̂ 13 'rural police force to .maintain order, and Thomas Attwood',- 
long labelled as a crank, who''believed that the police force 
had been organized .in order to repress protests and-.to nip 
'sedition in the bud, ' asked if it intended to introduce new 
penal measures, Attwood felt,that the present laws were quite 
sufficient to • deal with the' situâtiop., and . believed that, 




Ibid., Wednesday, May .13, 1839, PP. Ï.023-1026. 
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Attwood suggested that,'appeals for the use of physical
* ' ^  ' ; ' /' . - ' .force- had come from the' -"-intense eloquence"- of some Irish
orators, and that, such- speeches had been distorted by those 
who wanted to encourage- the spread'.of rumours about Chartists 
taking up -arms Joseph Hùme , the C,h-artist Radical .Member
for 'Kilkenny,, supported Attwood,: and expressed it as his - 
opinion that the widespread agitation had been caused by a
■few hotheads who had misled the people. Re, too-, opposed
' . 1Aany modification of the existing laws. ' . •
■ " -The Gommons showed no'wish to prolong -discussion of
the matter. Of- the three Liberal M.P. 's. .who spoke -at this
time 'the two Radicals acted as tellers for the ayes on the
motion to adjourn, 'and the- third,'Sir Harry Varney, voted
. for the nntion% ^
. ' ■ Certain right-wing Conservatives'continued to harry
-the - Government over i-'t,s lack of -action in dealing, with the
physical-f'orce Chartists. 'On June q , 1839 Viscount Dungannon
'demanded.that the -House should,see any communications from .
, the local authorities about'the assembling and arming of -• ■ .
C h a r t i s t s . C o l o n e l  Sibthorp supported this motion, and
■ he charged that 'Russell-'s refusal to comply with the/request
suggested that ,t.here was "something "qehind the curtain" and
^ % a n s a r d , Third ySer^ë"sl~Vol.. 4? , Wednesday, May. 15, 
1839, p. 1027. - '
' ^̂ Ibid., 1028/'. ' ' '
^^Ibid. vol.'48, Thursday, June- d , 1839, pp-h 32-33 ,
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t' ' ■ Ho'use .t.
r
thaj: the Horae Secretary make a statement to the
18 ' .
Thomas Wakley, the- Chutist Radical Member Tor
Finsbury, supported the Conservative demands for a statement 
on the'arming of the Chartists, not because he wanted to'- - 
embarrass the Whig Ministry, but because he believed' that the 
accounts .of the numbers involved'had been greatly exaggerated,
% ' . / . .. /. 29;  ̂. ; ' - -and because he refused- to believe that so many of the workers ■' 
.could be misled in this way. -The Liberal M,P. for Walsall', 
Francis Finch, stated his belief that the press had■exaggerated 
the numbers who were alleged to be arming. Upon receiving., 
assurances .from the Home Secretary that the state of affairs
- . . . ' . - .20in the area was satisfactory,.Dungannon withdrew his motion. 
Pears' for the security of persons and property-were allayed 
'for a time. ' . ’ . ' . . '
On June Ih, 1839 came thè long-waited event. Attwood 
believed sincerely in the"political demands of the Chartists 
because'he felt that^the demand for good living conditions • .
-for- the workers would never be given primacy by .the politician,3 
until the latter were mad'a--.responsible to a universal adult 
male electorate,' By the time this document reached Parlia­
ment there were 1,280,000 signatures affixed to it. AttwoOd . 
accused the House of ignoring the social distress which was 
at the root of working class discontent. He. made clear his 
belief"that the wishes of the working glasses had been '




disregarded in the.past because they had no political voice.
He stated his whole-hearted support,for the six points of
' the Charter, while repudiating ■ "any use of forc'e to achieve
21 - - "It'S ends." ■ , . , , .
The National -Petition said that Chartists .sought a ' ■
Xalr day's wage for :a fair day's work,-and that if they ., . -
could not have that, as well as food a.nd clothing'for their
' families, then they would-lawfully try to change the
representation'of the House. The Chartists'observed that
■the country'denied them one-quarter the value of their - - ■
. ■' labour. The- petition was duly tabled. - ' ' .
1 Sir .George Smith, Conservative Member for Colchester,
protested that Attwood had broken a House rule by making a
, speech when presenting- a, petition. -Even amongst- Essex,
Chartists ■ there was a "keen suspicion of the extremism, ' of
=23 'the industrial north," / and Sir George ridiculed the immense
petition,"which had beeh rolled into, the'House as, " . .
- '  ̂ - 24that ridiculous piece of machinery." This attitude, echoes .
. the view of Chartism'as melodramatic and even farcical, which'
Alex Wilson suggests, was- fairly widely held, both in the-
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society enjoyed a laugh at the folly, discomfiture and-. 
disappointment of thé Chartists. There certainly seems to 
■ '{have been a propensity for both upper, and middle classes to . , 
look down their noses at this lower class -attempt at self- 
assertion. ^
' , . On "June ,.257 1839 the Tory, Earl Stanhdpe .rose in the
Lords to present several'petitions in favour-of manhood- ,
, . suffrage and the secret ballot,/and thus provided the ■ •
Members of‘the Upper House with ,an opportunity to air their '■ 
opinions',' At the time of the. passing, of the Reform Bill he - 
had warned the. House- that unless Parliament redressed.'these ., 
-grievances the'n arguments for Paifiamentary reform would be- 
unanswerable ., The composition, character''and conduct of th.e 
Commons'had now lost th.e confidence of the people and merited 
'1 only their contempt',' -, ' ' \ ,
' Stanhope himself was opposed to the concept .of ,manhood 
suffrage-; because he. believed it would ■ give one class suffic­
ient. power', which, if-it chose -to use physical force, would 
leave ‘ property withoutprotection'. ■ He did, however, 'believe 
that 'ey ery'. class- should'be r-e presented in Parliament; but - 
without the danger of one .class being swamped by another.
Like many Who were concerned with administrative continuity 
Stanhope' favoured triennial, over annual Parliaments.
Stanhop'̂ ' asked the Lords to -consider why the working 
classes wère demanding parliamentary reform, and taking to
^^Alex Wilson, "Chartism, " Popular Movements c.- 1830-. 
18.5̂  ed. J.T. Ward, London: MacMillan and Co: Ltd., .1970,
p. 131. , -
r
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arms.. He believed that the geople had been angered by the
New Poor .Law , by the desperate condition' of' the -hand-loom, 
weavers, by poor conditions in the factories, and' by the 
attitude of Parliament., He felt, that the poor.had'been 
misled into believing that universal suffrage would cure all 
these ills, bût he contended that the' suffrage should be • 
extended by giving the' right"of voting by cla^s.^^
It.should be remembered -that Stanhope had dream^a of 
a national federation'of Anti^Poor Law. societies .pledged to 
repeal the A%t of 18^4, and he- took this opportunity of 
•airing his strong feelings on the plight of the poor. He ' • 
also-, being, a .convinced pr.o'tectionist, ' .made clear his . 
disagreement-.with, the free-traders' promise that a free 
syste.m ,would improve the workers' 'standard, of living, or
that b'pen foreign markets were heeded to ensure Britiah'-s ,
' - .  28 ' . - ''economic well-being. '
Stanhope was followed by Lord Brougham, one-time 
' ' 'Whig minister, and long-time eccentric with a, thirst for 
fame and notoriety and a gift .for-'powerful 'oratory. He-had 
long been- identified with a-radical demand''fo.r .change and 
■advocacy ■'of lib'^ral causes.'.;; fHô.' agreed with Stanhope that as 
a'result of the RefèrçftiAç't. many were unTepres-ented in
^^Hans.ard'Third .Series', vol, 48, Tuesday,. June 25,
1839. PP' 799.807:'; <
Robertr Stewart-, ' The. Politics of ' Protection', London: 
Cambridge Universitÿ- Press',- 1971-, p.f'14l ^
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Parliament, annd Mie Government seemed to be determined-
to oppose, further r e f ^ m V  Brougham lacked stahility and
balance, and could be as embarrassing to his political
friends as to his political enemies.' His promo-wLn to the
■ ■highest judicial office in the Kingdom in 1830 had been seen 
by many as a move to place him in a position where he could
cause .less trouble than he had in the Commons as M.P.'-for
20 ' - . . .Yorkshire. The chief criticism against him was- that he
attempted too much and, knew too little about too many 
30'subjects./ . ' ' -  ̂ . -
• Brougham stated that any intelligent well-informed 
man,."should, have the’right to. vote; a philosophical- decision 
well-nigh impossible- to implement. He considered the payment 
of M.-P.'s and the,'removal' of property qualifications for : 
Members to be unimportant, perhaps* .for the wealthy, landed ' . 
classe-s, but not-for those of lesser means. Nevertheless,
.he opposed annual parliaments because.the expense of annual 
elections would favour those with a "long'purse,” which shows 
his lack of'balanced reasoning. ■ Brougham felt that the Lords
should consider the petitions, from the unrepresented classes
A.seriously, but he saw no danger of revolution. He believed
. ' ̂ ^Arthur Aspinall, Lord** "Brougham and the Whig Party,
Manchester:. University of Manchester Press, 1927, pp. l8?- 
188. . .
30Ibid. y p. 2:53
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. that the people were "perfectly trahquil" in spite of a small
% ' ' ' ' V .
group of mischief-makers who had tried to 'fan the spark of 
r e v o l t . _ - ' ' .
Stanhope disagreed with Brougham on this point. Me 
believed that the people had been brought to the point' of 
revolution by!p>overty'.and unemployment. spite of his-
apparent sympathy for the masses he informed the Lords that 
hs-had refused to prepent the National Convention's petition
to the House’because .he could not ' conscientiously ’support
. . -Î2' ' ' ' ■' ^• its principles. ' • , ty . .
The .'Duke'Of Wellington categorically state’d .his own •.
position oh the,side of law and order. He agreed with.
' Melbourne that the extension of the suffrage was not in the
best interests of. the, country,.' and that a secret ballot was
an "obnoxious 'un-English m e a s u r e , S t a n h o p e  realized that ,
the ma jority'Of the Members of the. Lords ■were, like' Welling-,
ton, 'law and order men, and-had not brought foi'ward any
. measures because ..he knew that they would have no chance of.
success. It would seem that his anger, was -directed against
th„e social conditions caused by the 1834 Poor Law rather than
d '"'against the parliamentary system.- Stanhope seemed-to look
' back nostalgically to a pre-industrial age of paternalism'. ’
and protection, and a'fully politicized working class would
not fit into, his picture of society.
31 iLHansard', Third Series, vol. 48, Tuesday,' June 2$,.
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’ ■ . - On -Jüly 4-, 1839 trout)!e flared up in Birmingham, ■ On
j- / ' ' ' - .
r ' - that day t̂ \e Mayor, arrived in the dity with sixty London
)' ' ' po'llcemen 'to find a noisy Chartist, meeting in progr.ess in\
I- . . .L ' . the .Bull Ring, ' The police were ordered to clear the. crowd,
 ̂ . .̂ nd a riot .enayed, which eventually necessitated the use of ,
# . troops. Taylor,' McDouall, and other Chartists were arrested^
T ' ' and" more Metropolitan police arrived in the city on July
' ' ; Lovett,.the leader of the moral force Chartists, spoke up
. against,the magistrates, and he too was arre.sted.^^
' - As a result of the events in Birmingham law and
' order questions were raised in the Commons. On'July 9 Sir- 
Robert Peel, the.Conservative leader,' asked the Home, 
Secretary to. disclose how many men from, the Metropolitan 
' ' ' police had been sent to Birmingham. He recommended caution'
. .in'the use of the London police', sO that their character, and
. efficiency would" not. be compromised 'by having .to deal .with .
. large assemblies in unfamiliar' towns.̂ 4
. ' ' ' . . ' ' "  '  ' ' ' ' ^  -= '\ - ' ' Lord John Russell explained.that the Government hoped
' to see a national police force established, and until .that
%Gguld :be arranged "the Metropolitan police would be called 
upon .-"̂ This brought the Conservative Member-for Middlesex,
'Captain Thomas Wood, to his feet to complain about -the con­
siderable tax burden this would place on the ratepayers in
Ward, Chartism, pp. 3 26-12?. '
It ' ' .. . ^Hansard, Third Series., vol.- 493 Tuesday, July 9,
'1-839, pp. ^-86". ' . ' '
^^Ibid., pp..86-88. ' . -
the metropo'li'tan a r e a s . ' Wood had-won this seat in the 16^7 
. general election with a.majority of only 202 oyer Joseph - 
Hume, the Chartist Radical, who had represented the araa
since 1832. Wood probably needed to make ah impression on
the constituents who had voted for him to prove -that he had
' their financial interests at hearty Since he was returned .
unopposed' in the l84l general election this plea for cheap
tut efficient, government may not have .gone'unnoticed.
t-- . . During da'bat'è on the. Metropolitan Police Eill on
July- 10,' 1839 . Joseph Hume,. the Chartist Radical Member for
Kilkenny, asked the Home Secretary if he planned to order the
: ' ' . - : ' / - ' -'  ̂ , - - ' 'Metropolitan police tO" wherever they were required. - If'this
■ were his plan Home suggested that their expenses should be
made thesubjec’t of an annual vote - a proposal very "quickly
' 18 ' ' ' .rejected by the Government. '
Hume w'as followed by anô.thèr Chartist 'Radical, Thomas
. Slingsby Quncombe, who -was critical of the conduct of the
police during the Bull Ring riots of July 8. Dun combe quot-grd
from an unnamed 'newspaper which claimed .that there was no
sign of rioting until the pol.ice appeared, and'that whenever
they saw people congregating they "commenced an indiscriminato
- attack . . . . However, this account was dismissed as
IQ -' inaccurate by the Home Secretary.
y  Ibid . . p. 88. ^^Ibidl , p. 108. 
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; ' - Although, the Chartists received little support in
\ . Parliament, Thomas Buncombe along with his fellow Chartist ,>
ÿ- - . \ ' - - ' ' . ' ' 'i . Radical Member for Finsbury, Thomas Wakley, and Oldham’s
f . ' ' ' .
k ' John ^i-elden always made. It clear that they considered that
& - - .. ' -I . • , ; it was their responsibility .to represent the views of the
A \  . ' ' j : 0  ' V
working classes as well as their.cwn constituents.
On Friday, July 12,; 1839 Thomas Attwood rose to bring .
forward his motion, that a Committee of the'Mouse should 
consider the National Petition. He believed in universal . ' :
suffrage and the 'Chartists' political, demands; he felt that 
the condition'of the working classes would never improve 
• until the politicians were made responsible to the- whale
■populatic t. and he believed that a good monetary polic.y"'would •
LlI ' ■, . bring prosperity to all,. . He had, how'evpr,’- been put in a
' . . difficult position-by the asbendency of the physical force
. group at the Chartist Convention. In spite of his misgivings '
he explained the terms of the Petition to the House, and .
• ' urged the Members to consider it, for the workers were -so
roused that any local outbreak' might' spread'’ and become ■ ■
' - serious. , He made his own position very clear, however, when
' ' he . stated that , . . .1 wash my hands of .any talk of physical
force or arras.'’.' ' -
kn ' ’ ' • ■ ' ’ ’ . . ■■ Dorothy Thompson, The Early Chartists. -London:
The MacMillan Press Ltd., 19?1 , , '
ho . \ ' . . ' '. \G.D'.H. Cole,' Chartist Portraits, London = - MacMillan
&.Co. Ltd., 19.41,. pp. 106-1071  ̂ ^
^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 49, Friday, July 12, 
1839, pp. 222-233. . . . .
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Pieldên seconded the motion, and hds speech reflected 
his interest in reform of the'Poor and fà-ctory conditions, 
lie noted that; the Chartist Petition claimed that manufacturers 
were on the verge of ■.bankruptcy and that women' were stai'ving.
He substantiated th'at plaim by reference tp the cotton manu­
facturing distric'tsi'of;"hancashir8 where -consdmption was down 
by two-thirds- s%c^the prhyiods yaar.';̂  crit.iĉ yecl.thè .
. PeformhBill!,' the la&)c of relief for thé Irish and the 'hahd- 
ioôffl weavers, and the use of .£ 20,'000- to procure the 
. emancipatlbh of -'Bla-cks ■ while people in. British manufacturing
■ : ; ' : . / ^ v  / :.districts;lived in worse conditions. v. • , . . v
■ : After! the'.Ho-me .Secretary spoke, accusing '.thê promoter.s , ■
- of- the- h^titiph of inciting'the ■ people, Benjamin Disraèlii
the ■Conservative M\P: for Maidstone rose' to say. that. ". i ■ !■ i - ’
however much he disapproved- of the, Charter.'he'-sympathized :■/. ■
. '■ with the'Chartysts . " .he agreed with lord John Rus'seii ' s-- \
■ statement, that merely enacting a'.law %ould not. bring ; ■
pros per it-y and 'it\waslindeed a' fallacy to , presume that /-
■1 granting a political.right would ensure social happiness.
However, ■he- beiieved that the post'-i'832''electorate' had ■ ■
" assaulted the. civil .rights of the peopleand that the as.sault-
was ", in some degree of an "economical ;and in some degree ■' ' ' . . ■ ■ '  < ' . . -
certainly of a: political character., "' ■ .'The' old' constitution- ■ ■
. had invested the 'few with .political -rights on cond-ition that 
they should guard, the civil rights of the many. Thé. Reform





Bill had transferred that-.power to a .new group-, . the middle 
class, but they ,had. not ■ taken over the social duties of the 
•-..aristocracy. The middle classasidemanded .only a cheap, . .
Gentral.ized for.ffl o.f'government, and. cared little for the 
,. 'C|iYil rights of the unrepresented.; Disra.eli.'disapproved qf• '
.the Charter and Its'fallacious: argument that social , ills ' ' -
would he cured wfth the .'granting of political rights , - but .he 
sympathized with‘the Chartists and warned the Liberal 
.ministry that if the present system of cheap,. centralized ’ 
gover.nment were- -to -be. continued there might, ba a', truly - . '
revolutionary rising in-which the rnonarchy- roight.be, ' •
. ■ 'threatened • • , . -. ' - -
, ■. Joseph ' Hum.e , the Kilkenny 'Chartist Radical, then , ■.
defended his notion qf'a Charter modelled on moderate, 
ratip-nal prihciples.' He considered that Disraeli's tauntirig ' 
0̂  the Whig'ministry ..--was'un justified', -for if th,e ,'Whigs had ' , - ‘ 
done, little fpr-the unr.epre.sented the Opposition had.- done , 
still Ipgs. Having rapped the knuckles of the Conservatives- 
he turned his attack upon the-Whigs, -who were responsible 
for- harrying.' the Reform Bill of ,,1832 , which had - so ̂ disappointed 
the people. '.Hpme stated that taxation'and representation 
should go hand'in hand, and that no man could consider^him- 
' self free unless he had a voice tin 'the election of those who 
were to make the laws under which he lived. "Hume acted as a 
teller for the'ayes; when the House divided, for he believed
-h
45Ibid. . pp. 247^2^2.
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that î’f .the Petition, were rejected the country would be in 
danger, .but if th,ere were ̂ universal male, suffrage, , men
.'would be sent to the House, anxious to correct abuses, ...
'to control unnecessary expenses-and to give industry its
- ' - ' ' 'due reward," . . ■ ■ ■ ■ : . . '
.Robert Agdionby Slaney, who had entered tKe Commons 
in 1826 a.s the Liberal Member for Shrewsbury, and had" always 
shown a considerable interest in the .matter pf social refdrfo,
- Stated that-.he would, not support this motion. The Petition 
'-demanded t.po .great an alteration in the'constitution, which . 
hë did not' think would forward the Chartist cause, and "would 
' have an adverse 'effect on the country's trade, for it would 
’ . - ...shake the'confidence of capitalists in the stability
' ;of things'.
■ ■ ■ ■ Daniel ' 0 'Connell-,’■ the Dublin Repeal M..P. , who,, with
his' followers,' was .pledged to procure a repeal o-f the. Aqt-'of 
Union-, attacked the violence of the physical force advocate's 
which ha.d lost radical .support. He- made several good points .
' - Î ■ .in his, criticism of the détail of the Petition. He stated 
that too : frequent election's -would -cause them .to become matters 
'of indifférence, and he opposed the Chartist version of
universal suffrage, which he rightly pointed out was not.
. . 
universal, for it did not include women, apprentices or
servants. He agreed that taxation and representation should'
go hand in hand, and he reminded the.House that under the
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present'system 'only 19 percent of the English' population and 
4 percent of the Irish population were enfranchised. , . ' ■
O'Connell believed that this system would have been changed .
,had; the Chartists'not-got involved with physical force,'ahd
■ .thus 'stared away the middle classe's and. " . . . the sober'and 
quiet' memb'ers of society 'Although,he opposed violence he'
1 planned ' to support the motion.,, "beoause ̂ he believed'- that
- \ ' .hO
.Parliament ' should represent the entire pation. ' v
The subsequent debate was, oh the -whole' lacklustre, 
and indeed the House, showed little interest -in the subject.
; The fear of physical force made .many-come down, bn the, side 
of law and order, This was, typical of many -Parliamentarians 
.'■y/ho-otherwise .'felt ■ some sympathy for. the Chartist, .cause,. It 
wou\d seem that O'Connell's attack on the'physical force 
Chartists was-justified, , ; . ' - ', .
. General W.A. Johnson, the. Radical’.Member for Oldham,̂ 
suggested. that.-,if the masses were not to be given representa­
tion they should be exempted from-taxation. He-aired, his own • 
pet grievance by stating that the National. Debt was at the - ■ 
root of all the country's troubles, but he did not support 
the motion with his vote .The Hon. Charles Pelham Viiliers, 
the Radical Member for ’Wolverhampton, objected to Johnson 
-.raising the question of the National Debt in relation to the,
■ Petition. 'Viiliers was one of the "Philosophic Radicals" -in'
. X . ' • ' -
Parliament, men who considered- themselves both philosophers.'.
' ^ ^ I b i d .' ,  p p .  258- 263. ^ ^ I b i d i , p p .  2 6 4 - 2 6 5 .
I
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and politicians. They drew on the Benthamite utilitarian 
philosophy,to defend democratic government, which was to oe
achieved by the realignment of parties and the creation of a 
new Radical party.^ Johnson assured the House that he had 
hot implied any dishonest dealing with the public debt, 
pimply that it needed to be "grappled" with. Viiliers 
seized on this word as suggesting use of force. He .made it. 
clear that he would not be associated with those who . .
would disobey the law or invade the rights of property." He
. ■ ' '<1did, nevertheless, vote for the motion.^
James Oswald,' the liberal Member, for Glasgowstated 
that he would vote against the-motibn, because if the House 
wer^ if#o committee it would raise the people's hopes, and 
they would probably be disappointed at, the o u t c o m e . H e n r y  
Warburto'n, the Radical who represented Bridport, disagreed 
with this attitude. Warburton was also one of the "Philosophic 
Radicals" in the House: He admitted that he could not support
all the points of the Charter, but he planned to vote for the 
motion because he believed that good representation was 
çonducive to good government. If he thought that extending ' 
the suffrage would lead to the cancellation of the National
^0" Joseph Hamburger, Intellectuals, in Politics, John . 
Stuart Mill and the Philosophical Radicals, New Haven; Yale 
University Prass, 1965. P • 2.





Debt^ however, he would resist it, because many small fund- 
holders wanted to retain it, and did not want the present 
currency arrangements tampered with.^^
Thomas Wakley, the Chartist Radical Member for 
Finsbury, who had, in 1837 forced Lord'John Russell to take . 
the positi-cn on reform which earned him the name "Finality 
Jack," then rose to speak. In 1837 he had moved three amend- 
ments to the Address at the opening of the first Parliament
of Victoria's reign to consider the extension of the suffrage,
f. ' • . ' ' ■ ■ cki- ■ , the ballot and the duration of parliaments.-^ On July 12,
7̂  - ' ! - - ' .' . ' i _ -
1839: he warned that if the House would not consider the 
, Chartist Petition seriously then he would urge the people -to
form associations to discuss their grievances, and to 'try to .
' ' X j , win the goodwill of.the middle classes so that they could 
write'to attain their rights.
. Fox hüaule; Liberal Member for Elgin, and a junior 
minister^ assured the House that the majority of Soots'were 
opposed to the Charter, for they believed in the rights.of 
property, the happiness of the -greatest number and good ordeüy, 
ail of whibh he felt the Chartists were trying to subvert,
- . Then Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, followed by his fellow




^^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 79, pp. 2é8-27l.
^^Ibid., pp. 271-272.
Buller, pointed out that rural'districts were not badly off . 
Although xhe minimum wage for'agricultural'labourers was only' 
•seven shillings a week most were able-to earn'between .ten‘and 
fifteen shillings^ with the perquisites which w.ent with their ' 
jobs, and they were not in such distress' as the Chartist 
Petition implied.^? 'Both of ib^se'mbmbers were solid country 
gentlemen,, who personified the stereotype of what Gash cal.ls
< f t  ■ '■"the party of landed interest and Protection.-’
■ Joshua'Scholefield, Attwood's fellow M.P. for 
Birmingham,' and an ally in his 'desire for class collaboration 
and currency reform, stated that the Chartists'only wanted to 
be treated'justly, and to be asked to pay only.a-fair share 
of taxes. Attwood then..woOnd up a generally unremarkable 
debate, and further consideration of the 'Petition was 
■ rejected by-an unenthusia-stio House by 235 votes to h-6".̂ .̂
Of the 153 Liberals (l33 were absent) who oast a - 
•vote,' 30-1 percent voted fdr the motion^gn^ 69*9 percent 
against it; The Conservatives, howevgrj, were unanimous in 
their opposition to the- motion. According to Close, a total 
of 567. klembers, excluding the Speaker,, sat throughout, the 
1837 Parliament but only 281 Members, 49.5 perc.ent, voted in 
this division. According to their voting patterns 2?̂  ̂were
3^Ibid., pp. 272-273.
-̂ '̂Gash, p. 129. '





classified by him as Conservatives» 286 as Liberal supporters,
' 6 0and only 7 as being unaligned clearly with any one party.
It is necessary here to remember that the parties of 
the 1830's, did not have the formal structure of. today's
political parties. As Aydelotte points out they were
' ■ ■ ■ % "parliamentary groupings rather than'national organizations,
and even in Parliament they'were rudimentary in structure,
undisciplined, loosely' organized, and controlled, and fr.e- '
quently unable to provide the support needed for ’firm
government. Nevertheless th.e -small,percentage qf M.P..'s-
-, who voted suggests that the 'Chartist Petition was seen as a
fairly minor matter by both 'sides of the House, and Members
like Sibthorp and Dungannon,' who had earlier.attacked the ■
- Government pn-the law and order issue, did not vote. -
Those Cohvejntion delegates, who remained'had to decide.
upon what sa.nctioîis to, take, and they .voted for a."sacred
month" of strikes fco begin on August'12', but they were’
seriously divided on this subject. While the Convention was
.engaged in debate, a-serious, riot developed in Birmingham.
There, on July I5 , a demonstration to welcome Collins and
Lovett, out on bail from Warwick Gaol, got .out of hand, and 
the participants went on a spree of destruction. The polici 
would not intervene without express orders from the
60 . iDavid Close, "The Formation of the Two-Party Align­
ment in the House of Commons between 1832 and 1841," English 
Historical Review 84 (I969), p. 2?5-
61William 0. Aydelotte, "Parties and Issues in Early 





t  ; ' - - . '"l ' / \ : ' ' ^ ' . ' . ' - ^
y ' a?id his magistratas.^so'for moi"e than an h'our-t'he rioters
' wère undisturbe&\' ; . J  ̂  ̂ -
*' . ' ' V L ' ''. . - ' - .
. P.C. Mather suggests'that the. Whig'Ministry'was"
reluctant to seek new legislation,.-and.woyld only a^ÿeai to
Parliament'for extended .pOweTs when thé. aituattorrtBebame
crucial.' If they attempted to. restrict the-rights of citizens
they would arouse ,th'ose'Members who felt, .strongly about.civil
rights', and if they attempted to. improve'the efficiency.^of .’ - V. ' .
the forces of law and .order they would arouse those who, saw 
this as a threat to/establish a permanent.national force. It 
.'•.would not' .only be radicals .who would' oppose the' Government 'in- 
debate; it would also be the more moderate opposition, They .
. would not vote- against the proposed measures, but they would.
■'take the opportunity'to''criticize and .harass the àdminis-
62 .. . ■ 'tration. This proved to be the case with the-1839 Police. . .  /. I
Bills .introduced by the Whigs. With the exception of a few ' , . 
eccentrics like'Disraeli, .the. Conservatives supported, the 
Wh3Tg~~Mfnis,try, although* they -seized upon the opportunity to 
condemnithe, Melbourne Ministry for bringing up'the measures 
to improve the police force so lateÿ in the session. •
On July 17 the de'bate.began. William MacKinnon, the ' 
Conaer-vative M.P. for lymlngton, asked the Home Secretary for 
Information about'the riots, and demanded to know if the 
Government intended to take action against the Brimingham . 
Council because their apathy had allowed the riots to continue
°^Mather, pp. 31-32.
' 53'for some time. Henry Goulbnrn, Conservative Member for
'Cambridge University, then rose to state that he felt that
the Birmingham workers had been led astray, and that by their
forbearance the Government^had encouraged the guilty to
64 ' '' compromise- the innocent.
Joshua Scholefield, Chartist Radical M.P. for 
Birmingham, and father of the Mayor of that city, defended 
his qo_n''s actions.' The rio"t, he said,'was.unexpected, and
the magistrates -did not want the police to act until they 
were present to oversee their actions because there had been
‘icharges of police brutality on July 4. .Scholefield tried to 
shift the blame from the political reformers, and insinuated 
that this latest outbreak was- .simply a luting expedition. ■
To.back up this claim he told, the House that the house of a
' ' f ' ' 66 ' - - ' '^reformer had been plundered. ' ■
'b ■ - 'Then the Conservatives returned to the attack. The
'Member'for Greenwich, Wolverley Attwood, told of a letter
which he h^d received that very morning, stating that fresh
outbreaks of violence were expected and that the' people did.
not trust magistrates to protect them-. He questioned the
Horae Secretary about providing better .protection in another 
66emergency. After further attacks by the "Conservatives the
1839, p. 4Ô8 
64
. 66
^Mansard, Third Series, vol. 49, Wednesday, July 1?,-





motion was agreed to bring the\ubject of the Birmingham
riots under the consideration of the House.
& ' - _
I ’ - On July 23, 1839. as the debate on the Birmingham
■ . Police Bill continuedThomas Buncombe stated that the •
■ ■ ■ ■|. . country.was in a dangerous state of discontent and distress,
I - ' yet the House - had refused to consider the National'Charter.
# . The- Liberal Ministry was now considering a grant of - zlb.OOO- -
^ . ..to attempt to keep law and order in the town. Heibelieved
|.. . ' that in order to quiet the people, the Ministry would have to
f . ’ redress the people's grievances. Disraeli then rose to
.1; . r suggest that before the House granted an advance of money ■
t'-I-' for the Birmingham police it should investigate the causes
of the trouble. -He inferred- that it was because there was a
’ ' ' ■ 68 weak government in power. • *
John Leader, one of the Philosophic Radicals and the.
Member for Westminster, considered the request for money
highly irregular," and believed that accounts of the Bull Ring
. . ' 6 9riots had been exaggerated. - John Easthope, who sat as a • -.
Liberal for Leicester from 1837-1847, and had purchased the 
Morning Chronicle in 1834,^^ felt, however, that it was the 
duty of the Government to secure the tranquility of the 
c o u n t r y . P e r h a p s  he felt obliged to defend the press against
^^Ibid., Tuesday, July 23,' 1839,' P- 692.
'̂̂ ibid.. p. 693. ^^^bid.
^^biotionary of National Biography, vol. 6, London ; 
Oxford University Press, pp.-329-330-
'^^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 49, p. 693.
Loader's suggestion that accounts of the rioting had been 
overstated. After taking the opportunity to .criticize the 
Libérai Ministry again, Peel too supported the Home Secretary 
on the grounds of law and order, but John.Fielden, the O.ldham
Chartist Radical, maintained that the best way to q-'-î sten
72the.people was to redress their grievances.. . When the\HojJse 
- . ' . . 1 . divided oh the motipn to go into committee to conaider the
question of providing money for the Birmingham police, it was
passed by 144 to 3.^^ The Conservatives on the whole
approved of the Liberal scheme to improve the means of
enforcing the existing law by improving- the police force.
^  - . ,,
Sir Robert Peel, after inquiring into the nature of
the force to be established, again took the opportunity to
lambast the .Government for rts inaction. He claimed- that the
Birmingham riots were due to the radical speeches, union /
meetings' and suchlike -which had occurred over the past few
years, and which had built up.an excitement which was bound
Lo explode into action'as more'mil'itant leaders took over. '
He criticized the Government for-not having called the
attention of the House to the unrest earlier, and implied .,
that the Home Office was in possession of information which
it did not choose to pass on to Parliament. Nevertheless,
he gavé hi's support to the motion because he supported the
maintenance of law and order.




Tiiose who'auppnrted radient caiises were freqaentty for
law and order and ttie protection of property. Henry Ward,
Sheffield's Chartist Radical M.P., hoped-that this would be 
the. beginning of a permanent police system in all large towns,
and that the Hduse would agree to the nyeasure without.division
to show ttiose who were acting unlawfully that the'House would 
act to protect life and property .
bord John Russell, in reply to' feel, claimed that 
there had been iio reason for concern at the outset, and that 
the Birmingham agitation was not stirred up by.the Chartists 
-alone, but also by anti-foor Law and factory.reform reformers 
like Richard Oastlèr,^^ dubbed "The factory King." by his 
contemporaries. John Fielden disagreed with the Horae 
Secretary's statement,'and reiterated that thé House could 
not afford to ignore the complaints of the poor, or there
Y O -
would be further ‘trouble'X. The Resolution before the House, 
was- agreed upon, and the Bilî\had i-ts first reading.
On July 29 Lord John Russell moved the order of the 
day for going into committee on the Birmingham Police Bill, 
but Sir Robert Peel askpd for an. alteration to be mad-e. He 
wished to have a salaried commissioner to superintend the 
Birmingham' polic.e' for tD^-ee ye§̂ s,.. because he- did not trust 
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to discredit thèjn, azid the lAihig Govei^nment which had
rofxir.üed toithe bench, he acc:;ned th.c Clerk eC the
\  ' • ..Peace, Edmcnds, of\having advocated the use of physical force
and of imving defended Chartist prisoners at Warwick Assizes..
reel stated that tholtown registrar was a ki:own Chartist,-
and accused the ChartistsJof being a-danger to the peace and
good order of the country). Having thus stirred up the House '
he then the Liberals to argue amongst themselves.
Scholefield defended the Birmingham Council, and
countered with the allegation that there was a union of
Chartists and Tories-opposing the Mayor and corporation.. He
went so far as to suggest that -the Chartists were in the pay
^of the Tories, though'he offered no proof to support this .
80 ^allegation. . \ . .
Scholefield was followed, by his fellow M.P. for .
Birmingham, Attwood,' who claimed that while the Birmingham
fCouncil was liberal and desirous of political reformit was 
not extreme. He suggested that there was a "hidden hand" at 
work, and inferred that men "not sincerely attached to the 
cause of the people, but mischievously and wickedly urging 
them on to acts of violence'' in order to "injure and. destroy 
the cause which they falsely professed to serve" had been 
active'in Birmingham. Attwood implied that there had been a 
plot tp make the people the "instruments of their own




destruction" ard asked if rt were the Russians or the Tbiies 
who had done this.^"
■ . This at cn'he roused David Urquhart, . an extravagant 
Turcophile and Russophobe. . Hb had a thorough knowledge of -
the politics of Eastern-Europe', and in 163_$ had founded the'
' • ' 82 'Portfolio, a periodical devoted to diplomatic affairs. ' he-
' . ' . ' 63 '^.feared that Chartism was being used as 'a Russian tool. It
is possible that he had interested Attwood in his beliefs.
' ' ' . / There certainly seems to have been some belief in'a conspiracy y
theory, that a more powerful hand was manipulating "the'
Chartists, thus negating tha agency of the people.
. Thomas Law Hodges, Liberal Member for Kent, disagreed 
with Attwood'8 assertion that’nine-tenths of the rural .
population wererick-burners, and felt that this was a-case . .. >
of the few giving the many a bad name. He did not, however,
quarrel with Attwood's statement that^an equal percentage of-
' 8 4  ' 'urbanites' were Chartist's. . .
The'Irish Radical, Daniel 0 'Connellexpressed, his
desire to see the Chartists-treated fairly. He.felt that
the Lords in particular had been unjust, and described the
working classes as a "slave class." He believed that with
stronger leaders, the Chartists could,have been powerful, and
^^Ibid., pp. 948-951. ' ' . '
'̂“Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 20, pp. 43-45
^^Ward, pp. 135-136-
^"^Hansard, Third'Series, vol. 49, pp. 958-959-
I . tliat If it spread, to Ireland the Chartist "ovement could he very dang.erous. ./O'Connell came out'on the side of'lav/ and
order, and hoped to,.see a government strong enough, to'put
: . ' " 84" '' ' 'd.ov/n the risings. . . . . . i
, .The Committee was. postponed, .and on August 2 the,
home .Secretairy asked leave .to.withdraw the Birmingham Police
f. \ ' ‘QK , ' 'Bill, and to'introduce another: He made no.mention of the
Chartists, in his speech,'bpt. why should he, for;on July 22 . 
trdops'and police had attacked a. Chartist meeting in ' 
-Newcastle, and a widespread campaign against Chartism had
begun.. Local authorities arrested Chartists, and major 
trials in Lan.eashire and the-Midlands, resulted in .the 
imprisonment of many of the leaders,-as.-well as the rank and;
'file. Chartism began to disintegrate.
. . .  .  \
Earlier in' the day Leader,- the Westminster Chartist ■ 
Radical, had protested about the treatment of Lovett and 
Collins in Warwick Prison.. Sir E. Wilmot, the Conservative 
Member for North Warwickshire', stated that these two Chartists 
were'trying to .rouse the'workers against the Birmingham 
magistracy, and that they were using Mr. Leader for-their .own 
end si ., Benjamin Hawes, the Lifn^ral M.P. for.Lambeth, in 
support of civil rights, st/ated that the regulations. at the
^^Ibid.-.,' pp. 9̂ 9-962.




gaol v/ere illegally applied to the Chartist prisoners, who
8'7had not yet been brought to- trial. ' -
On August 16, '1839 the Lords began to debate the 
Birmingham Riot's ., • The-Conservative Lord Stanhope drew the .
attention of the House to a pe 
Wbrkingi Men's Association -comp
the Meti’opolitan police. Stan]
it^on from the Birmingham 
.a^ing about the' -behaviour of
claimed -to have interviewed
an eye-witness, a Mr. Taylor, ^ho stated that the people were 
unarmed, and that they were not obstructing the police. 'Mr-.
■ 'Taylor contended that it was only, after the police, drew their 
staves th'at the people found weapons and began to'riot. Lord 
-Stanhope did not explain how the people found weapons so 
conveniently to hand. He did claim'that two policemen had .
■; admitted, to Mr.- Taylor'that they were .ashamed of'their 
behaviour, arid that Mr. Taylor believed, that 'the actions of .
the. police had .created sympathy for the Chartists. The'
- RR . ' - . - - -Petition was then tabled. '
' -On Tuesday, August 2.0, 'Viscount Duncannori, a Whig
minister, made a motion for going into Committee on the Bolton 
■Police Bill in the L o r d s . Lord L'yrdhirst, .a Conservative, 
•peer, took this opportunity to blame the'Melbourne .ministry 
. for appointing^a man with Chartist sympathies as may;r, and 
.thus encouraging Chartists everywhere. This same man had.
87Ibid., pp. II86-II92.
364. Ibid., vol. 3O; Friday, Augpst 16, 1839, pp. 362-
89Ibid., p. 427.
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'5 forbidden the troops to act against the rioters, and hè had
& . called on his borough reeves to convene Republic meeting to
ÿ consider the propriety of proceeding in procession to join a
' - ' ' ' '' ^' . ' . group of Chartists-, who were to assemble at Kendal Green
' ' \ near'-?fanchester. The reeves refused,- so the mayor and lj)00
people met in a theatre and passed "several resolutions of an 
' inflamD^tory nature." One of these resolutions, seconded by
the Mayor of Bolton, approved'the People's Charter. Then 
the.1^00 proceeded to join the.. Kendal Green^Chartist meeting, 
j . This gave,Lord Lyndhurst a marvellous opportunity to criticize
• , . ■ the Whig Ministry for encouraging Chartist' sympathizers by
appointing-suc.h a man a s . m a y o r . He was supported by
Wellington, who argued that men who violated the peace so
blatantly'should not be appointed by a government to maintain
law and o r d e r . The Tory Duke qf Richmond agreed, -and
demanded a nationwide inquiry, so that .Chartist sympathizers
who held positions of trust-.- could be identified and dismissed.
On August 22 Lord Brougham, presented a petition to
the'Lords from 'Vincent,, Edwards and Dickinson, complaining
about their treatment in.Monmouth Gaol. They had been con-
. 'victed Of making speeches at a-meeting called to .discuss 'th.e 
'People's Charter. They believed,'as did Lord Brougham, that 
their constitutional rights gave th&m Wie privilege of meeting
9°Ibld., pp, 427-/4.31.- Sj^bid., p. 432. 
92lbld. . pp. 432-43.3 . \
&
"s OÜ
for free discussion of political questions. This petition 
was tabled
bn the following day the situation in Bolton was 
again raised in' the Lords. ' Duncannon for the Government 
stated that the M^yor 'çf Bolton had declared that he had not 
involved himself in politics since his appointment to the 
magistracy, nor had he knowingly sworn any ChartistÊ into 
office. The Conservative peer, Lord Lyndhurst, pointed out 
that' the mayor did not claim that he had not attended £iny 
Chartist meetings, however An 'opportunity to criticize 
an appointee of the Whig .Ministry-'was not to'be missed. ■
, ' ‘ . On August 23".in the Commons, Jo'seph-Hume,' the
Chartist^Radical Member.for-Kilkenny, drew the attention of 
the 'Aouse.'^O the petition he had tabled on behalf of Henry 
Vincent and other Chartists incarcerated in Monmouth Gaol.
He claimed that the rules for the treatment of political 
prisoners were not being adhered '.to. He was supported by 
0 'Connell,, who asked that there should be a'legal definition'*4 ' ■ 'Q < : • ■of the-term political, prisoner.Subject^s near a-rfd 'dear
to the hearts of nineteenth•and twentieth century Irishmen 
alike! ' . _ ' ' . .  ̂ '
Chartism gradually disintegrated in the summer of 
1839/ although there were some sporadic outbreaks of violence 
With the return of more peaceful conditions in late August
^^Ibid. Thursday,Augdst 22, 1839, PP- 483-4-84. 
^^Tbid., pp. 582-584.
9^dbid., Friday, August 23, I839, pp.. 4-93-495.
t'.
S:r- the Honie Office became more lenient In its treatment of 
"Chartists. , F.C-. Ifether observes that the Home "Office papers 
. contain "l̂ he draft of a letter to the Mayor of Stockport dated. 
Aognst 22, 1839, expressing the Home Secretary's wish that 
no proceedings should be taken against Chartists who came 
forward voluntarily and surrendered their arms.^^
In Edinburgh Sir John Campbell, the Whig Attorney- 
Genera!, bodsted that the.Government had put down Chartism
K  - . . ' - ' ' q-7 .B  t . "without one'drop of blood being- spilled.Unfortunately.
• ■ ■ , just a few days after this claim was published in the Tory»
.organ, the Quarterly Review, the Newport Rising took place.
The re jection of .the National Petition in July, the
■ ( "P ' ' •/failure of the National strike in August, and,the disintegra-
tion of the Chartist Convention angered the Monmouth workers,
and according to David .Williams-there was evidence of the
' ' ' ' '  ̂ ' QR. .distribution of. firearms in Glamorgan and-in Monmouthshire.\
On November 4, 183.9 .the Chartists, led by Frost, - ’
Williams and Jone.s, converged on the Westgate Hotel in
Newport to demand the release of their local leaders. When
someone in crowd fired a ^hot twenty-eight soldiers
^^P.C. Mather, '"The Government and the Chartists,". 
"Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London: MacMillan and Co
Ltd., 1959, p. 383. -.
Quarterly. Review, vol. LXV, p. 294.
'"■^David Williams, "Chartism in Wales," Chartist 
Studies, ed. Asa Briggs', London; "MacMillan and Co. Ltd., 
1959v p. 234. ' ; -t" - -
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hidden in the hotel fired back. PourteT=n i'ioters v/ere killed
#  - qo . ' '%' ' and abont fifty wounded. ^ '
■' It was rumoured that a national revolution had been
planned to follow this outbreak/ but it is impossible to'
determine if there was any truth in this rumour, just as it
is impossible to determine the truth of the rumour that
120,000 were to rise with the backing.of a Russian fleet.
Both seem highly improbable. Nevertheless, many people
believed that there was a Chartist conspiracy, with a central
committee located somewhere^ in London ready; to arrange and ...
co-ordinate a national rising. . \ _
. ' - . . ' ' ' iThe Newport Rising provoked a strong reaction from 
h. • ' • '
I; • the Whig Ministry, and Lord Melbourne made it clear to'Lord .
' ■ John Russell in a letter , dated November 6., 1839; that he
V believed that the co-ordination and secrecy of the rising’
f ’made it more serious than any pf the’meetings'that had gone
( ’ _ . ' before.
' - Parliament was prorogued at the end of August 1839,
and did not ’sit again until January 16, 1840, so that .there 
t . were no comments in the House by the parliamentarians. There
■ had bean, none of the traditional Whig/restraint in the treat- 
' ' ment, of the leaders pf the rising-,’and'on January 13, Prost,
Williams and Jones had been sentenced to death .for high
^^Ward, Chartism, pp. 133-135-
100Mather, "The Government.and the Chartists," 
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*. treason, and had it'not been for- the intervention of tne Lord
p ' Chief Justice on a technicality, they might well have been
hanged.
' ' Chartist petitions for the Viewport "martyrs" were
organized early in.I840'by conventions at Manchester and 
^iottingham. Most delegates favoured appeals for ,their 
release rather than a resort to physical force. Chartism 
' needed to change its ta'ctlcs. . '
f- . .In-October ; 1839 Melbourne- reconstructed his ministry \
lord John Russell moved to the colonial office, and the 
Marquess of Normanby changed places with him'. Lord John had 
V , - ' brought the .country through the first ,Charti\s.t crisis, without
^ asking for special powers. It 'was, as his biographer John
K
ti
Prest says, an achievement of which he was "justifiably 
proud. / ' ' ' - - -
On J inuary 23, 1840, lord Brougham presented a
petition to the Lords from 'two Chartists, serving twelve-month 
sentences in Chester Castle for the use of inflammatory 
language. They claimed that they had been wrongly convicted 
because the witnesses for the prosecution had their state­
ments read to the court and no cross-examination was allowed, 
but when the-prisoners gave their testimony they-were informed 
that it might be used in evidence' against them. Thje new Whig 
Home Secretary, the Marquess of Hormanby, agreed to make
L—  I —  ■ .,
101John, Prest, Lord John Russell, London: The
MacMillan Press Ltd., I972’' p. 149-
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farther inquiries, although he believed that the magistrates
i02 'hàd been -justified in their actions. ; ■ ' .
Lord Brougham was also ihstrumentajT in bringing the ■ 
matter of the Newport Rising before the Lords, when he 
presented a petition for the release of the leaders on 
February 3, 1840 bh the-grounds that the Solicitor for the 
Treasury had not served the list of witnesses.at the same 
tijné as indictment. On this legal technicality there 
could have,'been an objection which might have helped the 
a c c u s e d . . - ' " ' ■ , - .
The Home Secretary'admitted the error,but. indicated 
that those conducting the case, .believed that "the objection, 
could be of no force or weight," He then read to the peers 
a letter from Lord'-Chief Justice Tindel', who claimed that the 
judges deemed the conviction right, .and that if ,a difference 
of - opinion amongst the trial judges had not occurred the 
prisoners could well have been executed instead of being 
t r a n s p o r t e d . - ' . _ , ,
Lord Wynford supported the Home Secretary, and said 
that if the prisoners were pardoned it would encourage -
' I Q  ■ . .traitors and Chartism would prevail. ■ Lord Cottenham, the
^^Hansard, Third Series, vol. $1, Thursday, January 
23, 1840,.p. 508.
..Monday, February 3, 1840 , pp, 1080-1083.
^o^pbid,, ppu 1087-1092. . '
' - ^^^Ibid.. p, 1092. ' . _
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i ■ '  ̂ '
Lord Chancellor, also suppoi'tod Tspi'nnnby's doc: si
& ' ' ■  - ff V but, the indefatigable Lord Brougham re Iterated that two of
\ ' ' y : -
, ■ the thre.ê  trdal judges had been in favour of the objection,
and if the point had been decided at- the tijne uf the trial,
• ' '  ̂07■ the pri-soners might -have been acquitted.'"  ̂ The petition waa
r ' - -
then tabled.
Here we see a w.eak government, lacking the authority 
to deal boldly with a crisis, acting in a restrained manner,
because - they were' frightened of being attacked by a strong-
IF ' ' ' ' ' ' -. -• . ; . ■ opposition, whose attack could be politically dangerous..
-t The attack wa-s continued by Lord Brougham. On. February a, he
presented a petition from'Frost, Williams and Jones complain- 
' , ing about the way their case had been conducted, - and- asking :
- , ' - T AO -
. ". the Lords to intervene on their behalf. ' , '
- On the very satjæ d^, -during-a debate, in the Lords
, on Sociali'sm, which had arisen because of an objection on '
! , religious grounds to Robert Owen's presentation'at court,
' ■ the Bishop of Exeter accused (the Socialists of irréligion and
immorality. He was fearful oxfhe influence that the vast 
. ' distribution of.Socialist tracts was having in the country,
. ' ' ' and also claimed the Social'ists "embodied amongst their
1 QQ ' ' ' ■number-many Chartists." It-seems likely .that - public dis­
cussions between both social and political reformers was a
^^^Ibid. , p. 1094. :̂07lbid., p. I095.
^^^Ibid. , Tuesday, February 4, 1G40, pp'.11.59-ll60, ' 
^^^Ibid. ,' p. 1186. '
comaon occurrence in z&ny industrial tnwns,and probably
\ ■ - 
sbir.e Socialist beliefs appealed to some Chartists. Jones
j • . . , “
claims that,"the unequal division of Britain^ s wealth" and 
the possibility "of creating a new world through education"
was-part of the Chartist consciousness . .
The Bishop of Exeter quoted from the London and
t' ■ ' . 'Westminster Review of .April 1839, that Owenism "is at pres-ent
1 ithe, actual'creed of a great portion of the working classes.''"̂3 
He then gave the following information provided by a Midland's 
clergyman: - ...
It was a common thing for Chartists.and Socialists to 
meet in the same rooms, and the leaders of the one body 
frequently assisted the lead as of the other on- public 
occasions'. At the Socialist Institution, Birmingham, 
the female Chartists meet every Monday evening and the 
male Chartists every Tuesday evening. .At Bradford the 
Chutist Leader,: Barker Is also the adopted advocate of 
Socialism . , The'Socialist newspaper and the
'"northern Star," the Chartist paper, are both printed at 
the same.place, by Hobson, Leeds. .AtDudley, they frè- 
. quently used the same room as the'Chartists, the bodies 
,- being nearly c o l e x t e n s i v e ^  -
Certainly phartists and Socialists must have shared 
many ideals, especially their interest in education and ' 
probably many people chose to belong to both groups. "Isaac 
Ironsides, teacher, John Goodwyn Barnby, poet, and 'communist', 
and Thomas Livesey, Chartist leader and treasurer of.the
■'̂ ■*̂ David Jones, Chartism and the Chartists, London;
Penguin Books Ltd., 1'975, 3^-
'̂Hansard, Third Series, vol. 51,, P- 1186. 
~^^J-bid . , p. 1188.
\
?
1noclid'jlv C-wviilte instit'Jtl'V:,"" '' were three who chone to do 
so. There were,, however, difTerenoes of .en̂ phasis and metliods
In the period 1838-1841 there was a spirit of class warfare,
11^of growing anti-middie-class feeling, but ma.ty Chartists 
were unable to accept Owen's vièWs on religion and the family
Some felt that by his rejection.of political action and
iphysical force Owen was pla;^ing. into the hands of the upper 
classes. The link had been made, however, and for many 
parliamentarians this was a' strike against the Chartists.
- . On February 4, 1840, Robert A. Slaney, the Liberal
Member for Shrewsbury, addressed the Commons on the long- 
standing.causas of discontent among the working classes. .
•v .
There were the monopolies in the 'manufactures of the
country and the discovery of new machinery - the effect of 
which was to deprive.many persons of work," and there was 
the movement of people to urban areas where no provision.had 
been made by the Government for health oars', good housing, 
religious instruction/ education or protection of the work 
force in times of fluctuation in commerce.
To illustrate the ]&oor social conditions which were 
-leading to unrest, Slaney quoted statistics from Liverpool 
in I'B̂ S, when 7860 cellars were inhabited, day and night by
19,000 people, that -is by one-fifth of the working class of
'^^Jones, p. 37
Harrison and P. Hollisi "Chartism, Liberalism 
and the Life of Robert Lowery," English Historical. Review, 
LXXXIl, 1967, pp. 503-533..
a
the city. He quoted similar statistics for other industrial 
centres, and pointed out thorise in the crime rate as welï
as the high infant mortality in these areas. He therefore
moved .that a select committee should be appointed to inquire
into the causes of working class discontent with a view to\
devising remedies,^^^ ■ Mr. W. Smith O ’Brien, T.iher.al Member
for Limerick,seconded the-motioh, becausqzhe wished to show
the ordinary people that Parliament'was not indifferent to 
116their plight,. '' The Liberal Member for Durham, Hedworth
' I .
•La'mbton, felt, that the motion was too indefinite, a-nd that
the workers had been deceived by the writers of articles .and
p a m p h l e t . s J o s e p h  Hume, Kilkenny's M.-P. held that the.
'Government should have brought up the'subject, and felt that
any,inquiry should include an extension of the'franchise and
a review of the Corn Laws. If the Government were’ mor-e'
favourable, to the Chartist cause he believed it-would "increase
the peace and contentedness of the people," for their
118principles were sound.
At this time Chartism'needed a new image, and even-
tually a National Charter Association of Great Britain was 
formed on July 20, l840. It.resolved to federate local
"classes," "wards" and "councils," to levy a penny per week 
subscription;- to move Chartist motions at political meetings;
^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 50, pp. 1222-1231. ■ 
~̂ ^̂ Ibid . , p. 1234. ^'^^Ibid . ^^^Ibid.
t: ' . . - 7̂ :






From a promising beginning Chartism had descended 
into a somewhat despondent valley. The original vision of 
change'leading to an egalitarian society had degeiierated
into a series, of complaints against the status quo . 
Parliamentarians, as can be seen in the.small numbers who - 
cast their votes on questions related to Chartism, became 
disinterested"except for the Chartist Radicals and a few 
eccentrics. There was no .real threat to the status quo, for 
the Chartists offered no viable alternative, only a few 
1̂' changes to the' existing system^ Their complaints;and suggested
'alterations to society could be ignored, ridiculed or simply
& ' : ' . "1 ^ ' absorbed by.society.. The Chartist Movement struck no fear
' . into the hearts of,the parliamentarians. It was a nuisance
I . and a disruption supported by a few cranks. -'Its diversity
. of aims and outlooks made any effective co-operation in
, , significant action', impossible. -, Society was not threatened,
. - only irritated. . - . ' ' ,
r ' I » 1 --- -------,— _ . . - '




THE SECOND PEAK 1840-1642'
. The Chartist movement began to revive-'in thj$ spring 
of 1840, but it'was a changed mo-vement. ' In its formative 
years Chartism had been, as Mather so' succinctly puts it,
"cradled in a^broader radical tradition," when upper and 
middle-class"Radicals joined Chartist societies and shared
'A ' ■ . . ■ . ■' - .Chartist platforms with working-class'speakers. At this_^
time of revival, 'howevbr, there^as a refusalfon the part of ^
the working classes to co-operate with the middle classes, .
and it was in this period ' that Chartist attacks on the, Anti-.
Corn Law meetings took place.. . What happened in the late 
1830's and early l840's to convert working-class conscious­
ness into "widespread repudiation.^of contact with middle
2 - - ^ . '' class reformers?"-^ Basically, it'was the trade depression
and the high price of food which made class feelings very
bitter. Also., many of the middle class, in their roles as
magistrates and special constables, had helped to put down
the earlier Chartist risings.
1 .F.C. Mather, Chartism, London: The Historical
Association, 196 ,̂ p. 20.





v/ . -Ttiere was now an organization designed to educate the 
■ rank and file/’and to keep them together, whereas before 
there had ^een only the annua,! national conv-entiohsAs Asa' -
•Briggs claims, "Chartism never completely disappeared . . .
' . . ' . '' ' 3 ' . "'■•even in its darkest . h o u r s . T h e r e  was now a.real attempt to
‘ . make the working people of England feel that they -were unrfied
, ■ , - ■ . in an attempt to bring about social Improvement. ‘ ,
- ' ’
Although the Chartist revival, began in the spring of
• 1840 the. only references'-to the, •movement in .Parliament
concerned the men who had'beên ■impri.soned as a result of the :
' -T : .. ' f - •' /' ' • - : .■ Birmingham and hewport Riots. The Chartist'Radicals- and ■
. : - ' '  ' - ^ l' r i : \ . ' " 'I ' . ’. their supporters attempted to .enlist the s-upport .of other 
' ' . . ' ' .1 ' iA' ; ' '1^ " ̂ \
Liberals and Cpnservati^s who. were liberally inclihad . On «
'■ April 14, 1840 Hërirÿ'Warburtoh, a. Philosophical Radical',, and
Member for Bridport,. made a. motion for the mitiga^tip.n of the.
■'"s.ente.nce . Iniposed oh Lovett, and Collins'for seditious libel
■' ' ■ . . . ' , , . ’ ' . • y
after the Birmingham Riots." He blamed the current legislation
. ; '' ' ' . - - - >. ' ' ^ ^which . did not-differentiate, political. prisoners from common..
■ h  ' ' - .„ felons. .The .motion was seconded by Sergeant T.alfourd, the
■liberal K.'P. foi'.R.eading who maintained that .men with .' ■
'potential, like Vincent, .convicted .after, the N'ewpo’rt Rising,
!  - - - - ' - '.
Asa Briggs, "The Local Background of .Chartism,,"
Chartist- Studies, e.d. Asa Briggs, London:’ 'MacMillan and Co
Ltd.; 1959, p.'28. .
-f  ̂ -, ..
• Hansard, Third - Series, vol. 53,-Tuesday, .April 14,
1840, pp. 1103-1107. . . '
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• should not be placed in, a regular gaol where they,might make,
'4- .,' dangerous associations- ... . ' ■
' Æ:lgin,' UAdersecrretary for the Hoiîï'e Department, was
forced to agree thatthe Prisons* Act did-not alearly de-
' linBate how persons convicted.of seditious libel should be 
treated. The country had been- in a dangerous and excitable 
■state because of people making inflammatory speeches at -that 
time, and he,regarded Vincent as especially dangerous because- 
. .of his attacks on the constitution in the Western Vindicator,,
/a weekly publication very popular with western and Welsh - '
. . A ' ' ' - ' ' '■ Chartists. ''
Hume, the Kilkenny Chartist Radical, objected to ■
. /  '  - i . ' * t  ..■•allegations being made against.the Western Vindicator in the
• . ‘ • '  T
House when no.judicial or criminal charges had bean brought
' - ' / ' '■ ' ' - ' ' ' " ' ' ' against it.. He also claimed that the working classes truly
believed that they had been treated more harshly than others
of.a."higher station" might have beep.^ Duncombe then'pointed 
- . •' , 
put that Lovett and Collins, men of go.od repute, had been :
' convicted foi publishing what had frequently been said in' the 
- Commons, that the employment, of londdn policemen was the cause' 
of the-Birmingham rioting. iPhey had,-therefore, called upbh.
. the people to resist such actions. »Pox Ma'ule, for the Govern­
ment, denied that the presence of the London police had been 
the reaso.n for the eruption of .'the Bull Ring Riots ̂ and to :
^Ibïd-, PP" 1109-1110. *̂ Ibid., pp^ 1111-1112. ,
?Ibid.. p. 1113.
prove his point he reminded the House that a police inspector
has /been tried'for his oonduct during ;the riots' and had been 
'8acquj-tted. ' - _ _
Viscount Sandom, the Conservative Member for Liver- , 
pool, .expressed his belief that men such as these should have
their sentences mitigated because they were not degraded
■ 9criminals,' even though their writings were mischievous.
Another ConservativeSir Eardley J. Wilmot, the Member for .
tile Northern division of Warwickshire’, stated' that "mis-
demeanours ef words 'should be treated differently from
misdemeanours of deed", " although in this case :he Birmingham
magistrates had simply applied the law as it stood',^^ . -
Radicals and’Conservatives alike kept up the pressure
on the Government by means of further petitions .t- On May ?.?,
3-8^0 Duncombe presented a petition from a large Chartist
meeting held at Bridworth, Yorkshire, protesting against the
'treatment of Feargus O ’Connor. He asked if the Government
had issued any directive about the treatment of'Chartists, ‘
and if this were so; why O'Connor had been treated so severely.-
The Under-Secre^hry'of the Home Office took this opportunity
to correct the impression that the Government had issued any
orders as to the way O'Connor's sentence should be put into 
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^^Ibid., vol. 54, Wednesday,-May 27, 1840, pp. 647-




On June 2, 1840 Sergeant Talfourd presented petition;
on behalf of 0'Connor and Vincent. 13 This caused Mr. Williams
Addams Williams, the Liberal Member for- Monmouthsire and a 
local, magistrate, to respond ,by stating that he considered " 
Vincent to be the cause of all the ’.'disastrous events which .
had occurred in the area, for by his inflammatory speeches' -
' ' ' : 14 ' 'and articles he had aroused the-people." • Fox Maule pointed
out that#üien Vincent was first imprisoned he was, sent to . ‘ . 
MohmoUth^l^l, where he was allowed to'have writing .materials, 
but as he used them-to continue supplying the Western 
Vindicator with articles he was moved to Millbank and lost
these privileges :.15
After a squabble involving Home and Lord Granville
Somerset, the Conservative'mTp . for Monmouthshire, about 
whether or not Vincent’had' contributed articles to this-- 
publication pince'his imprisonment, Duncombe tried to.bring', 
the House back to the consideration of the complaint that the 
law had been unfairly administered. - Th-e Liberal M.P. for 
Coc'kermouth, Henry Aglionby, pointed out that sympathy was
being created for Vincent by such harsh treatment, and this
' - ■ ■ 1 7 -made him more dangerous than his writings had-‘done. ' The
Chartists |^ere certainly succeeding in drawing attention to 
their cause with their petitions, which could,only be pre­
sented by Members of Parliament,
13
Î5





I b i d p. 902., 17Ibid., p. 906,
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' '. After the motion to present a petition to the Queen
about Vincent's sentence was withdrawn, another was introduced 
. to-have O'Connor transferred, and finally the Member for
Salford presented a petition from his constituents complain- .
- - . - ' 18ing about .O'Connor's treatment'. ' All motions.were ultimately
withdrawn'as l̂ oth liberals and Radicals wanted to show their ■
opposition in debate, but not to embarrass the Government .
.. . . seriously^ This campaign'was continued in the Lords where
■ 'three'petitions Were" presented between June 4 and June 22,
. .. l84o, two,by. Lord Brougham, and one-by-.Lord Denman. All three
' • • complained .of O'Connor’s treatment, and' implied that the '
I q  . ' 'Government was ant i-Chart i st. / T-he petitions were tabled, 
but generated little debate'. - . -
The'Earl of Warwick had complained to the Home Office
in' a.letter dated January 9. 1839, about a' number of boroughs .
’ ' ' 20 in his' county with magistracies composed of rd^^als alone.
, * .. A. year after the Birmingham Riots he demanded in the Lords'
,■ .that reports and letters pertaining to the uprising should be'.
made available to the' House'. The Earl reminded the Lords of
the property which had been destroyed. He,claimed that the
lives as. well as the property 'of people who lived in the area'
' ^^Ibid.. pp. 906-908. / !
iq #^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 54, Thursday, June 4, 
Friday, June.5, and Monday,.June 22, 184o, p. 917, P- 953,
p. 1365,
*̂̂ Mather, p. 60. -
f. had been left, at the tnercy of "an organised mob," although
• 21 ^the magistrates had been informed of what was happening.
The Marque,s.s of Normanby, ,'for the Government, pointed 
out that the reports had been ready.for some time, but had
never been requested. He regretted the Earl of Warwick’s 
decision to resurrect the subject at a time when the angry 
,feelings were subsiding,' as it might revive these feelings.
He'assured the house that all proper: precautions had.been- 
taken. With the Gover;nment's position becoming steadily
.weaker, and Aberdeen having announced that "A course of
■ ■ . ' 23active hostility to the government!’ had been undertaken, '
the'Conservatives continued to harry the Government over its •
inability to maintain law and .order.
Wellington reminded Normanby. that although the 
magistrates had prior notice of the meeting, they failed to 
have two magistrates in'-attendance . As a< result the police 
had no authority to act when the situation became volatile',. 
Warwick supported this statement, and claimed-that had the ■ 
wind not died down the whole town could have been destroyed ’ 
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Or;with the situation..Lord.Lyndhurst supported them and 
pointed out that.a nje'eting had heen held to-discuss whether 
the gathering sho-uld be dispersed, and the military was in 
readiness to act .if called upond He. Informed the Lords, that 
a Sirmingham bookseller had informed the mayor that there 
. was to be a meeting of Chartists, and that' the Chartists had 
' been "advisid by their leaders‘to come prepared for'the 
.police." 'Although the magistrates. r.eceived't)iis information 
on the day prior to the riots, no preparations were made, and 
he considered this a gross dereliction -of d u t y - . ■
On July 16 the Liberal and Radical M.P.'s who believed 
that the Government should be responsible'-for "absorbing-the
. conflicts and tensions generated' by'economic and social
27 ' i ‘ . ' ' ■development," continued to'harass the Government'over the
treatment of, political■prisoners. The Whigs were attacked
not only by the Conservatives but also by.the more liberal
.members of the.Liberal Party. Henry Aglionby, - the Liberal
Member for Cockermouth, moved that copies .of any'reports or-
' papers pertaining to the. treatment of Feargus O'Gonnor at - -
York Castle .should be made available to the House 28 Thomas
25Ibid.
of.
- Hansard, Third Series, vol. 55, Thursday, July 9, 
1840, p. 575' ' ,
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Wakiey, the Chartist Radical Member f&r Salford, seconded the
'-motion, and took the opportunity to pote that^ "Nearly three 
hundred, persons "were now cohfined "in prison for political
offences - that was for merely'‘expressing their feelings in 
strong language.^^^' ' .
r - Mr.-Fo:)è Maule .replied for tha G6yprnment,--andrefused.
• to assent- to the motion because O ’Connor ‘hadfreceived a fair 
trial, and the' jury had believdd,that.what he wrote was
-, "calculated to stir ,up and Inflame the 'minds ..of the people."
He had received verbal reports from a Mr. Crawford, who.had 
■ - been -sent on-behalf of the Home Office to inquire into the 
charges. Crawford repotted - that O'Connor was .being-well -
' ' ' ' ' - '  ̂ ■ ' J vhQ . .- ' treated,., and that. .h'$ was in good -health.. Joseph Hume.,
1 the Chartlst Hadi'cal.M.R. for Kilken^.'was quickj^ retort
'■'that it was -strange that .-a public-officer sent -to institute 
'a. Covern-ment.̂  inquiry‘Should'-present'.only a verbal report
. . -The House, .'as Was usual -whe'n. Chartist ’matters, were ■ 
being disQussed,- was thinly attended. -.This thin'Commons 
divided .on the motion;- ayes' - 12; 'noes - Ï9-; majority - 7,- 
As there was not a sufficient number--Of Memb'ers-present to 
constitute a-House the Speaker he-ft the; Chair, and. the 
division' Went for nothing'T.he'noes werfe Conservatives - 
'3'; Whigs - i"3 ■ One Repealer -and two'' Radicals , who were not 
prepared to see the 'Go’vernmant defeated on'this issue, made
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up the group. The'ayes were a heterogeneous group of
Liberals (6), Irish Conservatives (2), Radicals (1),
■Repealers (1), and Chartist Radicals (2 ) . ■ . ^
The sub'ject was brought up again on August 5, 18^0,
when Aglionby, Radical 1V|.P. fo'r PinSbury, .moved for àn
address to be presented to the Queen,to direct that a i rmmiss-
ion should. be set up to. inquire into' the treatment of O'Connor
'■and of all prisoners gaoled for "uttering seditious words or
for attending seditious meetings." For such men hard labour
seemed ar Inappropriate sentence Lo]hd John Russell, the
Colonial Secretary, replied for the Government. He had 'been
at the Home Office at the time of-the first.Chartist risings,* . >
and was. therefore, well qualified to speak. .At that time’.he
.
had been very tolerant of Chartist activities; now, .however,
t . ' .
, . . with ■ the Government;'s position becoming steadily weaker, he
was forced to come down strongly on the side of law and"- ■ 
order. He expressed his sympathy for those who got excited 
-about a cause and' spoke unwisely, but* he pointed out that 
8'Connor was the.proprietor of a newspaper from which he made 
à profit. This newspaper -launched constant attacks on, the 
laws .and institutions of the country, which endangered the 
peace. He believed, that such a per.8on should be dealt with 
severely, but not made to appear a martyr, for that might 
encourage others to follow his example. The Government would
^^Ibid., Wednesday, August 5» I8l0, pp. 1287-1288.
I'
I
E  ' ■ ' -  ' ■, not be deterred by petitions on motions from pr-'ceeding
. against those who encouiraged others to break the law.""
• ■ Thomas Duncombe stated that the House was ignorant ■
■' of the number of people suffering in prison for political 
'offences. He ‘believed that there were more- than two hundred 
at the time,.and cited■the case of William Martin, who had 
'' been sentenced to twelve months hard labour for sedition, and
Ihhad .'been forced to work on a treadmill . - The motion was
supported by the Chartist Radical, Thomas Wakiey, who accused 
the government of refusing to grant'a commission of inquiry 
'because it knew that many atrocities would be uncovered. He 
reiterated that the Government supported liberal principles 
when out of office, but condemned them when in office. Fox , ' 
Maule, for the Government, maintained that gaols were well ‘ 
inspected, but agreed that he would not object, to all prisons
being controlled by-a central board to eliminate- the different
. ' ' . ' ' ' 3 'systems of regulations which existed under the present system.^'
This debate was adjourned'until the following .day', 
when ‘lord John Hus,sell moved, the order of the day for a 
committee of ways and means. Aglionby, however, moved as an 
amendment to set'up a, commission to inquire into , the treatment 
of political offenders. ■ The House divided on the’amendment ; 
•ayes - 42; noes - 11; majority - 31- The noes were 8
1289-1294. ^^^bid., pp. 1296-I299.
35ibid;, pp'. 1299,-1304. . '
^^Ibid,, Thursday, August 6, 1840, p. 1364.
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Liberals, 2 Chartist Radicals and the same Repealer, ^^oholas 
' Ayli^ard Vigor, a Protestant landowner and Liberal r.lembor for
County Carlow, who had voted with the ayes on the motion on 
July l6. These were the M.P.'s who frequently raised questions 
.about the basic rights of citisens. Nothing more was heard 
of'the matter in Parliament until Lord Brougham presented a 
petition to the’House of Lords from the National Charter
■ ' ■' ' H -- Association at Bloomsbury praying for'the release of Frost,
■■ 'Williams and' Jones, who had been convicted for their opinions,'
" • 1 7  ' . .not for their acts. • .
. - Chartists used petitions as a peaceful method 'of 
bringing'.pressure ■ to bear upon the Government, especially 
when the movement seemed'to have lost much of its momentum, 
such as in,the period between the presenting of the Charter,' : 
in' 1839 and 1842. It was a legal' method of drawing attention 
to their cause in Parliament,.for petitions had to be presented 
by M.P.'s. According to Jonfs.,' the Chartists considered  ̂•
swamping Parliament with individual petitions, and Thomas 
Duncombe received 40? from Leicester alone. Few'English and 
Welsh radicals took up the idea. Scotland, however, had its 
own ".Petitioning Movement" which began in March 1840. There 
was such a. trade n. petitions that a London committee was set 
up to prépaie them. The leaders of 'khe Chartist movement saw 
that the political prisoners not only had good publicity value.
3'7-■bid., vol. 56,' Monday,- February 22, 1841, p. 763
i
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büt would help to keep the movement.alive. The wives of
these prisoners'received weekly grants, or-wgi^e helped to
38set up in business. ' Mark Hovell saw Chartism making groat 
. progress during 1840-41, ahd becoming more efficient.. Hg 
instanced the two million .signatures gained for -a petition
for the release ofhFrost which Duncombe presented in Kay
30 ' ■ . ■ ■ ' I1841'.̂ '' Indeed, Chartism did reach a peak n.ever to be
reached again. - .
The Chartist Radicals and their supporters loôked 
on the j)arllamentary process and, indeed, on the very 
'(composition of Parliament as being inappropriate to the 
needs'of the working classes. This-was a reflection on. the • 
social system of the time',- all the more so because many 
. parliamentarians seemed only too. happy to see Charti-sts and 
their supporters locked away. This suggests'that there was 
a propdunced class element in Parliament at this t i m e ... 
ÿ.' g.. The'petition", presented by Duncombe on May 2.$,' 184]
. ' in the middle of a political crisis, was a huge document 
p i ^ e d  by 1,^00,000 o^ the "industrious classes." ."It was 
Implied oh< to the floor of the Bouse, like a mighty snowball,"'
|as the report in McDouall/s Chartist and Republican Journal,
r ■ no 40 ,no i 12 . The petition asked that the House should send an
38David Jones, Chartism and the Chartists, London: 
Penguin Books Ltd., 197^.' P- 84.  ̂ —
^^Mark Hovell, The Chartist Movement, Manchester: 
Manchester University. Press,1918, pp. 211-212, ,
^^Jones, p. 8 7 .
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address to the Queen begging that all political prisoners
should be liberated, and that Frost, Williams and Jones, the
)  ' ._ leaders of the Newport Rising, should be granted a free
' ' ' '■ pardon.' The petition, also pleaded that the Hopse should ' .
. % adopt the’principles of the Charter. ^
V' " . . ' . ' ' ' ' '/ The'Liberal Government was in difficulties. In
April John Walter, proprietor of the Times, had' won the city 
of Nottingham, .'long a Liberal seat, with the help of the 
. . . Radicals and the Chartists . The 'Conservatives were ready
now 'to.wage an all-out assault on the Government in Pariia- 
m e ^ . ' . . ^  '
, _ \ ) ' The pre-sentation.of the petition.brqught Col. C.D.W.
Sibthorp, Conservative M.P. for Lincoln, to his feet to ' ■
complain .that the prayer of the petition nad not been read 
in. its entiretyand, tongue in cheek, to state that he was 
axixious that the petitions of all classés of people should be 
'considered by the 'House . ' Peel po'inted out that since the
petition had been tabled, the substance of the praye^^bould 
' L be learned, and since it was so large a petition, it would be
& h.'K 'k.b difficult'to unroll. He wanted to make it clear that the 
Conservative* Party, was not beh,ind Sibtho-rp in his jibing.
LcuJ John Russell, the Whig Colonial Secretary, attacked 
Slhkhorp for making a jest of the petition. By implication
^^Hansard, Third Series, vol. <yQ, Tuesday, May 25, 
1841, pp. 740-?4i.
'̂̂ Ibid . , p. ?4l. -
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it . . . * ' - 9c.
ÎE ' - ' ' .he su^^ested that the Conservatives In general were ridiculing
- the working c l a s s e s . C o l .  Sibthorp denied this, and
^  ' received support from Sir Robert Harry Inglis, Conservative
Member for Oxford University, The latter stated that any
memb#h might ask tohave-the prayer of a.petition read in
the- regular manner, without "intending to cast the slightest
reflection on those .who had signed it.  ̂ '
■ ■Aftëf the petition .was received Duncombe-accused
Col. .sibthorp of ridiculing it, and then s.poke of the 
... ,t . ' - - ' « .
. • . allegations in the petitions concerning the ' especially harsh ■
. treatment meted out to Chartists. He stated that when a
• Chartist .was found guilty of attending an illegal meeting
'there' was "no. hope or chance for escape.. He noted that of
'■ . the 444 persons 'convicted of political offences subsequent to
V. ' ' ' : . ' ! - ' - . .' : '|-' _ January ;1,- 1839 thirty-three'remained in prison. He read to'
the House letters from Petei’ Hoey, who had. been released from 
'Wakefield Gaol and George ,Henry'Smith, who had been released
' 'from Preston House of Correction, complaining about their,
- ■ 47 '! ' '-treatment while imprisoned. ' He pointed out that seditious
■ ' . libel was a matter of opinion only, and, that those who had ' '
signed these" petitions had come to lo6k upon, the prisoners as
■ martyrs, lie then moved that the address should «be presented
to t^e Queen. ' .- ' • ' -
^ Ibid . , p .  7 4 2 .  - ^ - ^ I b i d  . ^^Ibid. > p. ? 4 4  . 
' "̂7Ibid., pp. 74.5-747. ^^Tbid.. pp. 748-74-9.
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Mr.'Fox Maule, for the Government, assured him that
thé Ministry did not hold the petition-in ridicule, although-
some Meit.ber-3 did believe that the demands for political "
privilege's werd" exaggerated and ought not to be granted. He'
.. / .. -
doubted the expediency of pr'esenti'ng-such an address to the >
Crown, ’and rejected most definitely the implication that
. ' ' - , ' ' i|.Q '■Chartists were treated more harshly, than other citizens. ■
' The Repeal. M.P.• for Dublin, Mr. Daniel O'Connell,
supported the m-otion as he claimed that the Government had
achieved' its aii-̂ s because.'.'No Chartist wa-s now breaking the
Law, '! and at .such a time, mercy should be 'shown.' it was a
strange statement to come from a man who had not attended a
Leeda rally in January 1840 because he believed that O'Connor's
■ ■ - . Clfollowers would-kill him.- John Temple Leader, the West­
minster Radical, agreed with this' plea for mercy. He also 
t spoke out for social justice for the working classes, who>
'■ •' ' believed that there,was one law for the rich and another for- - - -
' ' • .' the poor. He too 'claimed that the Chartists were not
h--, . , agitktihg and that "there was^no danger of outbreaks:
i ■ '. The Liberal M.P., for'FalkirkWilliam Gillon, rose to
r  ' ■ ' : • : . . ,
f ■ state that in his opinion the House was not indifferent to the
f- views of the people. He trusted much to'the good sense of the
II - Chartists and believed that they were beginning to see the
h:.     ' .  ̂ ^  '
I ' ' , ^^Ibid., pp. 749-753. p: 754.
I -̂ ^Ward, p. 146.9 ' \.
I ' . ' "^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 58, Tuesday, -May 25,
1841, p, T54.
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, '■- folly of their past condpct. He hoped that he would see no
. more of it, any more^than.of the "unnatural coalition that
..  ̂ ' . . ' ' ' ' 'had lately taken place between the .Chartists and the Tories.""^ ,
He was referring to the recent by-election at Nottingham'Won 
•' ' by Walter for the Conservatives. - -
- ’■ > This link was again evident in the 1841 general
election; . There had always'-been a tradition of popular
' : Toryism in-the North, where some radicals, such as Oastler
. - '
. and Bernard, as, well as some Northern M.P.'s tried to recapture
' .the good feelings that-had once existed between rich and poor
when paternalism was the norm.. The Poor Law controversy
- ■ ' brought Conservatives and Radicals 'closer together in Wales
and the 'North-. The Morning Chronicle.- reported that i'n the
l84l election "Chartists, such as are voters, -have almost to 
. ' <4 :̂" . . 'y à man supported' the Tories." Since only, a few Chartists ■
were enfranchised I doubt that their support at the. polls
'f; '■ / could have weighed the scales heavily in the 'Conservatives'
|- - favour.' However, their fiery orators might have swayed some
. ' voters'to support the upholders of paternalism.' Such . • ■
I ' happenings did provide.the Liberals with'a weapon for a small
f' - - ,. attack upon the Conservatives,, in face of the letter's
determined assault.
: In the continuing debate, the Chartist Radical, Hume,
J . . . brought the House back to a consideration of the motion for
^^i b i d ., pp. 755-756.
^^Jones, p. 122,
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an 'address to the Queen requesting 'clemency for jpolit^lcal
prisoners/’and adoption of the ‘six points of the Charter
f  , ' ' ' '  ̂ .Henry Warburtbn, the Bridport Liberal and'supporter of social
justice issues, spoke of the harsh. treatment' and long con-:
' ' ' ' 46 ' ' ' - ^finement of the .Chartist prisoners- Thomas 'Wakiey, the' -
Salford Chartist Radical, drew Peel' into the debate when he- 
implied that-'-the Conservative leader was deliberately evading 
a difficult, snbjeot, - : Peel denied hhis-,' and stated that h’e 
was opposed,to establishing a precedent by the House making 
a recommendation to. the Monarch- ,The Queen's advisors would. -
.not, he was sure, be influenced by a desire for popularity,
^ - ;
, but.for the permanent interests'of society.^ One- feels'-
that this was' a'deliberate and ironic implication, that it wgs-
just-what he expected the .Whig ministers to do, as they knew
that a general election was imminent and that their position
: .was weak. . .  '
John Easthope*, who sat for Leicester from 1837-184?
as a Radical, and who had purchased the Morning Chronicle in
' ' - ' '
"1834, agreed wifh. Peel oh principle. However, he planned to - 
vote for the motion because some of his constituents ÿhad 
presented their petition to the House in which they «pressed 
their desire that one, of those offenders should become a 
candidate to represent that town in Parliament, and, he 
wanted to see that his constituents' wishes were expressed
'̂^Ibld.. p. 736. ^^Ibld.
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in the House-, Actually,, he did not vote .for the motion, but
 ̂ ' 60  ̂ ' 'he was *re-e-lectèd . in the June. 29 election. . . ' - .
Sir-fe Lkcy Evans, the Radical M.P. for Westminster, 
accused,.not only Peel, but,also Fo5c' ^ule of -defending their 
opposition to,the motion on the basis of constitutional law 
when they should "have"been considering the wishe-s of more 
. ■ than a million unrepresented people, . Sir Benjamin Hall,
, the .Liberal representative for''Marylebone and one-time Member 
for-Monmouth, assured'the House that he had never known the
. Monmouth-area to be so tranquil.. There was no agitationF  ■
^  and the iron industry was in a’depressed state . It was his
among the working 'people although wages had been reduced
Opinion that the whole country was quiet; therefore the
. ' -, . • ■ . <2 ' ,Government could.afford to be merciful. Henry Aglionby,'
a Radical from Cockermouth., saw no impropriety'in the Hou'se
I' . . . letting its wishes be known to the Crown, and-accused the
y . ' . ' ' '.'i ■ ' ... Ijouse of*'failing. in its duty to the Chartists. If Members
f had taken the trouble to attend some Chartist meetings and, ■
find but more about the movement, they would have shown more 
‘ . - ' ' .
sympathy for its demands, and the public - in turn would feel
T ' less disaffection for .Pp.*,liament Melbourne's ministry
^^harles R. Dod, Electoral Facts 1832-1833 
.Impartially Stated, Brighton: Harvester Press, 19?2, p. 1??.
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was' thus uîïder attack from Chartist Radicals, Radicals, ' 
Liberals and Conservatives.
Viscount Sandon, the Conservative Member for'Liver­
pool, a constituency'.with* a large wdrking class population, ■ 
-opposed, the motion because he felt it dangerous for the,
Hou.se‘to interfere with the prerogative of the Crown.
Lord John Russell reiterated that petitions asking for mercy 
should be directed.'to the Crown, ndt the Commons, and Colonel "
, I ■
Sibthorp again opposed the motion.
■ . : ■ "v ' ' . '
Henry Ward, Radical Member for Sheffield, accused'
Visaount Sandon of implying that the motion had been brought 
forward at a time when there was a probability of a dissolu­
tion of the House") and if.the Government, supported the motion, 
they would be accused of trying to 'ŝin popularity for the - . •
imminent election. He believed that it was necessary to take 
strong measures to" preserve the peace, and'hé asked Duncombe •
not to bring the House to a' division as this would only hurt 
66his oWn cause. Viscount.Sandon denied the charge' against 
him, and he was followed .by Duncombe, w^a denied that he had 
brought forward the motion for election purposes. The 
petition had -been circulated two to three months before there 
was, a possibility of dissolution, and he felt bound to go to 
division.
Jones quotes from McDouall's Chartist and Republican 
Journal, no. 12:
^^Ibid. , p. 761. ^^Ibid. , p. 762.
^^Ibid.', p. 763. ^^Ibid.. p. 764. ‘ 4
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.All strangers rushed out, the doors were bolted,and
■ whilst murmurs o-f anxiety filled, the passages the .bolts
, ' qreaked again' ahd out rushed the .members. ."How has -it
gone, sir?" "Votes equal, ^8. and 58 ■” "‘How has- the
Speaker given it?" "Against." "Damn him,"6°
The Speaker, the Hon. Charles .5 . Lefevre,- Liberal Member for
Hampshire', considered that the vote, if carried, would ,
interfere, with the prerogative of the Grown. He therefore
-^ . . - ' 6odeclared himself .with the Hoes and the motion was defeated, 
•Again ‘working class aims had run up against middle class 
social ■ assumptions, and w.e see the difficulty of working ' 
within a system in which a class-based .Parliament was a , 
prime element. • - ■
This close vote , even though such a, small proportion ■ 
of the House was presei^,' encouraged the Chartists to. make 
plans' for an even bigger petition,, one .in which the collection 
of signatures was to be done more systematically. The towns 
were divided into districts and a house to house canvass was 
carried out. The result was a monster petition with over
three million signatures, which needed sixteen men to carry
■ t  , • ■it into the House. • ■
Prior to this event, however, in.the course of a 
' ' ' ; %debate on the distress of the country, Birmingham’s Chartist 
Radical Member, Joshua Scholefield, spoke of the vast and 
extensive suffering in the manufacturing'districts because
^^Jones, /p. 87.
^^Hansard, Third Series, Vol. 58,' Tuesday, May 25, 
1841, p. 764. . '
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of the slump in trade . He noted, that the ordinary people
I . . . ' - ' t
ha^P'lpo-.confidence in either ;pârty, but would prefer voting-
‘ ' ■ ' 71Conservative at the forthcoming election. There was'ho
indication of collusion between Chartists and Tories, as had 
been suggested in the debate on the pétition . Edward Barnps , 
■Radical Member for Leeds, reported to the House that'George ■ 
White,à Chartist leader, speaking at a meeting in Leeds, 
had sai4: "It- is a crime for■a man to allow himself to ! ' '
starve in the midst, of ' plenty 'He u'sed this to show t'î ^
distress prevalent in the nation, but it'well may have 
frightened those 'Members who were more concerned with the 
maintenance of law and order than with the-people ’ s ■ welfare’, '
- ' ' Parliament was dissolved, on' June 23 ,-' 1041, and a new
one summoned- -to--meetl-On August 19 . In the 'general election 
-which, followed, the Conservatives won 369 seats, and those 
'.on the Ministerial side of the House wqn As-a conse­
quence the Whig administration resigned on August 30,' and 
Peel formed a. Conservative' administration, with Sir James 
Graham at the Home Office. .
The Chaptist movement gathered strength during the
winter of l84l arid'Mhe spring of 1842, when the depression 
--------------------bC
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in trade, and industry worsened.' On Monday, 3lay. 2, 1842, the 
secon-d great- National Petition was. presented to ith.e. House by 
Thomas'Duncoinbe . It'was broilght to the House by a great.
'crowd»' Its. bulk Was so. great that it wo'ùld not go through'
■ the', doors until'it was unrolled., and it spread ."over a great
. ' ' • ' ■' . ' ' ' ' oilpart of.the floor, and rose,above the level of the Table.”' 
Duncombe gave notice of a |)iotlon for'May .3 'that the petition 
be cons.idered byi the House. 'He .also, asked ̂ that representatives =
.of those who. had signed it should be heard at the Bar of the 
House. to support iÿiei'r allegations. He stated that, the' . , . 
petitibn had- been signed by 3,315., 75.2 it.-eh. and women of the- 
".industrious classes,” and he believed that all- the signatures 
were genuine. ^ The. Olerk.read the -Petition r.which listed- 
the. people's .grievances, 'The-'suggested remedy for these ills 
was that Parliament .'Should phss into law "The People's 
Gharter^"^^ . ' - i; "
On the "same ^dây as this, motion was brought before^ • 
the Gommong.V Lord Brougham presented 'a•■'petition to the Lords 
from the provincial council of the National Complete Suffrage 
union, dated April I5 , 1841. It asked Lor- the .establishment
-'Of universal male suffrage, "annual parliaments, vote by ballot
' - ' - ,  and no property qualifications for M.P.’-s." Brougham told the
Lords that the council was composed of 90 to lO'O delegates
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:,fr,om_al'l, partS; of'the country meeting in Birmingham . After
..drawing up the petition these delegates had convened'a‘ pubiic \
meeting of many thousands, who .had-agreed,'to these demands.
He'noted in particular that the middle classes were most 
anxious that thsir fellow, bitizens should be brought within 
the p^le of the constitution, and that the man who had 
organized the petition, Jose;ph Sturge, waq'a most respectable 
member of the Society of f r i e n d s . B r o u g h a m  •obviously felt 
that the. House would be more likely to take note of the 
petition if there appeared to be an alliance of both middle' 
add working class citizens., Joseph ^turge, ,a Quaker and a 
Radical, was probably recognized,as the man who had attempted 
to unite ̂ the middle-class and working-class leaders at the 
1839 Birmingham Convention and i n '18^1 in the Complete , '
Suffrage Union. The'petition was read, at leng'th and then  ̂
tabled '
f When'Duncombe rose on May 3 , 1812 to submit his 
motion to the House he said ; ". .' . many call the Chartists
of the present day wild and visionary per.sons .as 'if the points
upon.,.which they lay so much stress were first devised by_ . ;
78 'them . . .. • The demand for constitutional reform went
back to 1?7?, and he gave a resume of its history, dwelling 
particularly on government repression and the disappointment 
felt by the ordinary people over the I832 Reform h.ct. He
77
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stated his belief 'that. people felt that'^1‘iS present House
vas moice corruptt^d more disposed to class-legi^lation than
ever before > They had,, therefore, .formed 600 Gh^^ist 
. 'Associations, and ' 100,000 vorking-cla-ss aâùlts actuàily "lay
.§1. . aside .one -penny ■ per week of their wages for the purpose of
- . y . / carrying on'and,keeping up'agitation' ip fayonr of their claim
' ' " ' ' ' ' .80t , to the. .è'ieptlve franchise.'^'. Duncombe then gave, évidence ' -
: ■ , .from Northern manufacturing districts.^that there was real
i ' ' , distress. He spoke .of, soup kitchens being set up and people
V  ̂ . - . . . ' ' ' ' : - - - .
. ' ' ‘ ■: bfegging in the streets. He" also quoted from the British'
, ' ; • ., \ .Statesman, ' a report .'which' described'how the carcass of a .
 ̂  ̂ » ' - ' ' ^ 8lW  ■ ■ ■ : ’ diseased cow had "been dug up for food by starving-people'.
. ■ V ' This was all information which was designed to win,the
' : . \ ' - ' - , ' : " I} -: ' . .
■ , . ' , ' support of, M.-P.'s who were-concerned with so&lal issues.
:/ ' - , .' ' ' .. ,  ' : : :  ; ' - ^  :. ' He then, addressed Peel 'directly, ̂ asking what remedies
' . - he had in.'mind . ’Dunc.om-b.e . felt that the'proposed income.'tax
..s - . ' - - ' ''ÿ'- would simply reduce the/middle classes to the level of the
'i '■ ' lower classes, and that Peel's proposed tariff-reforms would
‘ ... , put thousands out ofwork.. He wondered. i.f Peel would enforce
,-k . - . law 'hnd order "by suspending habeas corpus, and put down the
Ch'arti'sts by for de . '■ fhis .should worry the M .P.'s ' concerned
/ . about retaining civil rights..' He' was sorry to see the
: f, ' * - ■ J
. Conservatives ridiculing the signatures on the petition, and 
i ' denied that there had' beeri any' cheating to' Increase .the
79lbid., pp. 13^19-. ^^Ibid.. pp. 20-2-1.
Pi  ̂̂
I  : . -  ' : ' .. ' : '
ik ' ' * ' '/  ̂ ÏOÏ
&  - number of signatures, but even'if there had been, it ,would
-k- - - ' ' . ' : ; : ' ' ' : 92not alter the duty of the House to'eonsider_the petition.
' The motion.was secorded"by J , Temple Leader, Chartist 
Had real Member for Westminster, who pointed put that the ■' ---
Tory newspapers were jeering at the whole proceedings.. They - .
claimed‘that.only fifteen to twenty thousand had attended
the -meeting and that the signatures could not- possibly be
.genuine. He felt '.that, it was impossible to doubt either the
•sincerity or the numbers as during the last yê ar ". ' . , no
topic had'attracted so much the attention of the people as
84what was called*the Charter," He advised the. Members to
‘ ' V  . ' ' ' - . '
attend some Chartist'meetings to dhscover the ability and
integrity of these-.men who paid their taxes and-obeyed the
law yet had. no vote ,
- - - ,
He recalled how. Lord Campbell, the.''late attorney-.
generalafter the. prosecution of Chartists for holding-
seditious meetings said that "Chartism was entirely put down."
He had told .Lord Campbell then, as he told the House now,
that the violence of Chartism ' had passed by, but that Chartism
existed. All.appeals to violence, had been repudiated and the
Chartists now appealed* only - to. moral force.; Chartism would
' never be put down till the people’s grievances had been
redressed. Journals such as the Quarterly Review and the'
Edinburgh Review might sneer at the petition', but at least
. - .' AHthis would djp.aw attention to it. .
G^ibid. _ p 33-35.
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Dr- John Bowring, Chartist Radical Member for Bolton- 
, le-Mo.ors, '.supported the' mot'iori. The people, _ he said,' felt'
. oppressed’- and 'h.u,mil.iated. They had made greater sacrifices 
. ^ oÿoètion:' "than the wealthy, saw ndk - !
reason v{hy greater wealth'shopld imply greater political 
. Éagacitÿ', They-wanted equal rights, and he felt that it 
would-be unwise, "in the present state of the -public mind,
■ 'agitated and excited as it v^a-a^ to ignore their pi has. , '
■ Again-carae the -warning that at a, time when social misery was 
mixed with political discontent', the country was at explosion 
. ' p o i n t . ; /'
' . ' f - ' ' _ ; ' -  ̂' ;■ , . ; John Fielden-, Oldham's Chartist Radical représenta-
tive, also supported the- petition. He quoted from-a Burpley
* clergyman's letter which stated that.many mills were closed,
half the work force wds on half time, and £ jOO per week ‘was
■being paid put in relief. This gave Pieldèn, a long-time  ̂,
I ■ ■ opponent of the New Poor Law of 1834, an opening to criti&lze
i ' . - . . - ’ - - ' .
r: . . this legislation, and to 'state that nothing b u t -à radical
t - ' . ' ' - ' - - . ' - .
I ' ' change in the - constitution would 'give the people their rights =
V - " . ' ■ ' . y .i He warned that the situation was deteriorating and begged
Î - Peel to* hold out an oliVe branch to the petitioners.^^
: • We see the Char.tist Radicals trying In various ways
:■ • to appeal to Ihe five groups of parliamentarians who showed
-i • ' an interest in the Chartists. Duncombe had reminded the I
i - M.P.'s that the movement-was still widespread and active in: - -- ' . '
^^Ibid.. pp. 35-38. G^ibidi, pp. 38-39
  - ^
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constituenQies‘across the country; it therefore affected them 
till. They all reminded. Radical s, Repealers, Liberals and • 
'Whigs that :he.re/was’.an-issue'.which could be used to harass , 
.the Conservative Ministry'. The .loyal’ty .and determination pf 
thé Chartists .was stressed repeatedly, perhaps as a ’warning - 
to tho.se who, fe.ared these qualities, .that concessions should' 
be made. They reminded,the socially conscious and the
Evangelicals that there was a social."issue to be :^alt with '
- " . ' ' ' - '' .  ̂here, The Paternalists were appealed to aé the. Cimrtist
■Radicals played upon their sympathy for’the industrial poor,,
a.s they pointed out that, this was a'h, explosive situation in
which property w a A i n  danger. Duncombe made a special '
^peal to the 'Whig's when he reminded them that the Chartists
werb-but the Radicals'of earlier days, and that like the v ' .
. Whigs, they were part of thè'tradition which included the
Duke of- 'Richmond and other aristocratic advocate.g, of radical
r e f o r m . L e a d e r  tried to appease the N..P.'s who,, opposed'
Chartism because it threatened law and order by .assuring them
■that physical force was ended, and had been replaced by moral
force. Many parliamentarians feared Chartism because they
feared its. violence.- . It. is questionable, therefore, how
many .of them would believe Leader's statement.
'
.Sir John'Easthope, th.e Radical Member for Leicester, 
spoke' in favour of conciliation. He recogniped the distress ■ 
of the people, but he did not believe that’ the principles of .






the Charter woul-d mitigate it. .Sir .James Graham, Con­
servative M.P. for Dorchester and Hpme Secretary, cpposed ■ 
the motion, because if the House agreed to it, the House 
might;'excite hopes and hold out expectations'that would not 
■ ' . . . he fulfilled. Sir John Eaéthope. should not support the
y-,' ' motion either, since he had not supported William Crawford's
motion on parliamentary reform qn April 21, and which had '
" ' ' ..contained the .basic aims of the Charter. Graham, took the '
. ' opportunity to' deny that the Conservatives were ridiculing
the petition. He agreed that there was .widespread distress .
. - '  : . - ' . - V . ' ' ' ' . 80 ' .and that .the House must dpcide an a political remedy. ^
. \ J ^  ̂ .. : . . " ' .' .' Sir John Easthope rose to -.explain that he .opposed
. ' ' - th.e propositions of the Charter; hence he had voted a.gainst
, Crawford's motion -calling the attention of the House to
^  ; -. \ - - - . '. - - '  ̂ ' petitions praying for reform of the representation. He
, believed, h.owever", 'that'-the*people ..should have the oppor-
.' ■ ; tuhity to explain their views, to the H o u s e . C r a w f o r d ,  the
Liberal''Member, for.'Rochdale had had his motion defeated by
' . . - 226-67 .in April 1842.93 - : ' '
t .: '. . '. Thomas Babington Macaulay, Edinburgh-'s Whig
'I' e -- ■ - representative and famed historian, stated that if the
I . - . ' petitioners were merely demanding an:'investigation. into
I public distress, he could support'the motion, but they were'
I , ... L------------ ^ " ■
BGlbid»! pp\ 39-41. .̂9Ibid..' -pp. 4-1-43.
9^Ibid. , p. .43.. , ■ .
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demanding that-the People's Charter should be made law. He 
could never support universal male suffrage, which he believed 
"would be 'fatal-to' all purposes for which ’government exists." 
It "is utterly incompatible with the very existence of. 
civilization." Macaulay clearly stated his belief that 
civilization rested on the security of'property and that, - 
"We never can, without absolute danger, entrust the supreme 
Government of the country to any class'which would,, to a 
moral certainty, be induced to commit great and 'systematic 
inroads against the security of property." ' Here he is stating 
a belief held by all Conservatives, all Whigs, and/by a. goodly
percentage of the Liberals, in the House. It'was the prime
- ■ ' '■ .
reason why.they could not support the Chartists. This'was, 
of course, well known to the -Chartist Radicals. Macaulay 
went on to say that he firmly believed that-the Chartists . 
wanted to^confiscate the funds, property and land of the rich' 
.as a remedy forTthe evils they complained of. He felt,that 
this would, ruin the rich and make the poor poorer, Macaulay
did.not blame the petitioners, for they were simply clutching
s' % , '
- at anything which held out 'hope of instant relief without'
seeing that such a solution''might incur greater evil in the
'92 ■ : ' future.^ A government elected by people without property
would give no guarantee of the security of those who had
property. ' The Conservatives, who had been sympathetic to the 
Chartists in the late l830's, could hardly be expected'to






support them now if this were èo, As well as heeding this 
Whig’warning,.,they also had to realize that they constituted 
the party in power, and as such were responsible for main- • ' 
taining law and order, and the protection of property. ,
•John Roebuck, the Radical P. for Bath, was highly 
critical of Macaulay's speech, and Implied that its theme 
had been taken from an article in the Edinburgh Review. He
I "■ 'seemed to .be speaking in favour of the Petition when he
.stated that to 'exclude the majority of British citizens from ’
having a. voice in the control of public affairs, was to allow
a minority to oppress a majority,- and he rejected Macaulay's 
■ ' . ' ■ ’. 
claim that the Chartists were hostile to property. Roebuck'
then went on to leave himself wide open to attack. He spoke
of the Petition's- "trashy doctrine" which .had been written-
by a "malignant, cowardly demagogue," that is Feargus - "-
O'Connor. What was important was that three million ordinary
people had signed it. ■ .This group was so large that if it
rose up the Government would not have the power.to put it
down. It was-, however, a law-abiding'peaceful group.
Roebuck pointed out that he had voted'for Crawford.'s motion
for reform of the system of représentât ion. Mow he would
cast his vote not for the .Petition as a whole, but for the '
Charter because he believed that universal suffrage would
produce better government. He felt it would be helpful to
bring into Parliament people who understood the situation in
A* '
the country and who could demonstrate to Peel's aristocratic 




concluded by making a statement which proved to be true, that
the ordinary people would still choose'the rich and the
01 ■ ■intelligent to represent them. Old habits die hard.
• Lord Francis, Egerton, Conservative M.P. for South 
Lancashire, agreed, with ,Macaulay that the petition was 
"trashy and.contemptible," and ridiculed Roebuck for expecting 
the acceptance of the Charter to usher in.some new Utopia. 
Violent transfer of power had led to evil in the past, and 
he believed that "the armed man would rise." He felt that 
the Government would not be fit to rule if it acceded.to this
qW. , . . ■ ,request.' The role of the Government was to maintain order
in the\1and. ' ■ ' ,
. Benjamin Hawes, the Radical Member for Lambeth,It'' . . . ' ' ' '
clairaed that although Pib had always ■ supported practical 
reform measures he could not support a petition.from the■ 
masses,, who had been blindly led by men who "used language 
of. the most outrageous character." 'Just as there was class 
legislation of the few, he felt that class legislation of 
the raàny might prove injurious to the c o u n t r y . H e ; w a s  
only a frirge -supporter of the Chartist cause .
The Chartist Radical Member for Kilkenny felt that it 
was unfair to judge all by the. rash and violent language of 
a few hotheads. Joseph Hume repudiated Macaulay's claim that 
the people would despoil the country if they were granted




political rights, and accused him of using scare tactics.
He "believed that the people had been patient, and the
surest way to prevent revolution was to listen to and redress 
the well-grounded complaints of the people."^ He was trying ■ 
to undo the damage which Roebuck had done.
There had been some laughter in the House while he 
was speaking and he demanded to,know if the Members were 
laughing at the miseries of the people. He went on to claim 
that injustice must come from a system of class-legislated 
monopolies, which benefitted the few at the expënse of the ,■ 
many. The question of class is ve^y evident here. Peel’.s' 
proposed tariff reforms would take years' to work out and the 
people needed immediate relief. He supported" the points Of 
the Charter, and was sure that if a large.electorate were 
created, bribery and corruption at elections would be less 
likely.97
✓Thomas Wakley, Chartist Radical Member for Salford, 
expressed his surprise that Hawes, a Member for a metropoli­
tan borough, whose representatives had always been liberal, 
would not support the motion. • He also wondered at the silence 
of the ministry. Wakley stressed that although a vote for or 
against such a motion,might be construed as a vote for or 
against the Charter, he believed that the question was'‘ 
simply whether the petitioners would be allowed to state 
their case. He believed that the working men-of England were ■
'̂ Îbid ■ , pp. 63-64-. ^^Ibid . , pp. 66-70.
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sincere anà aonest - a comment greeted, by cheers from, both
sides of the House. He posed the unanswerable question:
how could the inhabitant of a £10 house be seen as more ,
trustworthy than one who lived in a £5 ohe?^^
lord John Russell, Whig M.P. for liondon, stated he
was present in the House for two reasons 'to- express respect
for the petitioners and abhorrenc-e of the doctrines in the
petition. He did' not believe that every male had the right
to vote, but that property, intelligence and'knowledge should
be the qualifications, v^ith the present position of popular
^education, and the country in its present condition, be
could envisage "a state of pppular ferment" if,universal
'suffrage were .granted ,. This was a standard .position widely
' ■ held -by most Conservatives and Whigs, and by the Ic-Ss/
■ advanced Liberals. If, as Roebuck had -stated, th^ Petition3 , 'y. . ■ ' ■ ■was drawn up by a "malignant and cowardly demagogue," would
it nob-be possible for the.uneducated and the ill-informed to
'b ■. elect such a man to Parliament. Russell then went on to
7. , 'i
make a comparison of Great Britain's situation'with' that -in '
■ ■ i' America. In the latter country, there- was no monarchy, no
■ ' . - i ' ': established church, no, .great masses of property. Therefore,
:. universal suffrage coi/ld be exercised without endangering
.order, but in Great Britain there were many interests holding 
- . society together which were at the same time possessors of
. - great property, suoh as the aristocracy and the Church. He-
^^Ibid■, pp. 66-70.
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# ' . . . . . . 110t ' \ . .' lookad upon this, motion as a vote for «&r against the People's
' ■ Charter, and if t̂hat were passed into law it would shake'
; property, increase the distress 'of the 'workers and lead to a
Ê „ J breakdown of law and order,.
Pria^ Minister continued in th^ same strain,
I' „ ■ . ' Peel thought there were two propositions to be considered . -
The first was whether or not to hear the petitions; who would
speak for them, and would it be a "malignant and cowardly
demagogue?" He oppoped,this.proposition on the grounds'that
if the House agreed to hear them, it .might ' raise false hopes
in them and in their followers. "The'second proposition was
.the issue of the Charter itself.. Peel opposed this because
& he believed that manhood suffrage was incompatible with the
p, . ' form of government under which the country had lived for
' - 'looK ' one hundred and' fifty years. There had been.no change in
i' ' the Conservatives' position. They had opposed the movement
f . - ' . ' ' i '' in opposition, and still did so as the Government.
. . '
.. Charles Pelham Villiers, Radical Member for Wolver-
■y , Hampton, believed' that the politicians had brought this
' situation on themselves. The two great parties were con-
, ^ 'stantly accusing each other of having evil motives, and the
people had come to believe thorn, and to demand change. If
ft 'the people were heard and treated fairly they might come to 
: see the importance of bringing about change gradually. It





was/wrong to identify those who supported this motion with
'' ■ 101 being in favour of all the Chartist aims,
Daniel O'Connell, the Repeal M.P. for Cork, supported
the motion, not because the repeal of the union was-one-of
the petition's objects but because he believed in universal '
suffrage. Again came the hint of a possible rising when he.
stated that there could be "no security.for the continuance
of the present orderly and.peaceful habits of the working
& . classes Duncombe closed the debate by stating that
''If the industrious classes should ever again condescend to
- ' approach this House-by way of petition, I.will be no party
to their degradation after the manner in which I' see them
treated.
The composition, of the House was inappropriate to 
• their needs, and the class element in Parliament made it an 
instrument of class legislation. • - -
The House divided'.- Ayes - 4?; Noes - 287:-* Majority ■' 
- 236. Again Chartism had split the liberals, with fifty-one 
voting for the:motion and sixty-eight againt it. All 221 
- Conservatives who cast their vote opposed the measure. 
"Macaulay and Roebuck had slain the great Petition," as 
HovgII qUG.tes from the Annual Register■ of 1842.^^^
The year of 1842 was one of depression in the indus­
trial areas, and inevitably there was wild talk and wild
-I
ïGllbid», pp. 82-84. pp. 85-86.






actions.. There were riots in Blackburn'in May, and in June,
. Richard Marsden had encouraged a large crowd on Enfield Moor 
to march to London on June 21 to demand the Charter from the 
Queen. The death of a young Sheffield Chartist', imprisoned 
in York Castle for conspiracy and riot, gave thé cause 
■ another martyr, and Chartists began to speak of taking 
violent action, and workers began to strike when there was 
taliC of reducing wages. .
, ' They began in the Staffordshire collieries with a
-strike for the non-political object of obtaining higher 
wages and improved working conditions. The colliers drew 
the plugs on the boilers to make'work impossible,.hence the 
name - the Plug Plots. , In the Commons John L. Ricardo, 
Radical M.P. for Stoke-on-Trent, asked the Home Secretary 
whether the Government had received àny news of the disturb^ 
ances'in Staffordshire. Sir James Graham'replied that he 
had received reports of disturbances'in the Potteries, but ■ 
that they were not of an alarming nature. A small military 
force had been sent into the area to preserve the peace,' 
and,that had been all the precautions .that he had considered 
necessary These strikes, however, were to spread. The
Chartists had discussed taking, strike action at many of their 
meetihga, but they did not provide the Initial organization. 
They’ were, however, more' than willing to use the situation 
which developed to aid their cause. They attributed the
10,$Ibid. , vol. 65, Saturday, July 16, 1842, p. 222
•■it ' '
& proposed reduction in wages to the "malice of the Anti-Corn
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Law m a n u f a c t u r e r s , anxious to mkke the people desperate,'
0,
' and thus to cause disturbances which would perhaps paralyze
  the "actions of what they considerèd 'to he a Protectionist
Government. In-no time at all the country had been aroused.
At a meeting of the Lancashire and Cheshire strikers on
Mottram Moor later in the year, on-August 7, they resolved
that, "all labour should cease until the People's Charter
became' the law. of the land . .
On-July 21, 184-2, the ever-vocal Duncombe moved an •
/• address to the Queen asking that if Goyerranent'measures ' .
failed to improve the prevailing conditions-of distress,
■ ■ . then Parliament, should be recalled before winter caused
- these conditions to deteriorate. He stated that there was
great alarm, in the country, that Peel's tariff reforms and
the imposition of the income tax had made matters worse, and'
that he feared,-that the present relatively quiet state of
thg country would soon be disrupted.
Duncombe went on to quote from a report produced by
■ a Chartist who'h^ been sent to Birmingham by his local
council to try to dissuade the people from rising:
The peaceful conduct of the people is not as Sir 
. R. Peel declared to be attributed to "their respect
for or fear of the law," for these people generally 
believe existing laws and the present legislative to
1 °^Hovell,.p.. 260. ^^^Ibid. -.




' "be extremely bad. . . the suffering people are now
falling-into despair, and a murmur runs among them 
. ' that they must help themselves.109 . . . '
^  Duncombe went on to quote from a.speech made-at à Chartist
- . ' me'ètpLng:,/ '
Serious, assaults'upon property have, been-mediated .and 
. only repressed by the efforts of those too often in
. ' • scorn styled the "physical .force Chartists. "HO
To maJke sure the House did. not think that this threat to 
!' ' law à#d order was a Chartist dream, Duncombe ^dso'quoted
. from ^ speech'.made by Mr..Holland Boole, a high Tory and
. - 'also the boroughreeve of Salford: ' -
- The strong probability was, that' there would be
an outbreak throughout' a large extent of the manu- 
■ . . ' factaring districts in the ensuing winter, unless,
■ ■' , remedial measures were adopted. . . . a npmber of
- ■ ' district magistrates,, apprehending this outbreak, '
were determined to resign their commissions, and not 
. • . .to'permit themselves to be the tools, of the aristo- 
.cracy.iii .
’ .Her̂ ry W’ard, Chartist Radical M.P. for Sheffield, ahd
• a free-trader,' seconded the motion. He favoured tariff
y ' , reforms, but while making apparent concessions, he felt that
■ the Conservative measures had preserved untouched all the 
■monopoly and exclusive advantage of their supporters. He
cited his own constituency, which had lost the Continental 
'and American hardware markets, and now had between ten and 
fifteen thousand of. the working population destitute He
Ifelt apprehensive about the future, and concluded by heading




a letter from some of his constituents describing conditions
and saying that as many as could afford to"were emigrating
to America'and Russia . . ■ '
'  ̂ John b . Ricardo, Radical Member for Stoke-on-Trent,
, pointed out that, "Death and the la"w hold no terrors for'
starving people" and that the people would not only stop
111working themselves but wopld stop others from working.
. ' Ricardo went on to read from letters describing the
T ^ disturbances in the Potteries. The first was written on
July.20 by a colliery owner who stated that.every colliery
within ten miles' of Hanley was .closed,' that thousands of 
colliers were assembling, armed with weapons to terrorize 
'those who wanted to work, and that machinery had -been 
destroyed. The magistrates had dong nothing to stop armed
men meeting, and as they had proved useless, this man planned
'' ' ' ' V  ' - ' 1 1 4  'to arm his family and servants. - ' .
The second letter he quoted from warned that master 
colliers would prefer to blow out- their furnaces rather than 
raise wagesi as they Were losing money on the iron'they sold.
With so many out of work the spirit of rebellion was spread­
ing, although -the.-presence of the military had improved
matters slightly. , The workhouses were filled, consequently
' ' I l soutdoor relief was being, given.
H ^ ibid.. pp. 412-418. pp. 451-432.
^^.^Ibid' , PP- 455-434. ^^^^bid., pp.' 454-435^
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The third letter Ricardo quoted from told of colliers
organizing a committee to meet daily and to send emissaries
to other districts to get them to join the strike. Ricardo
p. ' , ' felt these accounts w,o.u;id'' give the House some idea of the
' ' ' : 116t'rotible which lay ahead. ' ■ , ' -
The Liberal Member for Manchester, Mark Philips, 
stated that he had never wanted an extension of the' suffrage 
and had never joined the Chartistsbut every day now ïïe saw 
highly respected men'of good character and moral worth who 
said that they had asked- Parliament for justice in .vain.
These'men now'felt that they must join those who advocated 
great change. He himself advocated free trade in order to
- . ‘ _ 1 1 ' 9open up industry and alleviate distress. -, Both Liberals, 
and Radicals are warning what they'see as a Protectionist 
Conservative Government that unless they are prepared.to 
change their policies., .many previously law-abiding citizens 
might well join the strikers or the Chartists. There was.a 
feeling growing that a radical change had to -come. Liberal 
and 'Radical M.P.'s saw trouble in their own constituencies 
developing, hence the interest in Chartism. -,
Unfortunately, by breaking the law the Chartists fell 
into the same trap as many radicals who had gone before them. 
They placed those who were oppressing them by passing class- 
biased legislation in the position of upholders- of the law. 
However, when the lower classes are pushing the upper classes
V,
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there is a response. Certainly, neither physical force nor 
seditious writings could win the day, for the Chartists. 
Traditional society.rested on certain ethics and values of 
■ 1 conservative politics and- bourgeois morality, and the parlia-
'mentariahs who opposed the Chartists’ 'attempt to challenge 
society and themselves, and were’.seen- by-others .as protecting -
the accepted value's of their society, and no social order can' » - -
- exist without the consent of the people. ’ - ’ ;
Viscount Palmerston, the' Liberal M.P. for Tiverton,
. ' „ '
noted the .one-sided nature of' the debate,’ for indeed,few- 
Conservatives had spoken. They must have been aware of the. 
-growing discontent in their own constituencies; but were'not- 
p . . ' prepared to speak against their ministry'-s law and-Order - .
policies. Pal'merdtcn berated Disraeli in particular for 
' '■ speaking at length bn past Liberal foreign policy, but not
.% . uttering-a word about current Conservative domestic .policy. -'
1 , , Palmerston believed thgt the House should show its sympathy
' ' ' . ' ' - ' ' ' 118i -for the common people and provide them with a gleam- of hope..
 ̂ Duncombe wound up the debate by.reiterating his demands and 't - . - ;
i ' the House divided; Ayes'91; Hoes 147: Majority 56.^^^ ,
.On Monday, July 25, Chartism was once more a subject- 
for discussion. Duncombe made a motion that a copy of the . 
deposition upon which a group of Chartist's were committed-
 ̂ for trial, and'the jurors should, be given to the House. He
i - ' ' ' . ^’ believed that the right of the people to meet peaceably In






public to disç-uss, public .grievances’had be eh violated.-by th.e 
Staffordshire magistrates. 'This would interest the M.P.'s '
■ who felt strongly about civil rights and social justice.
. . ' . Duncombe then jdescribed the circumstances of this
'Cas^ in detail,' Rumour had"gone about'that magistrates in '
- ' Sedgely M d  warned that., if any Chartist appeared in the^ town
he would be a r r e s t e d M a s o n ’, a Chartist lecturer, believing 
. ' -he had t);tè ri^ht' to dp-so, hèld- a meetin’g in 'Sedgely. He '
had b y n  lecturing for about ten minutes when a constable
- ’ t - ' 1 '- broke up the assembly and the men were charged with unlaw­
fully. meeting, riot and assault. -The constable had accused,
, ■ Mason of^’using seditious language, and in order to end the ■
: : '. ■ meeting he "took hold-of. the bench bn which Mason was standing
■’ ' and .tilted up the lecturer." Mr. Mason .took out a warrant-
■ ■ ' ' against the constable, and the latter took one out against
- ’ Mason. Mason was committed -for trial, at which the constable
., i , . ' was the only witness, and was found guilty ; as were the other
. X ' jJ■| - men present. The charge against the constable was 'dismissed.
' Ç. . '  ̂ -y  ̂ . ’Î ', - ■ 'Duncombe felt that such treatment was likely to inflame the
. \ : . ' ’ ' ’ ' . - ' ; 'I - ' feelings ,of the workers in .Staffordshirewhere the situation
I . .was already very unstable 1 ’ The motion was - seconded by Joseph
• I ' ' '' Hume, the Chartist Radical Member for- Kilkenny
' .. ' !. ; ' ’
"I ■ . The Home Secretary said that the men had received a .
I '■ fair trial and that he could not countenance the- House being
f.
I’ . ' , 120,Ibid., Monday, July 2^, 1842, pp. 589-59^.
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asked to constitute itself as a court of appeal against the
verdict erf the' Court. He also denied that the magistrates
' ' 121 had tampered with the/jury 1 The debate the/ turned or.
the question of whether a' constable had the right, -or was
indeed competent, to jQdg§ whether.language was seditious.
The .government argued that it was the constable's duty to
see that no breach of the peace occurred^ but Radical M.P/hs
disagreed.
The'Hon. Charles Pelham Villiers, the Radical Member
fV ■ . ' for Wolverhampton, felt that it was important that the House
and-the people-• should know'if meetings to discuss political
questions might be held. ,If the law. were .clear it might
122 'prevent future violations, The Radical Member for Dumfries^
■ William Ewart, brought up'the example of a similar case at 
'Manchester, but there the people had been bearing arms. .He
- also pointed out that Mr.. Justice Bailey had laid it down at
' ' ' . . . . . . ' - . .
' York that.'there ^ust be something to "terrify the people"
■ /, before a meeting could be said to be unlawful.
1- ' ' ■ ■ The official attitude towards Chartist meetings ,'of-
' both Whig and Tory governments had been quite reasonable, and
j ' • magistrates had avoided.undue interference with meetings,
. , according to Mr. Justice Ba ife y ' s-> ruling. This occurrence, of .
- interference in Staffordshire may well have been in response
to the increasing number of strikes, n^chlnery breaking and
^^^Ibid.h pp. 592-^9^. p
-^^^Ibid., p. 60j;
' the arming of the strikers. It seei^s likely that it ^as a
g  decision of local magistrates rather rhan of the Home Office,
»;■ - for Graham, although taking a more serious view of the threat
. of disorder'than had his Whig predecessor, did not e^cpect
' . . . 'trouble to occur until the,winter months. . ' ,
The Parliamentary Radicals had been very acti-Ve in 
this peri&d in an effort tb persuade the Government and the 
House that they need not fear an outbreak of Chartist violence 
When rioting ■ broke out -the Government hoped that’ the local 
magistrates would use only civil forces to maintain law and- , 
oi'def. ' . . ' - > - . '
The Conservative- Government took measures to bring
- . the outbreaks to an end by arresting some individuals, by 
spreading distrust[among,the insurgents and by arresting the
- - - members of the Manchester-Trades Conference. 'Graham believed
that these trade delegates formed the link-between.the Trade-
■ - 124 ' ' ■•Unions and the .Chartists. By A u g u s t r i o t i n g  was ended.
The Chartists, by adopting strikes which they had not
originated, laid themselves open to greater suspicion and
he'avier punishments. Sir Frederick Pollock , the Attorney-
General, who had defended, the He-wport rebels', now indicted .
Peargus O'Connor,.the Chartist delegates, the.leaders of the
turn-out mobs and some of the trade delegates as.'general
. Mather, "The Government and the Chartists, " 
Chartist Studies , ed. Asa B r i g g s L o n d o n  : MacMillan and
Co. Ltd.., 19597 p. 399.
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I 1 ? cconspirators. By the time they were brought to trial in
. 1843,. public opinion had swung in their favour, and they were
: I' ' treated with,l e n i e n c y 0-'Connor was found'guilty,'-but his
9.' ' ' ' .I conviction was overruled on technical grounds, and he was
I ’free to establish his supremacy over the'Chartist movement.
. i , The Chartist Radicals' and their supporters had to ,■
w"ork to re-cast the parliamentary system from within, and 
were opposed by a gropp of politicians who operated with 
their minds set in a society which was traditionally 
structured.. The Chartists hoped .'to get people of their own 
■ ' persuasion into the House o'f Gommbps to prevent'class-biased ■
legislation from being passed, but the class structure of 




men who o-pposed thé Chartists -was not. solely the'product of 
self-interest, but was a reflection'of society’s outlopk, 
Chartist objectives came .face, to faoe with upper and middle 
class social'assumptions; - . . .
I Ciiapter 4
- . ' - - ' . THE\FINAL PEAK- ' -
The disorders which spread from the Potteries, in the
summer of 1842 were not\initiated by the Chartists, but began
as strikes for higher wages and the removal of a variety of '
economic, abuses. Donald Read quotes from the Manchester
Times of July 9, 1842 ©.bout, . . the deep -and ravaging
distress that prevails..... " At a protest meeting on
Mottram Moor on-August 7, the approximately ten thousand
present passed a resolution calling for. . . a  fair day's
wage for a fair day's work . . " and the adoption of the
2Charter, according to the Manchester- Guardian. The strikes 
then spread throughout the Lancashire cotton districts.
By mere coincidence a national Chartist delegate 
meeting was held in Manchester in the third week of August. 
The national leaders urged the strikers to stay out until the 
Péople's'Charter had become law. " Mobs of so-called "turn­
outs" then toured the Lancashire mill, districts, pulling out 
the boiler plugs to keep the mills closed. The Chartists did
Donald Read, "Chartism in Manchester," Chartist






not originate thèse activities, but they- were prepared to use
them to further their own ends.^ .
. - ' '
From Lancashire the strikes crossed the Pennines, but
in Yorkshire Chartism was not greatly concerned with wide
national issues and was mainly concerned with local induistrial
conditions. When unrest spread to Scotlandhowever, rallies 
of the.unemployed,demanded" immediate relief, and some resolved
- to continue striking until the Charter was adopted. The .
Scottish movement was characteriz.ed by ". . . pursuit of long-
' aterm ends by means of education and social reform!
As the Government brought the outbreaks in the in-
dustrial North to an end by prosecuting both Chartists and
I, Trade. Union leaders, disorders broke out in the agricultural ■'
.- - .counties of West Wales, particularly Carmarthenshire.and
Pembrokeshire. The Rebecca.Riots, so'called becaus.e the
rioters dressed, as women and worked under a leader called 
Rebecca., were mainly directed against local grievances, such 
as road tolls, high rents, tithes-and heavy poor rates. 'In • 
England, however, Chartism began to enter a period of decline 
as there was a slow but general economic improvement, and 
Peargus O'Connor became preoccupied with his land scheme. 
Someone had to revive an interest in,the movement.
^Ibid.
^Alex Wilson, "Chartism- in Glasgow,," Chartist Studies, 
ed. .Asa Bri^s, London: MacMillan and Co. Ltd., 19.$9, p.
2b9. ■ '
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Who else would do this but the indefatigable Thomas 
Slingsby Duncombe. On August 4, 1842 this Chartist Radical 
' Member for Finsbury raised the question of the imprisonment 
of John Mason, who had become a martyr to the Chartist .cause .
0  _ vu ■ Thé people of Stafford and Sedgely had raised money to
support Mason's family., and those of other men who had been 
arrested at the same meeting.' Duncombe saw this.as proof 
that the.people believed that they had been convicted 
unjustly, and'felt that he was justified in asking the House .
' ' . f tto intervene on the prisoners'’ behalf. This was an issue 
- ,  ; which, touched -on the rights and the liberties of the, people. :
. ■ .If the Home Secretary ' s ‘directives were followed they'would ■ .
not be legally able to meet to discu'as their sufferings. 
Duncombe asked Graham to reconsider the case, and threatened 
that .if he refused, then he, Duncombe', would ask .the House to
present an addr.ess to the Queen asking her to give the men
an 'immediate discharge. Graham refused for Mason was no 
ordinary working man meeting with others to discuss his 
grievances,, but a paid lecturer who had deliberately gone 
into an area where the people were.unemployed and could be 
• easily roused '
Benjamin Ha'wes, the Lambeth Radical M.P., hoped that 
the people would not be deterred from meeting'to express their 
opinions because "the exerc.ise of this right constituted one
Ï




of the safeguards of the liberties of the'people. " 'He al'so
■questioned the right of police constables to judge the- '
1 egalifty of public, meetings, and to interfere at such
^ . ' meetings. H.G. Redhead Yofke, .the Liberal M.P. 'for Yorke^-
- also challenged the Home Secretary. He accused the Sedgely 
■ -' ' ■i[ . magistrates of offering to make a deal ^vith the prisoners,
who' would receive a light sentence if they pleaded guilty. 
They both.encouraged Duncombe to persist/with his motion. 
Joseph Brotherton, the Radical- M.P.. for Salford, a supporter 
of free trade and a parliamentary spokesman for'the factory, 
movement, . disagreed-, and asked Duncombe not to press the
O ' .  ■ " . . ' . -; mot ran, ' Dunc.ombe, however, refused,, for he still believedI that .the magistrates had acted "for party .purposes. The 
House divided - Ayes 30: Hoes 53: Majority 23. '
Sir James'Graham, Peel's Home Secretary, and an. 
efficient administrator,.gained a reputation for severity 
during the Plug Plot disturbances by urging magistrates to 
"act with vigoui^-and without parley," as stated in a Home . 
Office directive to the Huddersfield magistrates dated^.-<'
August 17, 1842. He also advocated'the suppression of large
^ ' ' . ' o 'public meeting's in another directive dated August 1), 1842.-'̂
He was, however, willing to inquire 'into the reasons for the 
dist'rders, although he.believed that "the law and civil.'
^Ibid. . pp. 1057-1058. ^Ibid. , p.'l058, 
°Ibid., pp. 1058-1060. ' '
"F.C. Mather, Public Order in the Age of the Chartists,' 
New York : Augustus M.”Reliey3 1967-, ' p. 45T ~
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rights, znust be upheld by power," as Alathei" quotas from C.S. . 
Parker's biography of G r a h a m - It.would seem that the Home - 
Secretary■was by no means intimidated by the Radicals' attacks 
upon-his policies in the Commons, He did, however, feel .that 
working-class discontent might be' mitigated by "removing the
taxes from essential foodstuffs, by fostering public educa-
' ' ' ' 11 tion and by inquiring into frauds practiced by masters.
; . Mather states that Graham was "almost puritanical in
his scruples concerning the employment of secret agents.
ÿilhen he heard that spies had been employed to attend Chartist
meetings to obtain' information, ̂ he wrote to the Crawn prose- .
cuter, John Gregory,"^.'! would not on any account sanction
'such a"tode of obtaining information." Some pariiamen-
' itarions, however, were not so sure about Graham's scruples,. ' 
On August 12, 1842, Duncombe asked how Graham had come to 
know about a supposed Chartist meeting at ’Bridport 'on July 
21 where allegedlyviolent language had been. used.
According to’Mather, 'bureaucratic links with the provinces 
had long been forged. The oldest of them was the link t
between the General Post Office in London and'provincial . 
post office which could and .did provide useful channels of 
information.
Graham had directed Mr. Manners Sutton of the Home 
Office to write to the mayor of Eridport to ask who was







responsible for allowing a Chartist meeting to be held in 
,t.he ïown-hall. under the sanction of the municipal' authorities. 
Duncombe read this letter, and the reply .from the .town clerk, 
E. 'Nicholetis, in the Commons. The town clerk stated that, 
in;the mayor's absence he had given permission for the 
meeting to be held. The application had come from a .member 
of the town council who was 'also a respected Quaker, who had 
asked for the use of the hall for the Rev. Spencer of 'Hinl^n 
Charterhouse to' deliver a lecture.' The town clerk stated 
that he had attended the lecture himself., as had - many other 
respectable- .townspeople, and had not been aware that it was 
a Chartist meeting, although he did remember an allusion to
h ■ the points of ’'the Charter .• He assured Graham that no one
;. . would be'permitted to use the,hall whose opinions might -U ■\/
excite the people or endanger the peace. -
Duncombe felt that this was another example of the 
.Government's inclination to interfere with the rights of
'public discussion, .and he wished to_know who was the inforrner, 
" . . .  the constituted authorities of the town, or one of
4-:,hose wretches he was sorry to see employed - a ̂ description
-of Spy," and he moved that all correspondence bn the subject' \
should be tabled. He continued "to. keep the Chartist cause
before the Government, the parliamentarians and in the 
■public mind. ■ ' ' -






K Graham v;as stung by Duncombe's insinuations, and
■ denied strongly that the Government had used spies . Jie 
assured the House that his informants had been respectable 
. , citizens, and aa it iwas his duty to maintain law and order,
he had made inquiries to ascertain if it were true that a
Chartist ineeting had taken place and that violent language
1 ̂ ' ''.had been used. .-̂ Graham quoted a passage from Spencer.'s,
speech in which he had accused the Government of preventing
free discussion i Spencer wras known to be à supporter of the
Complete Suffrage Union. He,- like other -middle-class
dissenters who disliked the religious and ..political' estab­
lishment on the one hand and feared physical force Chartism 
on the other, was able to support a form of Chartism which 
had merged'with free trade sympathies. ' - 
. ' Graham made it clear to the House that he would
’ .  ̂ .support the local authorities, but would expect them to
co-operate with the Government to maintain law and - order, 
and this led to an exchange with Benjamin Hawes, the Radical 
- , Member for Lambethwho accused the Home Secretary of
attempting to' control the municipal 'authorities and to give
■ .« . -
the police the right -tp decide on the legality of public
meetings. Hawes scorned Graham as a 'man who had once
. ' ■ ' , ( ' ' ■ ■■: boasted of his Whig principles, yet uppn becoming a ministor,
' 16 y.put down public discussion. This-was .not an unusual shift 
as a- parliamentarian moved from opposition into government
-̂̂ Ibid., pp. 1308-i;i09. ^^Ibid .. pp. 1311-1312
F
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and became responsible for maintaining public order. Never­
theless, it stung Graham to query the connection between 
Whig principles and Chartism, and he denied, anoint erf erence 
, with the right of the people to petition Parliament.
. 'Joseph Hume commended Graham on his attitude towards 
-spies, but went on to question him about the reasons for the 
unrest in the Manchester- area, which he described as a "state 
of -civil war . " He asked for a copy of the correspondence 
between the Horace-Office and the military commander in 
Lancashire. ' He expressed his concern that Parliament should 
be prorogued- at a' time when the countti^^s in "a most . 
dangerous condition,"  ̂ Sir J l h o m a s - , the Liberal ̂
• Member for the-city of Worcester, .felt that it was dangerous 
i - . .I . . to adhere to the principle that any meeting which might
Î: ' - . ' . ' - ' . . . .I' . , . inflame the public in .times of distress should be considered
I , . - illegal. If such meetings could not be prevented then it -
. ' ' . . .seemed only sensible to hold them in municipal buildings
- ' \... 18 - '
.( . . under the eye of the authorities.  ̂ -
' ■ The Liberal M.P,. for Manchester, Mark Philips,
. ' . assured the House that the. municipal authorities and the
- manufacturers in his constituency would co-operate to main­
tain law and order. However, he begged the Government to
give careful consideration to the evils in the manufacturing 
districts which "threatened to disorganize society and to
^^Ibid., pp. 1312-1]13. ^^Ibid.. pp. 1314-1315.
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spread themselves"wider and wider until they involved the
' ' 19whole country in one common ruin . ,  ̂ Certainly, the
manufacturers in Mark Philips' constituency, who would not 
feel kindly disposed towards -the. Chartists, would note that 
he was keeping their interests before the House, whereas the
Chartist Radicals and their supporters were bent on keeping 
the Chartist cause alive. Richard Cobdèn, the Liberal M.P. 
for- Stockport,^also stressed the position of the manufacturers, 
who .stood to have their property; destroyed in these disturb­
ances.' He claimed that., "Children had been instructed to
destroy the spinning machines, with.'knitting'needles, and a
- . . ■ \ '■box of lueifera could destroy the greatest amount’of manu-
20factur'ihg^ capital. " ,-In a society where property was of
such great importance, and the commercial.spirit had become
a primary Interest, statements such as those by'Cobden■and
Philips would’appeal to Conservatives,', Whigs, Repealers,; and'
the .majority of the Liberals, while dealing a rebuff to .the
Chartist, Radicals.
Henry Ward, the Sheffield Chartist 'Radical M.P. ,
asked Peel to give the House some assurance that he would
. provide the people with a means- of expression as a safety
valve at this difficult time. -An assurance of -this kind from
the Prime Minister would\do more to pacify the country than
21any show of military force. The Chartist Radicals were 
-getting worried, perhaps because 0 'Connor.seemed - to be
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establlshlng his hold over the Chartist .movement, and who 
could tell .what extremes he might exhort his folloW^s to, . 
take. Even the Radicals feared violence. Feel applauded 
the forbearance of the -workers in difficult times'and v
castigated those who by their inflammatory speeohea had 
tried-to arouse -the people. He stressed that if given time,
the fiscal reforms he had initiated would gradually bring'
2? - . ' about relief. '■ At this point in - the proceedings, - Parliament
was prorogued. Thus nothing came of Dancombà ' s motion -to 
have’the correspondence between the Home Secretary, and the 
Mayor of Bridport t a b l e d . ' • -'.
Relief did not c-ome quickly, and on February .2, ' Ï8A-3 
. 1 a -passage-,In the Queen’s speech at the re-opening of Parlia­
ment, noted that . ; the public peace in .some of the.
manufacturing districts was seriously disturbed, and. the 
lives and property of Her Majesty's subjects were endangered 
by tumultuous assemblages and acts of''open violence."
P...W. Skinner Miles, the Protectionist'M,P. for Bristol,
• ■ . attributed thèse outbreaks to,the widespread.spirit of
■ agitation, which in turn encouraged the lower classes to 
. '' "lend an ear to the suggestions of demagogueq who propound .
Wild arid visionary .schemes . " His view of the crowdd"''
action was that the people were\being manipulated. This was
^^Ibid\ . AË. 1316-1-318/'; ̂ ^ Ibid. ; p. 1318.,̂ ,'̂
24 .Ibid,. , vol. 66, Thursday, February 2, 1843, p. 5- 
^^Ibid. pp. 71-73. . ; ' '
• ' ■ ; • •
the only way that_he could explain the'action of the people^
. and this was a. fairly typical ■response from the-upper classes.
‘If the people were acting 'because of ideas,which they held
themsel-wes, then they wopld he threatening to. the established .
order._ "Political activity for 'people, who. had no.political
rights had to take the form of crowd activity, ineffective ' .
though-it often proved. - - -
- In' the course of 'the same dehatp in reply to a speech
by Peel,,' Lord John Russell claimed that the workers were ' ■
; . - dlistur'hihg the peace-, because "they believed 'that they were
' ' , underpaid. He accused the.Chartists-of taking advantage of .
-these people. ' • ; , - . -
Strong inducements were held opt to them to join 
\ .' in-the. projects for the Charter, and for the siiô
, . • 'version of the Constitution, and that insidious .
attempts were made for that purpose by'the most artful.. demagogues.% -t ' y ;
, 'L-prd John Russell .pointed' out-that injury* to. life and pro-
■ ■ . perty in the disturbances had been, small, and'he advised the '
Peel ministry to investigate the causes'-of distress and not
. - - . - . ' . . ' ' . 29 ". # - , .tç. threaten: thé /people with repressive measures. ‘ .
)' , . , - '. ' - . - 
i - '■ Charles'Pelham Yilliers, Radical M.P. for Wolver-
' * - ' " ■  ' ' ' ' ' ' '
i , '.hamptpn from 1836 until his death in I898 and a scion of.an :
,1 ' aristocratic family, felt that suffering amongst the workers
t wa5 increasing. He .could see no sigp'of improvement, and . -
f. - accused the Peel Ministry of protecting the upper and middle
I  ' ' ' - '. . - 'I classes but not the working class. ' Villiers was one of the
i.
t
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Philosophie Radicals in.Parliament', and it was he who formed
the link between the group-of parliamentary- advocates of %
■ ■ /
■free- trade and the growing body of free trade■opinion ip the
28 ' - North of England,, Joseph Hume, another of the Philosophic
. Radicals, and also the Chartist Radical M.P. for 'Montrose,
agreed that the labour of the poor, which was their on^y 
■ capital'-, should be protected as •'well as the capital of 'the 
rich. 'As another supporter of free trade, he also took the 
• - opportunity to point opt that free trade'woUld lower food
/. • prices for the workers as well as providing higher profits
. . for the factory o w n e r s . '  ' . - /
William Bu'sfeild Ferrand.'the Conservative M.F. for "'
•.'. . Knaresborough who occasionally voted with the Young Englanders,
' ' felt that the only way -to 'protect the', poor was’to impose a
tax on machinery, which was taking away men's iobs. He 
attacked the Anti-Corn Law- League'and condemned all large- 
f- • ' ' . manufacturers.^^ ferrand ■belonged'to that group 'of Conserva-
tives who looked back to the’time before industrialization 
. with -a nostalgia which Was more’ romantic than realistic.
Vlllier’s was defended b.y the Liberal M.'P.' for Manchester,
_ _ Thomas Milner Gibson, another prominent member of the Anti- .
Corn-Law League. He'reminded the House of Chartist invasions
28 ' 'VJ.H’. Ch^oner, "The Agitation Against the Corn Laws,'
Popular .Move.ment s1^. IBlQ-lSjO, ed . J-..T lard , London : 
MacMillan and G o . ltd !, 'i9?0, p. 41. ’ , . . .
2Q . ■ ' j .^Hansard, Third Series', vol.. 66-, Thursday, February 
2., 1843, pp. 137-149. ’ •




of League Meetings, and pointed out that manufacturers in 
the Morth wera making coilectlonsto help the poor.^^
' Later in February 1843,.Perrand asked the home 
Secretary if'the Government had launched'an. inquiry into the.
''recent violent outbreaks in the manufacturing districts, and 
if so; \vould the information be. given ;to the Commons. Sir '
James Graham said that some offenders had already been tried
* ' ' 32while others would soon be brought to trial.
Graham had hoped to charge William Hill and Feargus
O'Connor "with high ti'ea-son for. their part in the' ÎPlug Plots,
but' the At'tbrney-General, Sir .Frederick Pollock, .had a ' 
different plan in mind./ He prosecuted O'Connor and fifty- 
eight,Northern Chartists and strike leaders together for 
■'seditious cons%^.racy. Ward quotes' Pollock as deciding to
. , . try him ip the .same indictment with the
- worst of the defendants who headed mobs, made seditious
'speeches and stopped mills.and' factories. I shall blend 
-in one accusation the head and the hands - the bludgeon
' and the pen.33 ' ' -
■The trial opened at Lancaster before Baron Rolfe on
March 1.,-1843, and 0 '•Connor defended himself'.- Sixteen men . 
were found, guilty of .using threatening .language and fifteen ; 
others, including 0 'Connor p w.ere found guilty of - encouraging 
a strike, An error in the Indictment, however; led.to the
'^^Ibid., p.'154. : ' '
^^Ibid., Monday, February 20, 1843, pp. p40-94l..
33 ' • ' '' - J ,T . Ward, Chart ism-, London.- B.T. Eatsford Ltd.,
1973, p. 165.' • ' . . ' • .
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release of the prisoners, and O'Connor was free to go on with .
his land scheme.
On March 13, Thomas - Milner Gibson questioned the
Home Secretary about thes# Chartist trials because he felt
■ that Feargus O'Connor had Used his cross-examination of James
Wilcox,, a witness for the prosecution, to attempt to implicate
■ the Anti-Corn Law League in'the disturbances which had taken -
place. At'first, Gibson implied'that: there had been wrong-
doing on the part o:f the- 'Home 'Secretary, The latter had been
subpoenaed by one of the defendants, but O'Connor made it
known that if the prosecution intended to call Wilcox', it was
I ' . all right for the Home Secretary to return to London. The’
I ■ ■ ' Conservative Attorney-Gèner§.l, had 'explained this. tb-the, judge,t  ̂ ' '
%' . ' and had objected: to any cross-examination -on 'O^Connor's part
' ' . - . . . '
A . , which could possibly implicate persons not in court to defend
. themselves. Gibson accepted Pollock's explanation,' and
C , . ' ■ '.
; - ' Thomas Duncombe rose to state that the .Attorney-General-'s
conduct at. the trials had been acceptable to all. It seems 
 ̂ ' strange that the Chartist Radi^al*A would so -readily accept
Pollock'8 explanation, because it would appear that the 
Attorney-General had deliberately tried to pin the responsi­
bility for the Plug Plot disturbances on the Chartists, the 
' ■ Anti-Corn Law League and th-e trade unions. One is forced to
wonder if there had been some "arrangement" made between the 
Conservative Attorney-General and 0 'Connor that the latter
^^Hansard, Third Series', vol. 67, Monday, March 13,








. . . .  . ' 
would attempt to implicate the League in return for the 
error in the indictment which enabled O'Connor to go free. 
This i$, however, only speculation. One would, however, have 
expected the parliamentarians to press the Government, 
especially the Liberals, if.there was any suggestion_of a 
; Conservative-Chart 1st arrangement :
During the period of Chartist decline, few parlia­
mentarians spoke'about the movement. The ever-vigilant 
Duncombe, however, did his best to find issues to raise. On 
August 4, 1643, he drew the attention of thë'Commons to a''
. petition from a group of. Chartists if#Hull, .complaining about
T ■ the manner in which a public meeting, held on April 13 tok ' ' ' - ' ' - . -j; . petition Parliament about William. Jones, was broken up.'
' i Jones, a Chartist, had been sentenced to ■transportation for",
;■ '. sedition. The petitioners insisted that the meeting was
' orderly and peaceful, that it did not obstruct the highway
i or terrorize the public, yet those in attendance were attacked. . . . .  «r- -,
■ ' , by the police, who wielded staves, .and injured m a n y I t  is
interesting to note that this petition was not presented by
either of Hull's two Conservative M.P,'s. Sir John Hammer 
. and Sir Walter James- The Home Secretai-y, however, assured 
the. House that he had inquired into the caseand'was satis­
fied that the magistrates had acted correctly in ordering the 
meeting dispersed only when darkness fell, although it had
^^Ibid., vol. 71, Friday, August 4, 1843, pp. 237- 
238. .
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actually obstructed several'roads. .?(e denied that the police
had struck any blows or injured any people. .
Thomas Gisborne, the.Radical M...P. for Nottingham, 
considered this explanation unsatisfactory,. He stated, that 
he., would support Duncombe's motion for a select committee to 
look into the matter because.darkness was not a good reason 
to. disperse a meeting , nor should ' the police, be the arbiters 
of legality, but when the division came, he did not vote. 
Joseph Huine also criticized Gra.ham for -making inroads into ■ 
the, public’s liberties, and made the fair comment that since 
the working classes had, to work during the daylight hours,, 
.they could only- meet after d a r k The debate gradually, 
fizzled, out as there were few Members present and seemingly 
little interest in the subject.-’
When Parliament re'-opened in 1844, the Queen's speech 
stated an,, increased demand for labour,’and hoped that this 
had relieved the distress-of the working people. Even Joseph 
■Hume,, a Chartist Radical, had to agree that.'things were 
improving.^® William Sharman Crawford, Rochdale's Radical 
M.P., and a staunc); ’advocate of parliamentary reform, brought 
forward a motion that the House, should inquire into the , ■ 
people'8.grievances and devise measures to redress their - 
complaints. He pointed out.that Parliament was the proper 
organ of communication between the people and the Crown, but 
because of the limited franchise, the people were not fairly
'̂̂ Ibid. . p. 2)8. -̂ "̂ Ibid'. , pp. 239-240.
38Ibid., voll 72, pp. 3-39"
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represented.^ They felt that their interests were abused by
class legislation, and complained of the accumulation of
.capital and property in the hands of the few, while an unjust
' . . tax raised the price of food. Wh^h the. House divided on
Crawford's amendment he was supported by only twenty-nine
Radicals, including all the Chartist Radicals who were 
• ' 3 0  ■ ■present-^' (see appendix E). . . .
Those i ssues which revolved around free trade, the 
poor law and factory reform divided the Chartists.. Many 
supported them, while others feared too much government 
. : interference in people's lives. Changes in social'conditions - 
were going' to require new principles of legislation. It was'
■ during this period that more 'M,P.'s became interested in 
I' ■ ’'social' issues, and thè .'Radicals began to gain support 'for
their demands for government intervention to'"provide .relief 
'for a stricken, populace. .It was undoubtedly, as Lubenow 
states so succinctly, a major political question at a time, 
when "traditional institutions were being undermined by thé 
. forces Q'f change" to decide "what political forms" should 
' ■ ■ bear the legal responsibility for■absorbing the conflicts and
- h Q• tensions produced by social and .ecbno.mic change.' ■ The
paternalistic outlook of those'M.P.’s who opposed the growth 
of state intervention idealized the past and admired its 
social arrangements with their ethic of 'noblesse .oblige ',
^^Ibid'. , February 1, 184'1, pp. 79-13-9.
k 0 ,, ' . ■William C. Lubenow, 'The Politics of Government 
Growth , Newton Abbot David & Char le.̂  Ltd ., Î97Ï1 p., 1Ô0.
p.I
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social subordination and: deference.- There was, however, no
large- body of opinion .in the House which dogmatically opposed 
'all state intervention, nor one which favoured it. Hence we 
see the "application of separate cures for separate problems," ' 
for a- long, period of time. - ' ■ .
In 1-844, the validity of petitions to Parliament n , 
was impugned 'When Baillie Cochrane, the'Liberal-Conservative' 
M.P. for Bridport^l questioned the M..P. for. Ppchdale about a'--̂  - 
petition supposedly from some Bridport residents, which the 
latter had presented to the C o m m o n s • Crawford admitted that ■ 
he had been unable'to discover its soured. .This was a real
setback for the Chartists, for one of their most valuable  ̂ -
tools, the right to. petition Parliament,' would lose its- ' 
efficacy if it.‘were - proved -that petitions were being manu- ' 
factured . However, it- is doubtful .how valuable petitions, 
really-.were . The; Chartists, in the country as a whole and. the 
Chartist Radicals in Parliament, were forced to work w'lthin • 
a system of which'Parliament was.a' prime element, and which 
was an instrument of the upper andimiddie classes. It was ' ■
therefore opposed to the needs of the. working classes, and
unlikely to act upon their petitions. However, petitioning 
Parliament did keep the Chartist cause from -being completely 
ignored by the parliamentarians.
^^Ibid.', p. 18]. '^^Ibidi, p. I87.
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Although the manufacturing and mining districts were 
the main centers of disorder, the burning of hayricks was a 
constant reminder that all was not well in rural England. In . , 
June 1844, Thomas Milner'Gibson, the Liberal M.P, for Man- 
choster, asked the Home Secretary if the incendiarism taking 
place in East Anglia had.received any serious attention from 
the Government. Gibson was a Suffolk' magistrate and had 
represented Ipswich as a Conservative from 1887 to 1.8.39 • 'dhen 
he became a, .Liberal he was defeated by six .votes, and success­
fully sought re-election in Manchester in 1841. Graham 
assured the House that he had been in touch with the Lords 
■Lieutenant and the.magistrates of the three counties and had 
concluded that the fires were the work of a few people moti- ,
vated by personal grievances that the' peasantry as a
■ 44 'whole was not .involved and-did not countenance the crimes.
•On June 18j the Earl of Stradbroke presented a 
petition from, the town-of Stow to the Lords. It stated that 
fires' were being set both 'day and night-, and asked the House 
to appoint a commission .of inquiry into the causes. The 
.Earl felt that unemployment was the primary cause., but that 
the penalties being imposed were not ha'rsh enough vto -act as 
a deterrent. Lord Denmanxdisagreed with the statement that
incendiarism was a symptom of general discontent, but agreed •.
'
that the law needed to be clarified. Lord Vf ha r d  iff e , for
586.
^ Ibid . , vol.'75, Wednesday, June 12, 1844, pp. 585-
.2
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the Government, said that he would mention the Lords'
'suggestions to the Horae Secretary.' ■ '
\ ' ;, Chartism had, on the whole failed to .capture fhe-
interest and support of the ^agricultural workers, probably
■ ' ■ because they were fairly isolated'and still dependent upon
; ̂  . y \ " ' , ' '
?;■ . ■ their employers. As.Hugh Pearn states in his essay,
i . - ' . : . .
I' , "Chartism- in Suffolk, " "because their 'horizon was limited
 ̂ . they resorted to incendiarism in i8h-4 when angered by
unemployment and 'the threat of the Poof Law . 'Bastille'. '
' .However, there was a suggestion in the Commons that,pome'of 
the men involved were Chartists. ' The .action of these agri- 
. cultural;, workers was spontaneous and sporadic, and when it
Ç occurred it was directed against a' particular grievance', but
g' . t '' . ' ' . ' . y  ' : ' i ' 'f  - ,, • not .against _ the system. -It was, however,- easy-for the
. parliamentarians who were opposed to the Chartist movement to 
blame every outbreak, of violence upon the movement,- even 
■ though it was. a reaction .to -popular grievances, ' and did not
-' aim at fundamental social'change, .
; ' * * V,The next reference t.o Chartism came 'during a debate 
which, concerned, foreign rather than domestic affairs.. On 
July 2-, I'BLb, during-a debate, on the opening of aliens' mail, 
and the effect that this .would have on Britain' s relations 
with other 'countries, Thomas buncombe pointed out^that thid
^^Ibid■, Tuesday, June 1844, pp. 1^91-1092. ' .
^^Hugh Pearn, "Chartism in-Suffolk," Chartist Studla 
ed.. Asa Briggs, London: MacMillan & Co. Ltd., 1959, P- 1?2.
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practice had been'carried out with the mail of certain British 
.subjects for at least two years. During the 1842 disturbances
he claimed to know of two people who had been sent from the 
secret office of the General Post Office in London to the 
manufaoturing districts, and who went from place to place
.... , -opening'the mail‘of those-suspected of causing the disturb-
ancesV The House showed-.a singular lack of interest in 
. Duncombe ' s claim's, but was far more concerned with .the open-
. ing. of the mail of aliens. The Commons agreed,to the setting ■
lb ■ - ‘ . - ■ ■ . '
. . ' ■ ■ - up of a Committee of Secrecy to inquire into the detention
b ' and opening of mail at the Post Office, and "the way authority
.1 ■ , to do this had been exercised and by whom it had. been given.
When the' topic was debated in the Lords on the following day,'
r. , _ all" comments were directed to the effect that the opening of
: . - .aliens' mail would have upon foreign relations.
bp ' . '  : ' . .'
■ u , Duncombe was not to be silenced, however, and on .
. .. \ ' July Id.he reiterated his charge. -'He claimed-that "a'.roving
• ■ ' commission, had been sent down in 1842 to open letters through-
the. manufacturing districts. Certainly, the link
between the General Post Office in London and the provinces
' \' ' had been of long standing. P.C. Mather quotes Official
Instruction No. 19 which required,-the local postmasters "to 
. ■ transmit-for the information of the Post Master General an
account of/al^ the remarkable occurrences within their
jh y - ■
Han sard, Third Series, vol. ?6 , Tuesday, July 2,
1844, pp.. 212-218. 
48 Ibid., p. 1011
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Lj-Q 'districts.” ■ William Moore, postmaster of Huddersfield, 
sent' frequent reports, and indeed, was caught out in his 
actions, so that Richard Oastler published a placard in the 
form of aniopen. latter to the Home Secretary in January 1838,
which concluded with the words = "I think, my Lord, it is ■ 
hardly fair to degrade the office of Post' Master into that
A.S well as thé Post Office, the inspectorate of 
mills and factories instituted in 1833., was long suspected 
.of being-Used 'a-s an agency for keeping track- of the workers' 
activities. ' A Select Committ.ee had reported , to -the Commons 
in I8h0 that ' the Home, Office 'had u.sed the inspeators to. gain 
knowledge of the local plans of the Charti.sts.. James Stuart, 
•an inspector, admitted to. the committee that he had received 
confidential instructions from the Secretary of State, and 
had in turn sent letters to various'superintendents, asking 
, them to ■ report on the political meetings of- the workers. 
.Fielden'embarras.sed the government in l8t'0 by reading -from 
this letter, .
The first warrant against the Chartists was iss'ued 
by the Home-Secretary on February -8 , 1839, when he ordered 
the opening of the mail of four delegates to the National
^^Mather, p. 185- -̂ Îbid., p. 186. 
eq ■ - - •
'Leon Radalnowiez, A History of English Criminal Law 
and its Administration from i?50,' vol. 4, London : Stevens,
1840, p. 241. - “
Han sard, Third-Series,' vol. 55, Wednesday, July 17,1840, pp.
I
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Convention. In Angnst of the same year, it v̂as decided to
intercept and^ copy Frost’s mail. It seems ironic, there­
fore , that exposure of this means of obtaining information 
should come during a,- debate on its use in the interests of ■ 
British diplomacy abroad, not on its use as a means of 
preserving order at home. At a time"when the response to . 
Chartism was distinctly apathetic,' Dundombe was able to raise 
à storm of indignation in the country and in the Kouse) as 
v/ell as securing the appointment'of secret committees of both 
Houses to investigate the Home Secretary's powers. ■
During the years w^en Chartism was weak.and much
preoccupied with O'Connor’s land scheme', little was heard '
of the movement in Parliament. Tempers did flare in March
1846 when buncombe, who showed much concern for the Chartist
prisoners, made a motion for an address to the ’Queen, asking
for mercy to be; shown to the leaders of. the Newport Rising. ■
He stated that he had received pétitions on the prisoners'
behalf from all parts of the country, including one from
Abergavenny, which included amongst its 633 signatures those
of'six of the jury which'had tried these men. 'Duncombe tried
to convince the Commons that.Frost's only object in marching
to. Newport was. to make a moral demonstration in favour- of the 
' ' - ■ ■ ' imprisoned Vincent, not to raise a nation-wide rebellion.
Duncombe then read at length from public letters 
sent by the Liberal historian, -Thomas Babington Macaulay to
"^^Mathef, pp. 220-223-
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his Eldinburgh constituents. Duncombe claimed they were
written to prejudice his motion. -In one letter,, Macaulay 
; ' accused the prisoners of raising a rebellion and leading
’■'thousands of ignorant labouring men into guilt and danger." 
He warned that'unore ' insurrections would follow if ' "turbulent ■ 
' . .and designing men" discover that the penalty for raising a 
civil war would be less than "the penalty of robbing a hen- '
• ' roost." Macaulay believed that non-electors should be
interested in the "security of property- and- the màin'tenan'ce 
' -of law and order. He reminded the House.that in. the 184^ -,
, ’ Chartist petition they had avowed that their' objeot was "tho■
' ' '■■ destruction of all property." One of Macaulay's letters
concluded with the words: "I refused them the franchise as
■1: ' . ■ " I would refuse- a razor ..to a man who told me he wanted , it in
^ ; " ' ' . 1  - ' ' ' 'si . ' order to cut, his throat." . '
-f ' ' ' - \' . ■ ' . buncombe claimed that .Macaulay had misunderstood .the
Y ' ■ ■ ' 18.42'petition, and .that the Chartists .did not "want the
, destruction of life or .property.- He felt that he had some 
i-. ' support in the .House for'his motion, and'^ompared this case
■ ' with that of the Canadian rebels -who had been involved in a.
rebellion and yet had received an amnesty.'^ Sir James 
- - Graham agreed that the working classes felt strongly about
t’his issue, but the House should not interfere with the
"^Hansard, Third Series, vol. 84, Tuesday, March 10,1846, pp. 8^7-000,
; . / ' . ' '. . : ' i4&
Sovereign's prerogative^./and in view of the serious nature
■.  ̂ , of the rising, he could not at present' recommend' clemency.
' !. Macaulay then rose to reply to Duncomhe. .He first
' ;■, dealt with the matter, ot the letters from which the Finsbury 
' ' Qhartist Radical had quoted' at such length. They had, he 
, saidbeen, published wi'thout 'h'is consent .by those holding ' ;
the same views as -Duncombe, - which' proved that he'had not
_ arranged to -publish them to prejudice the appeal for clemency.' '
. jdeyerth'elehs., ' Macaulay claimed'-he -still, believed that his 
interpretation of the 1842'Chartist petition-was correct,
. . i / ' . { ' .1 ''. ' . - , : ^and that the Government ’ s, role was to prese.rye life and 
property., Parliament should neither interfere, with the ' ' -,
prerogative of the'Crown, nor should -it set a precedent,
B, ; . which might mean that M.P .'s’would be inundated: with requests
y . . from -their constituents v' They would- pe anxious' to please
, . ’ these people and this would keep .them from dealing with more
' '. 'pressing .business. , The_̂ .i-m'plrcatton here was that. the, business 
■ . of the. working clah.ses was not important. ' ' "
' .... . ■' Macaulay went over the events of the New.port Rising. '■
> . He believed it. .was a crime against society, and its ringleaders,
' - "who' had induee.d "thé unhappy multitude" to follow them,'
. . . - f : - . <6 ' : - .. ^ '' '' deserved'no' sympathy.:- .This'was a parliamentarian whd did 
I . . . . not recognize the gob.d judgement of the ordinary people,
I ' _ . ■' -, but saw'them as sheep being led astray .by strong leaders.
!
• pp. ’ 881-888. : '^^Ibld. , pp. 888-B9 5.
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- Th-ese men, he 8Ugge.sted, may have been aiming'to establish a 
new form of government.and to establish themselves as rulers.
, ' Disraeli, the Conservative'Member for. Shrewsbury, • ■ 
reminded the House that, he had been the only Tory M.P. to 
support this motibn-.when, it had been before the Ho’use five 
years.ago, and had been defeated by only four votes. . He 
pointed- out that the period when the Newport Rising occurred 
was one of great political excitement. The expectations of 
.the'ordinary people'had been raised',' but not realized. Frost 
x^.and .the other ringleaders had -exercised tremendous influence 
on the "organized masses of the people" and had 'been dealt' 
with lenientlyyet he was prepared to vote in their favour 
again'. Disraeli,- like Buncombe, compared the Newport Rising 
to the Rebellion in Canada, where some traitors were punished 
but others rewarded. Frost was transported and made a slave, 
but Papineau was made Speaker of the House of Assembly. If'
‘ the-.-House believed-that it should support the minister' who . '
- ‘ advised the Grown, then it' must believe that the minister
r '. . -' posse-'ssed the confidence of the House. . Disraeli obviously
I -
I-
felt that t-he position of the Peel'ministry was not secure,. 
The Government -.could continue to punish the Newport rioters 
as-an example.to society, or it could pardon them as .an ■ 
encouragement to the people to hope for m e r c y . Robert 
Blake contends that, the 1848 Session of Parliament saw ’ 
Disraeli "in open rebellion against-Peel," when he made a- jf -
^^Ibid., pp. 896-901
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series of titter attacks on his leader. The first arose as
a result, of the. demand for a parliamentary inquiry into the 
. . . .alleged opening of a Radical M.P.'s letters under a warrant, 
from the Home O f f i c e . H e  again accused the Government of
weakness-,in refusiiig, clemency, but dangling the hope of 
achieving it at a later\date.
The Honourable James-Alexander Stuart Wortley, a - 
liberal-Gonservative, was clearly incensed by Disraeli's
attack on the• Conservative ministry. As supporter of law , 
and order, he-accused Disraeli of allowing his personal con­
siderations to influence his decision. He felt that this 
debate had only served to /revive the memory of the.-severity 
of the crime, .and make it more difficult'to 'extend mercy.
In his opinion, .the public would "be outraged' if these men 
were’pardoned, while others, whose offences were less serious, 
-remained in prison. He-compared Frost to a notorious ' .
murderer, and rejected Duncombe's assertion that this rising 
was no more than a moral demonstration in favour of a Chartist 
-prisoner. - He firmly believed that had the attack on Newport 
proceeded,there would have been risings in the North. He 
suspected that the-outbreak which' followed in- Sheffield was 
part of the same movement. The Prime Minister and Home 
Secretary of the time had considered the case to be very 
serious. ■ - -
- 48 -Robert .Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel .to




Certainly, Leon Haàzinowica agrees with Wortley. In 
his scholarly work ori-Bngli-sh criminal law, he notes that the 
account of all the .measures taken against the agitations from 
the beginning of 1839 to the middle of l84o, published by the 
government at the request‘of Joseph Hume, testifies to the 
legality of all criminal, proceedings-and executive processes'. . 
.‘He also notes that in 1840, of 300 Chartists brought to trial 
1" for offences such as high treasonsedition - and libel, well
• over half were given sentences of six months or less,^ and-■'
that by'May 1841 only 39 Chartists were still in prison. ’He 
does not believe that charges ‘of victimization of Chartist 
prisoners were borne out by e v i d e n c e . _ 
There .was, nevertheless, strong feeling in the country 
- for FrostWilliams and Jones as Henry -Agliohby, Radical M.P. 
for Cockermouth,'pointed out.^^ Thomas'Wakley, the Chartist . 
Radical' M.P. for Finsbury, said that “th.e. petitioners were, not, 
attempting to .justify the conduct of the Newport rebels. .The 
■ latter did, however,, feel that if they had been wealthy men
from a higher class, they might have been treated differently.
The petitioners saw the • system within-which they live^a as’* ■ ' ' ■ ' - /■being one.designed by the upper classes for.their own benefit.
' If the House continued to treat the petitions of the unrepre­
sented people with indifference and scorn, it would be
^^.Radzinowicz, pp. 249-251 •




following a dangerous course. To shrug off these people 
' and refuse to-fake their ideas seriously was a sign of the 
editism of the parliamentary system,. , ■ .
Lord John Manners, the Conservative M.P. for Newark- 
. ' on-Trent and a Young'Englander, was convinced that, the House 
should pay more attention-to the "social and moral condition
of the people" and less to "philosophical, an;̂ ' political
62 ' ‘ '.notions." It.would then be sure that the "great institution;
would survive. Lord Manners expressed his- revulsion against
what Blake calls the "liberal utilitarian spirit of the. time.” 
Hi's, was "the reaction of a defeated class .fo a sense of its 
own defeat. .  . . . . -
.- Mark Philips, the Liberal M.P. for Manchester, -a 
city which had submitted many petitions on behalf of the . ' 
Newport rebels, explained that he would oppose Dun combe ' s„. 
motion because'he felt he-must vote -according to his con­
science. This did not, however, mean that he treated the
- 6h ' '.petitions of his constituents lightly. , He wasn't returned 
. as Manchester ' S'M..P. in the 184? election, so perhaps his ’
' - - J  ' - 'constituents did hot believe him. .
lord John Russell reminded, the House that, except- 
■ for the disagreement of.the judges over a legal technicality,
- the Home Secretary,' Lord Normanby,-had seen no reason why the
' 1846, p. 917.
"̂̂ Ibid., pp. 908-910. ^^lbid.\ pp. 912-913. 
^^Blake, p. 171.
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death penalty- should not be imposed. It should be remembered
, that at a special Commission at l\1onmouth on December 10, 1639
a grand jury had returned a true bill for high' treason â gai'nst
..Frost, Williams, Jones and eleven others. On December 12,
1639 Pox Maule, the Tireasury Solicitor, delivered to each of
the prisoners a copy of the indictment and a copy of the list
of jurors returned by the sheriff.- On.December 1?, he '
delivered to each of the defendants a list of the witnesses
: 6 '̂ ' ' 'to be examined at the trial. The law, however, required
that when any person was indicted for high treason,-a list
of witnesses and 'jurors must be delivered to the prisoner 
".at ' one jand the 'same time " as the copy of the indictment, 
and this must occur ten.days before the. trial, . - -
The trial of Frost and eleven others for high treason 
. took place at Monmouth on December.31, 18)9, and the jury 
took only thirty minutes to find-Frost'guilty, although they 
did make a recommendation'for mercy. Jones and Williams were 
also found, guilty, m v e  others changed their plea from nor, 
guilty to guilty ana the remainder were found not.guilty 
because there was a doubt if they had acted voluntarily..'
They were all sentenced to death by hanging, but there was a,
- 6?strong recommendation for mercy for all but the three leaders. \
^■^"Reports of State Trials 1839-1843," vol. IV, e d . 
John S.'P. Walliè, London-. Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 
1892, pp. 83-98.
. ^^Ibid., p. 86. ^7lbla., pp. 98^438.
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"On January 2^, 18<iO, fifteen judges met at West-
minster to hear Sir F. Pollock for Frost plead that it was 
not sufficient to deliver the list of witnesses ten days
tmfore the trial, but five days after the delivery of the 
copy 'offthe indictment and the list of jurors. The judges
■ agreed by a majority of nine-to six that this-was not a good
- ' ' ' ' ' ^  ̂ tdelivery in'-point of law, but they also agreed-by the same
- majority, that the objection to this delivery .was not taken 
■' in due time, and had this been done, there would have been a
. • ■ - postponement of the trial. -Because- of this difference of
opinion the death sentence was changed to transportation for
- -, - ' ' l i f e . .
' ; ■ ' ’ • lord Francis Egertonthe-■Conservative M.P. for South
' - Lancashire, felt strongly that if the Government had caused
- an unjust sentence'to be 'imposed, or-had-prevented the 
granting-of a pardon, then the -proper course would have been 
to bring forward a motion of no -confidence'. While the .
- , Government hay th^ confidence of the House the prerogative ■
of mercy shoZld be left in the hands'of the Queen’s advisors.
- -,Duncoffl'be, however, took the House tq a division, whereupon 
his-motion was soundly defeated.
' ^^Ibid■, pp. 462-479-
Ayes 31; Moes I9 6 : Majority 16$.
Those who supported the motibn were .
H.A. Aglionhy ,■{ Liberal - Gockerjnou'th )
P, Ainsworth (Liberal - Bolton.) -
A. Bannerraan (Liberal-Aberdeen) . ,
Hon. C. Berkeley (Liberal - CheltenhamX ■ '
U. J . Blake (Liberal - Galway) ' '
Dr. Bowring (Chartist Radical - Bolton) /■
ij. • ■ • Hon,. W. N.B. Colborne (Liberal - Richmond) ■ '
J'. Collett (Liberal - Àthlone) . ' , •
W . Collins (Liberal - Warwick) ■
W.S. Crawford (Liberal - Rochdale) ' , . ^
B. Disraeli (Conservative - Shrewsbury)
G. Duncan (Liberal - Dundee) , ,
Adm. J. Dundas (Liberal - Greenwich)
W . Ellis (Liberal,- Leicester).
B. Bscott .(Conservative - Winchester)
R . Etwall (Liberal - Andover)' ' -
Sir de L. Evans (Liberal - Westminster)
,J. Pielden (Chartist Radical - Oldham 
T,. Gisborne’ (Liberal Nottingham) " ‘
Sir B. Hall,(Liberal - Marylebone) ,
J; Hume '(Char.tist Radical - Montrose) ■ ' ,
W. James (Liberal - Cumberland) ' ' '
A. McCarthy (Liberal - Cork) . ' .
J . Pattison (Liberal - London) . . . , , ■ ,
CaptPechell_ (Liberal -.Brighton'')' . ■ .
Ga.pt. J.H. Plùmridge (Liberal - Penryn and'Falmouth) . '
' J . P .'i.Somers (Liberal - Sligo) .
Sir G.'Strickland.(Liberal - Preston)
È. Turner (Liberal - Truro)
Williams (Liberal - Coventry)
Wyse (Liberal - Waterford)
Tellers : '
T.S. Buncombe (Chartist Radical - Finsbury) ■ -
T . Wakley (Chartist Radical - Flnsbury)^9
^^Hansard, Third Series, vol.' 84, Tuesday, March 10,
1846, pp. 919-921.
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; Disraeli here is showing his willingness to stand
.against the majority of the Conservative Party. It is .less 
■ easy to explain the decision of Escott, who had in other 
^ -. ' debates supported the Peel Ministry. These two Conservatives-
must .hav.e had strong feelingT'about the treatment of political 
prisoners. , ' -
Little more, was heard of the Chartists in Parliament 
in l846. In April , Buncombe --moved an amendment to the Act
ES
ig-. h' - - relating to corresponding societies^ and ^he licensing of'fe • r . - .
■ lecture halls, ^ks the law stood, anyone lecturing in a room-
k ' . ■ . not licensed annually by magistrates and taking admission
ft" ' ' ' - . , . , -
/ ' -- money was liable to a g20 fine.^^ The role of the Chartist
T   ̂ ^■ ÿ-, : - lecturers was of primary importance to the movement, for they
y . ' - probably made a greater contribution to the cause than the
tracts and conventions. As Jones states so clearly, "TheX. ■y
71frenzied orator became the archetypal Chartist figure.'"^
They could not afford to have the law used against them, and 
in 1845 information had-been laid againgt a Hull bookseller, 
who was convicted and f i n e d . The Attorney General agreed 
not to oppose the introduction of such a bill.
in April too Caleb Powell, the liberal M.P. for 
Limerick, drew the attention of the Home Secretary to ah
70 $Hansard, Third Series, vol. 85» Thursday, April 2,
1846, pp. 468-465".
71David Jones, Chartism and the Chartists, London: 
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account in a Sheffield newspaper which claimed that "another
cowardly attempt to intimidate and alarm respectable manu- 
- f^ctùrers 'Of this town has taken place. The Irish
was using disturbances in the North of England to attack the 
Irish' Coercion Bill. None of the Irish M.P.'s showed any 
interest;, in -the affairs of, the mainland . Their .attention was 
focused'Solely on Ireland.- John Parker, the-.Liberal M.P., 
stated that both he and'Henry Ward, the cutlery town's other 
representative, had'corresponded'with the Home Office, and 
had been assured that everything possible would be done -to 
put à stop to'.such, outbreaks ., ' He’assured the House that the 
people of Sheffield were anxious for an example to be 'made 
of the offenders, because attacks on the property of manu- 
•facturers affected the stability and prosperity of the town's' 
trade.
In May’, during a'-debate on Lord Ashley's Ten Hours' 
Bill t Lord John Manners read an interesting-, quotation' from 
Carlyle, which he understood to be a cry for a paternalistic 
• form of government, but which seems to me to be a cry for a 
radical' reform of the political system, which would bring 
about the politidizatioh of the working classes. He quoted 
as follows: . , ' .
The working classes cannot any longer go'on 
without government - without being actually guided
i 74
Ibid. , Monday, April 27, 1846, pp. 1081-1082 
Ibid ., pj., 1083 ■
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and governed. England cannot subsist in'peacg till,. . 
by some means or other, guidance and government for 
them is found.75
Lord John then went on to say:
I accept this Bill as an earnest of good, paternal, 
patriarchal government for the future.'"
The liberal■Member for Tavistock, John Salisbury
Trelaw.ny, also felt that .the working .classes did not know .
what was best for them. At this time they-were demanding
shorter working hours, whereas once they had asked for
universal suffrage as the panacea for all their ills. .
■Millions had petitioned for the adoption of the Charter
without forseeing what might be the ultimate consequences if
the Charter- became law, just as now they could not see .the ■
. ) on - -
future consequences of tl̂ e Ten Hours Bill. Such comments
In , were typical of the elitism shown in this Parliament, which
; - was a-tremendous impediment to the Chartist cause-. There
■ was a tangible distaste for -ordinary people and for popular, '
. culture, which erected a. barrier to Chartist aims--. One can 
■ see .from-comments such as this'that the majority of the 
Commons was not sympathetic to the feelings of the ordinary 
' . ' . people, and was not prepared to respond to them. There was'
little interaction between Parliament and the people; Parlia­
ment was always ready- to be critical but not sympathetic. 
Apart from the/Chartist Radicals, the Chartists were without 
' , spokesmen in the House of Commons, and in the Lords there
'̂ Ĥ a n s a r d Third Series, vol. 86, Wednesday, May 13, 
..1846, p. 50̂ :1  ̂ '
"̂ Îbid. ^^Ibid. ' ,
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was only the. eccentric Brougham who was prepared to plead 
their cause. Consequently, they had little hope of success.
On June 25, 1846 the Government was defeated cn the 
second reading of the Protection of Life (Ireland) Bill, and 
on June'29', Peel's ministry resigned . A Whig: ministry under 
.Lord John Husqe.ll took.over, with Sir George Grey as Home 
Secretary-. Parliament was prorogued in August and did not 
meet again until' January 19, 1847. The new Secretary of 
State was a good administrator., .'and according to his. bio­
grapher , Mandell Creighton, he shared with his Prime Minister
 ̂ - . 78 -'confidence in the "good sense of the working-classes'. ’
In July, 1847 Parliament -was dissolved, a general 
election took place, and Feargus O'Connor was elected as the 
Chartist Member for the borough of Nottingham. In the I85I 
census it was recorded that this borough had a population of 
57.,407 and a registered electwQte of 5 ,260. O'Connor polled 
1,257 votes, a,nd John Walter., Jr.. was returned as the- Con­
servative M.P. for the borough. The latter polled 1,683;'^^ 
he was .the son of John Walter, who had received Chartist 
backing when he won Nottingham in the by-election of April 
l'84l, and who had consequently been unseated for bribery in 
April 1843. Walter, Senior, had died just prior to the 1847-
' n A' Mandell Creighton, Memoir of 5ir George Grey, 
preface by Sir Edward Grey, London, New York.- Longman, 
Green & Co., 1901-, p. 4?.
'^^Gharles R. Dod, ‘Electoral Facts 1832-1833 
Impartially Stated, Brighton ■. Harvester Press, 1972,
p. 236.  ̂ ' . .
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election, -and his soiX took over as proprietor of The Times
\ 80 and. candidate for Nottingham.
The Whigs remained in Downing Street with Lord'-John
Russell, as Prime Ministejk and Sir George Grey at the Home
Office.. This was a good combination to deal with the .
' ■ ' \ ' 1 Chartist disturbances which w*re to come in 1848. Russell
\ ’ •was a tolerant man, and Grey a. good administrator who be- ' 
lieved that the working classes'had good common sense.
Of the original group bf-'Chartist Radicals,. Attwood 
did not run in the general election as he had accep'ted th-e 
Chiltern Hundreds.in January l840,.and had been replaced by 
G.F. Munt2. Leader did not run, and Hume still represented 
Montrose but was not named as a Chartist .su-pporter. It. 
w.Quld appear therefore that the Chartist Radical strength iî̂
the House of Commons was increased to eleven.
.' The 'National Registration and Central Election- 
Committee of the Chartist movement resolved at a meeting 
held in Soho, on July 30, 184?;
. . . that the following gentlemen, having pledged
. themselves to the principles of the People's Charter, 
our friends .in the several cities' and boroughs for which 
they are candidates, are requested to give them an 
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Thomas Clark ' '
G . Julian Harney; -
Henry Vincent -
J , Hardy
W . Simpson -
Dr. Bowring* , •
G.F. Muntz , W . Scholefield* and ,
John Williams*-^ [ran for Macclesfield]'
Ten of the. men named on this list, as Chartist - 
supporters took their seats when Parliament met on November
23, 184?. Eight of them had run under the name of Liberal,
and only d"'Connor and John Williams had stopd as Chartists,
and were listed as- such in Dod-'.s Electoral’ Facts.
- Macclesfield, a Cheshire town, which Was à centre of
the silk industry, had shown signs of increasing Chartist
sympathies. At .an-,Anti-Gorn Law meeting there 'in June. :l8'4l.,
John West, a Chartist, spoke at length on the. dangerous.
effects,of free trade, and a resolution in favour of Tree -
82 ' 'trade was defeated. When Duncpmbe presented the National 
Petition in 184-2, he named Macclesfield; as one of the areas
. .  O ' ]
which had contributed more than 10,000 signatures. In the





Northern Star, -24'July 184?.
82Lucy Brown, "The Chartists and the Anti-Corn Law 
League," Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London MacMillan 
and.Co. Ltd ., 1 9 5 9 pT 3é2 .




John Brocklehux'st (Lib. ), 
John Williams {Chartist)





' " The;others’who ran under .the. Chartist banner met'with
varying success. In Blackburn W.P. Roberts polled 509 votes, 
' . i ' hr / - ' ' : - -
only 71 fewer than W . . Ecoles, - who ,was returned ,hs one .of the
two, .liberal jne.robers 85.. In Derby two,-Liberals were elected,
•a.nd Philip McGrath, the Chartist' candidate’, received 216 .
’ ' - ’ ox ' ' : ’’ ^votes out of 2,748 cast, ■ Ernest-C . Jones who ran for'
Halifax-,' received only 37 Votes, and two. Liberal M.P. 's were
elected -97 In Ipswich, a Prot.ectionist 'ând- a,.Liberal were.
elected, and Henry Vincent, the Chartist candidate, polled
'5; 1  . y .ho . ' ' ' ( ' ' '  - ' '516 out -pf 2,'7hh votes -ca.st., , In Marylebone the - Chartist - '
candidate, Robert Ow%'n, polled only one vote,'. In North­
ampton .Dr. Epps- dam^ -at 'the’bottom of the poll with 140 vo.ÿe,s- 
. A .Chartist , Peter McDouall, had run ■ in this sho.e-manufacturing 
town in .th.e 184.1 general election and he too had come at the 
'bottom of the poll with I76" votes. In the 1852 general 
electionthe-Chartist.candidate again, came bottom of the 
;pO'll, with still fewer'vote-s, only 106.^^ In Sheffield
■Thomas Clark .polled'326 votes,, and came -far behind the two’
• . 91 ■ ■ . - -Liberals 'who .were ’returned..^ yin Stockport John West polled
. ’ 92 ' ' : ' '14. votes, . and in Tiverton. George Harney did not,-get a single
84n-j _ ' 85x-u4li . ' ox, 86.Dod, p. 201. Ibid , pi 27 .
"̂̂ Ibid. .’ P. 136; 165^
Ibid., p. 81. - 
Îbi*. , p. 209,






93-voteX- The election résulta did iiot .refledt any great
{liartist-revival. HciMever,'Wlth the verbose Q^Connor in the
Commons more was .sure to be heard of the Chartist cause in
the coming session.. _ . . ' ' .
When Parliament re-assembled -in November 184^, it was
poted Ih the speech-from' the Throne that. in spite of a good 
■* . ' ' - 
harvest, there was still distress-in the country, especially ' ■. . ' ' ^
in the manufacturing towns, as economic times were poor, and 
trade and commerce in a slump This was an indication that 
Chartism could, once more provide a vehicle-for the expression 
of the pentrup grievances,of , those in distress'. It- is 
• interesting to'note, however, that 0 'Connor ' s', maiden speech 
dealt,with' the condition of Ireland, not England. He spoke 
against absentee landlords and the- Irish Coercion Bill.
'.' As, the depression continued' through-the V(.ihter .of 
184-'7.i48, the interest in Chartism grew once more. Another ■ . 
■petition, was prepared ; another convention elected to meet-in
. i ' . . . - ,J ' ■' London in April 1848; crowds turned out to lectures on
0 ' Connor ' s’L-and-'Company, 'and Chartists continued to make 
contact with Irish agitators. ,
O'Connor had long'extolled the virtues of life on the 
land, and th’e .economic possibilities of smallholdings. The ' , 
National Land Company was set up in December 1846, but was ■
^^Ibid., p. 315. .
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'only.provisionally registered. O^Connor found that registz'a-
tion under th\ Joint Stock Companies Act was very expensive■f ■ n
and .therefore trie% to get the benefits of the Friendly
\
Societies Acts' for his company 96" Petition's were'presented '
tq the\ C.ommons in February' and March' and on March l6, 1848 
O'Connor tried to 'bring in a till to amend the Friendly ' . ■ 
'.S'ocieties. Act.. He hoped, to bring within the scope of the 
Act socie-ties formed.'to purchase land and to erect bn it
"dwellings to be,-allotted to members of the Society, 'together 
with certain portions of such land for agricultural pur- , . 
poses. . ..." for he believed this .would rescue the savings-
of. the poor from, "the gin .palace and the beer shop. „97
' ' '■ ' Sir George, Grey, the Home Secretary, however,' stated
Categorically that he considered the Land ■ Pl-'ajq to be a 
lottery, and if O'Connor was asking the Government to 
, legalize lotteries-he wo'uld. oppose the m e a s u r e . T h e  pill 
was never given a second «reading-, and instead, at the end of f 
May, the. House appointed'a S.elect Committee, which eventually 
declared the company to be illegal,' -arid on July 30', the ' ' 
Committee reported .that registration*was impossible.
Excitement for ft he Charter -was once again in the
V*air, howeverand when' the forty-nine delegates from'
Joy MacAskill, "The Chartist Land Plan," Chartist 
Studies,-., ed. Asa. Briggs, 'London;. .-Ma.cMillan and Co. ltd.', 
1959, PP- 309-311 [see'’appendix D'J.
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thirty-six towns met at the Convention in London, many of the
delegates-gave reports of growing -tensions, and some advocated
, .physical force,. 'The Governjnent began'to - he seriously con- 
cerned when they got word that a monster meeting was being 
... - planned for April 101 -
On April 6-, Sir John B.enn Walsh, the ,Protectionist 
îvlefflber for -Radnorshire, ashed the Home Secretary what 
information he 'had received about the proposed Chartist 
meeting ,to be held on'Kenhington Common oh April 10, and what 
measures the Government was ; prepared - to take to' prevent the 
House "from being overawed-by any meeting calculated to v 
i n t i m i d a t e " ' i t Grey, in reply, showed the House-a notice 
informing the'people 6f tlie coming demonstration and telling 
those^^ha. Welshed to take part to assemble on -the Common, and 
prescribing a route by which- the marchers -should proceed to 
the House to 'present t-he National Petition/ The Government 
had directed a notice to.be issued, declaring such a process-' 
ton -to be illegal and warning all "loyal and peaceable"
subjects to abstain from taking part_.'"'"“ ' - "100 .. ' .. %
O'Connor-rose.to express his surprise that such a 
procession should be, declared illegal, and reminded the .House 
of earlier marches which= had been allowed. The-'people, in­
volved had pledged to Keep the peace, and to take into custody 
anyone who violated propei-ty rights. He believed that the
^^Hansard, Third Series,'vol. 97» Thursday, April 6,1848, p.'13^3. _ , ' '





Home Secretary shotild reconsider his decision, and the people
should be allowed’ to present^their p e t i t i o n . Joseph Hume,.
the Chartist Radical 'Montrose.'M .Pi, lelt that it might be
dangerous to interfere with the ,procession, and that no
matter how many people participated, he did not'think it was
illegal so' longas.it was peaceable and quiet. He too
' 102advised the Government to rescind its decision - to no avail 
O ’Connor was again on his ' f e e t asking for a pardon 
for the Newport rioters- and other political'prisoners . In 
his speech he reminded the House that à similar-motion had 
been defeated on May'25, l84l only by the■castphg vote of 
, - the Speaker. He also implied that Government spies had been 
employed in Lancaster'and York in an attempt to,entrap 
. .'Chartists, At Chartist meetings a man "having- a glazed hat" 
h-ad.displayed placards inciting the .people to revolt and to. 
assist the.Newport men. He laboured to keep the attention of
the-'House from the inflammatory speeches of some • of the
Convention delegates, and reports of an'.Irish conspiracy.
0 'Connor'begged the 'Government to make a concession to public 
opinion, but he ruined the good effect of his speech by 
casting a slur on lord John Russell, who was not in the House
to defend himself.- 0 'Connor implied 'that Lord John, was
opposed to a pardon because hf bore a grudge against Frost, 
who, it had been rumoured,- was planning'to run against him- 
in the Ï837 election in S t r o u d .^9^ -vjl.he Home Secretary
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. pointed out that the 1841 action could not h:̂ ve u.prl ' ed to
■ Trcst, hilliains and Jones who had been transported, and that 
a motion similar to the present one had been defeated 'by I.96 
votes in 1846. Grey also ' ridiculed the idea that the 'Prime 
■Minister ■’had'acted against-Frost because of a jealous fear 
that he might beat him in an election.'''^^
'Charles Morgan, the Protectionist M.P. for Monmoutlr- 
' shire, made two points against' the motion. If the prisoners 
had only planned to persuade the magistrates to relax the 
severity of the treatment being meted out -to Vincent.in 
Monmouth Gaol-, why had they marched oh Newport at 2:00 A.M. 
in the. company of armed men on. a wild and stormy night? i
Secondly, if there had been-a government spy sent to Newport 
. to indite the, people to violence, then why had this not been 
brought, up in favour of the' prisoners at their trial
Joseph Hume considered-that, th-e men had been illegally
convicted and se.ntenced, and were n.ow illegally detained. He
stated that England 'and Russia stood alone . in withholding an
, amnesty from political prisoners. Henry -Aglionby felt
that O'Connor's motion was too v a g u e a n d  Thomas Wakley'
■ ' - ' - 
pointed out that if these men had succeeded,.' they would have
- been heroesi not criminals.. The working classes felt strongly
that the Newport Rebels had been illegally convicted, and
after the way these unrepresented citizens had persevered in 
— — :   . '
^O^l bid., pp. 1373-1380. iO^Ibid.. p. 138I.
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E- \ making their wishes ,known, the /House should treat their
petition with due r e s p e c t . ,
LtColonel-T.P. Tho.mpson,’ the Liberal Member for 
Bradford, supported the motion for leniency.,' for he felt that 
the Government would, be strengthened by such a . m o v e . The 
Radical .Rochdale M.-P.William' Sharmah, agreed that it was'
the deep desire of the workers to see FrostWilliams and
■ ' '110 ' ' ' -Jones pardoned, and John Bowring, the Chartist Radical
Member for Bolton? also-said that he would support the motion
if) accordance with, the wishes,,of such large numbers of
"111 ■ ■ • ' citizens. - - , . .
■ It is interesting to.note that Joseph Hume, although
not named by the Chartist election committee as a .supporter
■>: .of the- movement, still continued to give. the. movement his
^ - support in'Parliament'(.see p. 2l4). Indeed, he supported
I . ' the. Chartist 'cause'with his vote not just his .words, in three
divisions which concerned Chartism, and which have been ‘
; ’ ■ . mentioned in this chapter. .
V. The Solicitor General, Sir David Dundee, held that •
this was no time to relax the penalties for ' people ■ convicted
■ ■ of high.t r e a s o n Richard Gardner, the Liberal Member-for
.; _ Leicester, disagreed, especially since this motion was
' ' supported by large numbers of the u n r e p r e s e n t e d . W h e n
lÔBitPd., pp. 1381-1382. lO^Ibld., pp. 1382-1383.. 
^^°IMd., p. 1383. ^^^Ibid. ,
l^^Ibid.. pp. 1384-1390. -̂̂ Îbld., p. 1390.
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the Hohse divided, however, only twenty-three IW.P\'s supported
O' Connor's motion, and it was'defeated, by sixty-eight votas: 
Ayps 23; Noas 91; %.jority 68. Those who supported O'Connor 
were:-
H.A, Aglionby'(Liberal -■ Gockermouth)
R.J.'Blewitt (Liberal - Monmouth') - . .
D r . Bowring (Chartist Radical - Bolton)
J. Clay (Liberal - Kingston upon Hull) ..
W. Collins (Liberal,- Warwick), ' ' ' ■
WvS, ,Crawford (Liberal - Rochdale)' - 
-, W. 'Ewart (Liberal - Dumfries)' .
W.J,. Pox '(Liberal - Oldham)
, R. .Gardner (Liberal - Leicester) • , •
Sir B . Bàll■(Liberal - Marylebone)
. C. Hindley (Liberal,- Ashton under' Lyne)
. ,J Hume" (Chartist; Rad'icai'. - Montrose ) '
T.. Meagher (Liberal -, Waterford) ■
Capt. Peohe'll (Liberal - Bright on-) ' '
. J.' Pilkingtoh ('Liberal - -Blackburn) ■
Col. H. 'Salwey. (Liberal - Ludlow) ■
W. Scholefield' ('Chartist Radical - Birmingham)
. , Lçrd, D . Stuart-'(Liberal - -.Marylebone) , ■
Col .'•T. p.. -Thompson (i^iberal - -Bradford^
C. Thompson (Lib e r a l T o w e r  Hamlets) "
E, Turner (Liberal - Truro.) - ,
Sir J,. W.almsley (Liberal - Leicester)
J. Williams (Chartist - Macclesfield) ■ -
Tellers: .
P.' O'Connor -(Chartist v ■ Nottingham). ' n  x »
T. Wakley (Chartist Radical - Finsbury)
.It is interesting to note that in the three division
lists given ih this chapter,. Wakley, 'Hume' and Bowring,
designated by me as Chartist Radicals, cast a vote in all
three. Pield'en and Buncombe voted in two-and Scholefield
and Ward in one, Attwood and Leader were, of course, no . .
longer in Parliament. None of the Chartist Radicals.voted -
against these motions, which could be described as favourable
114Ibid.
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to the Chartist cause. Of the newly elected Chartist
' - ' \ ■'suppoi'ters, Crawford, Col. Thompson, Georee Thompson and'
' \  , ■ . ■ . ■ ' 
Williams-all supported O'Connor!s motion. Only the Birmingham
, G.P. Muntz, failed to give him his support. The Radical 
campaign in favour of Prost, Williams,and.Jones seems,to have 
been.designed to keep attention away from what some Of the 
hotheads at the Chartist Convention were advocating, and also 
to whip up enthusiasm for the Charter amongst the rank and 
file parliamentarians. This 'cause, too, would give the 
ordinary people a legitimate grievance to become excited 
about, and it was important for the Chartist movement to have 
a good -show of support' for the presentation of the petition! 
-though there■could have been little hope of impressing an 
elitist Parliament.
Henry Drummond, the Liberal-Conservative MnP. for.
West Surrey asked .what the Chartists-planned to do if the 
Commons refused'to .receive their petition, and how O'Connor 
would deal with the aab^cts the petition-addressed if no 
discussion were permitted \&t the time of presentation.
G 'Connor explained that the) Prime Minister,, feeling that the 
- petition deserved every consideration, had given permission 
for the motion to be br oughitfo rwar d on April 15, 1845.^^^
The Commons co-nrinued' to discuss, the ambiguity of the 
■ Government'-s ban, and the. Home Secretary defended the
^^^^bid., vol.. 98, Friday, April ?, 1848, pp. 4-'.$.
'4..
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Government's sta#d. Grey stated that if the Chartist pro-
• cession was organized in order to terrorize and alarm, it
!•
would be illegal; likewise if it were to present the petition 
to Parliament with an excessive number of people,, it would be
116 ' ■ ■ ' ' ■ - 'illegal. 'After further, questioning Grey claimed that all 
the information he had was .in the notice published by the '
Chartist. Association, which said that "O''Connor is to marshall
the people- in order that a grand demonstration of physical ’ " •
force .may accompany the petition to the door .of this. House
,After -pressurp from O'Connor, Grey admitted that his Under- ’ 
Secretary had received a deputation .fro.m'the - Chartist 
National, Convention in the presence of the- Attorney General.’,
The deputation had left a letter assuring him that it
repudiated armed meetings,and.would not encourage disturb-
■ 118 ' ' ' -ance.s. Grey then assured the irate Sir Harry Inglis that
this deputation had not been received in the 'capacity of- .
national representatives, but merely às private eit'izens. .
Thomas Wakley warned the House that jiOO.OOO people ’ 
would probably attend the Kenningtoh Common meeting, which' 
caused some laughter in the House from those .who considered 
it an exaggeration. -Wakley pointed.out that.thebe people had 
■probably got their information’, as he had, from - "a public 
newspaper owned by a Member," the Northern Star by implication.' 
Ordinary people who read the account would presume' that a '-
ll^Tbid., pp. 6-7 . ^^7lbid.. p. 8 . ^^^Ibid., p. 9 .
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' . lawyer and an M.P. would understand the law. He felt, there-
%' • ' fore, that the Government should have acted sooner to let the
people know that they were apting illegally., and that he 'was
, * ' ■ ' , . * ' . -j p ‘A  * -
fearful that there would he a "pal'ami'ty. " . . .
: O'Connor denied .attending any public .meetings to
, arrange the Chartist procession, although he admitted that
he. was"a delegate at. the Chartist Convention. He claimed 
■ that- the people were ^oniy petitioning for rights pro.mised to 
, them by. the Liberals, who had maintained that taxation.with- 
out representation was tyranny.. He promised that he would 
ensure that the peace'was not disturbed. He also told the ' •
. '■ Commons that his life'had been threatened if he participated
. in 'the demonstration, although he did hot intend to let the
. . "  ' -, - o '  ' :threat deter him-. . . - -
The Chartist threat to -property seemed a very, serious
and urgent matter/to the parliamentarians, so there was an
unusually spirited response to the subject.of Chartism in the
"• Commons. Sir James Graham, who wag the Home Secretary in the
Peel ministry, pointed out two differences between the .
presentation of the 1-842 Chartist Petition and the 1-848
' —  presentation-. In 1842 the petition came from a, private house,.
, . ■ not from a-d'open public meeting, and, there was no announced ■
intention of doming to the House of Commons to present the
petition. Graham felt t-har he would have failed in his duty
to maintain the peace if hie had consented to a meeting' such
.^^°Ibld. i pp. 10-11. ^^^Tbid.t pp. 11-13.
■ I'/I J-
'g. - as the one announced for Kennington Common, and he was glad
P* ■fe ' 1K  that tfie present Government would not countenance it,
g, ' ■ Edward Horsman', the Liberal Member for Co eke mouth ,
felt that Graham was implying that the present Government
was imposing greater restrictions on petitioners than the / . -
Conservative Government had done. He pointed out that cir-
Gum.stances were different, and that' the" ar^ouncement of the.
intended procession had caused great apprehension. ..M.P.'s
' were anxious and Londoners were fearful.' O'Connor had
g  offered, to guarantee thé'peace, but no one could answer for
Ë  . - . .50/000 menp^^.
# ' ' • \ f - / - ' _ 'K  . Alderman William Thompson, the Westmppeland Protect-
ioniàt Member, rose to support ' the Cockermouth M.P. and to 
attack 0"Connor, He denied that he'was the man who had 
provided the information that O ’Connor would be shot if he ■
attended the procession.and he was surprised that O'Connor
had denied taking part in.any meeting to arrange the process-
ion. He asked O'Connor if he had attended, a. meeting at- -
Cartwright's Coffee Ho-use in Cripplagate on April 3, and. the. 
Chartist M.P. .admitted that he: had,- but. claimed that it had 
been only a tea party attended by forty people -.hardly a 
credible explanation, - .
. • • Thompson claimed that this had been a meeting of the ,
leading Chartists, and the language which O'Connor had used 
was "not calculated to allay alarp and promote peace and good
i"
^^^Ibld ., pp. 13-14. ^^^Ibid., pp.. 14-13.
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order." Thompson also said he had obtained a repoi'. of
Î' ' O'Connor’s speech to the Irish Confederate Democratic Society
I ' ,
in-which the Chartist had stated that it was no use'petition- 
ing Parliament any longer; they must do as the Americans did 
-, ghake off the yoke . The people of Ireland must have an 
.independent republic, that they ought to do'away with all ' . . 
titles and with Royalty, but that moral force was sufficient 
O'Connor denied this report, and stressed that he. had
. always been against the republican' form of government. ' He
pointed out that even this' report admitted that he advooated 
,moral force as oppo-sed to. physical force. , He denied mention- .
■ ■ ing' the topics that Thompson ' had enumerated, and said that
- ' ’ ■ ' ’ ■ , • ,
k; • those who had attended the tea party would give evidence to
i ' ' ' 121 't' support his denial. ' Joseph Humé pointed out that, the
V- - . ' press had often misquoted speeches', and hdped that Thompson
I would -produce a shorthand report, and not' .ju.st accuse an'M-.P.
% - . ' ' ' ' . i - - .( ' on "looseinformation. He considered that a Select Committee •
"i, • ■ should be set up to question the people . involved, because, he
■ ■ ■ 1 ' 
was fearful that there might be spies abroad'. ■ ' ''1/:'• '
The prospect of the destruction of property in his ■ 
own- constituency, brought Sir De Lacy Evans, the Liberal - M.P'. - 
for Westminster, to his feet. There had already been two 
similar meetings in his -area which 'had caused his constituents 
"alarm and terror." Merchants had suffered materially, both
^^^'ibld.. p p b  1^116.' ^^% i d .. p, 1 6 .
^^^ibld.I pp\ 16-1?. y
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before and after the meetings, and he. felt that it was his
duty to ask the Government to protect his constituents from 
.losses which they were ill able to bear '
Lord John Russell said that, the Liberal Government 
felt it necessary to ' declare-the pro'cesb'ion’iliegai and'.'to ' 
warn the people not to attehd. He believed there was ample - 
time for 0 'Connor to call-off the procession and to tell'his 
followers that their-petition,would be respectfully heard, 
and'there would-be an 'opportunity for 'discussion Although
' C.hartism wa's ,weaker th.an it had been in l842, from the 
- Government's point of view it had. bi0ome more important bè-->' 
c.ause-. in this year, of .revolution abroad, the internal , 
situation 'in England was being carefully watched, and .vice 
-, versa. The anticipation of a Chartist outbreak encouraged 
revolutionariesand aliso -weakened Britain ' s. diplomatic • 
bargaining power.. ' b . '
In 1.848. Chartism had been linked- with Irish discontent, 
which-was the Whigs' main p r o b l e m . A l t h o u g h  Lord'John. 
Russell still did not-fear Chartism, he did now fear the' 
e'ffect that any breakdown in law' and order might have on 
revolutionary Ëurope or on Ireland,. Peel agreed that' the 
Government w a s .justified in taking precautions because of the ' 
situation abroad arid, in Ireland ' ■ .
T*
' ^̂ "̂ Ibld.. pp. 17-18. ^^^Ibjd. , pp. 18-1?.
129p^^.  ̂ "The Government and the Chartists,"
Chartist Studies, ed. Asa Briggs, London: MacMillan & .Go.
Ltd., 1959, p. 394\
. ^^^Hansard. pp. 19-2 0 .
■ I
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■ ' ' ' ■ ' , 'The House then went on to discuss the security of the
' - Crown in the 'light' of a seditious plan in Ireland to establish
an independent republic. Sir George Grey quoted from the 
■ .United Irishmen 'extracts from'a- speech,; by ;D.evin R'e illy'who'
. said: "*A-great'movement of the people was passing over the
world ' . '20-0 ;00,Q Eng'lishïnen, Chartists,. would . assemble in'
.London next week, and then they would have London, in their
'  ' ' " . ■ - ' '  ' . '  . \  '
hands." Grey wished-that G ’.Connor had''shown Eeilly that he
: V..' /  V  H- _ ' y  t  . .
■ ■: was, mistaken‘in .'his belLef/*but 0 'Connor insisted that he
had never read Reilly,’-.s ̂ peech.
-Oh the day .of the, Kenningtqn- Common meeting, -r%e ,■
' ..Marquess of Northampton pn the'Lbrds, -quest ion ed .'the Lord-'
. President'of the Gouncisand was assured that Athere was no 
;' ..:.-':r,easqn for .alarm because 'the meeting had tbeen dièpersèd'by.
., -'G '.'-the, ..polipe ,without any' bipodshed or hel.P' from' thelmilrpary.
' The.,petition had- been, brought quietly to the''Co.mmpns-''rh- taxi 
' Labs, -had beqn Luly re.ceived, and there -had been no -inter- •
- , • .ferehoè wiph the right of pétition. Lord Brougham agreed ’
.'that the 'right- of .petition and .public.'meetings' for discussion 
-‘ '.must be .'ùph.eld.Lbut ;he believed that such-.''jtnons-tef .meetings, "
' designed",as exhibitions Of 'physical; force to intimidate the 
- Government and to force it to, pass certain, measures, were 
• illegal. He alpo thought that people who attended such 
meetings'" put,themselve.b, into a position where '"without any ‘
, 'will or intent ion of. the ir they may be driven ,. .
into 'illegal " course s.
T
Again there' is the.̂  implication .1.
. 131Ibid. 'pp., -25-26'. 132Ibid., pp. ̂ 0-71.
1 0 5, v .  l
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that the ordinary-people can be easily -manipulated, and a , 
disbelief .in their'agency. Ip'the past Brougham haÛ supported 
the Chartists, but he obviously; disapproved of any attempt to 
coerce .Parliament. : . , '' ' '
y ■ The D-uke of Wellington, who had been-recalled from.
.. retirement to protect l^don' from the Chartist ■ threat, then 
spoke of ' the paralysis' 0/  trade and .business' and the fear .of . 
the ,'3jond.oners • He ho^ed. that measures would .be passed to.
.•< limit the .size .-afi_Wetingsbut if such monster meetings were 
to .be allowed, the.n the citizens should.be armed to defend 
, both life- and property. , Hé wished, to assure the House -that 
h the'army was ready to giye ariy .support that the ■preservation -, 
" of law and safety; might call.for; Northampton then compli- ' 
mented the ' G.o.yernment on the precautions they -had taken, and 
, .praised the middl.G, classes for. "the spirit of order, ' religion 
and morality 1, which they had displayed. - He’felt, as long as . 
that spirit -prevailed-in England there was no danger ,of ■ ■ -
. revolt/?^ .1 \ \  . '
Lansdowne said; that the Government had’ received 
support from, the majority of the people', and that' all classes . 
could be counted on to uphold law and order'. The'Marquess. Of 
Londonderry : hoped that if there was any répétition 'of such
events, the Government ..should pay attention to the large
"  ' ' ' ' ^ 114 ' --number of 'foreigners in.the country - a typically right-
.wing comment when much of ; Europe 'was in turmoil. ■
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Meanwhile, in the Commons, during debate on the second 
reading of the Grown and Government Security Bill', William '
' s ' "  \  'Smith''0'Brian, Liberal M.P. for Limerick', who two months 
later.was found guilty of high-, treason and lost the seat 
which he had held. since l83_$,'.'.rose to speak'. In discussing 
Chartist support, for Ireland he' said': ' . '
. . . amongst the Chartists there is scarce an 
individual who'does not symjiathize with the'cause of -
■ ' Ireland. They feel .that, they have been unjustly ■ ^
. . excluded'.from all share i.n political power ; they are * 
resolved that the working classes shall "‘assert their 
. right to a share in the representation of this country; 
and they know they cannot do so at a better time than 
when you are embarrassed in your arrangements with ' ■ ■
■ Ireland-. 13 5 < ‘ ;
Sir George Grey rejected O'Brien's claim that the 
Chartists supporte!^ the Irish, and pointed out .that 0 ‘Connor, ' 
who was seated next‘to 0.'Brien, had declared himself the 
firm friend of monarchy... ' O'Connor then rose to say that ,. .
there had been-a peaceful demonstration that day, but he 
warned Grey that if he suppressed the free expression - of 
public opinion, then he would cause secret .clubs and 
associations to be f o r m e d -
George'Thompson,I the Radical Member for Tower’Hamlets, 
expressed relief that the Chartist demonstration.had been 
orderlyand that the people .had used, peaceful means to 
attain their just rights. He believed that,all should have 
'constitutional rights, 'and this bull.before the House would .
make it a felony to think and'speak about political matters. , '







H-e -went on t.o accuse the Prime Mihister of promulgating the
doctrine of finality, and refusing to extend political rights " 
to all of' the.people'. The .military preparations the Govern-^ 
•ment had made vfhen the people had announced that they would 
meet, on Kennington CoWon, would not be necessary in -a ' ,
country which was wisely and justly- g o v e r n e d -These 
people believed, that they, .had justice on their side', ' other­
wise .they- could never have been persuaded by O'Connor., Here 
at least, was o h a m  ember of the Gommons-who did .believe in 
the free will'of the people. He was in favour of the people 
gathering together to assert their -political rights, and - -■ 
pointed , out that the, poor and uneducated had only one way to 
plead and that'was by presenting themselves in large numbers 
before those who had'deprived them of'their rights'. Thompson 
opposed the bill to'deprive them of the right to declare their 
opinions, and called it a "gagging law,"-.-He too warned 'that 
if such a bill were passed, de oret societies would multiply ;
Sir Benjamin Hall, the. Liberal Member for .Ma'rylebone 
.quoted from 0 'Connor'd letter which was published in'the 
Northern Star on April-1. fn which he had said "..,1 . let the 
power behind..the. Throne be greater than -the-Throne itself ."
0 'Connor suggested -that labour should elect its representa­
tive annually and %i.y him, 'He wrote: "Let the peoplè be the
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the people would "mistake licence for liberty," and cautioned
’ ' ■ that'because some changes were needed the whole structure of
' ■ society should not-be thrown out. He was prepared for some
reforms to keep- the people quiet, .but the system should not
be altered'.-' He was sure that the-people desired law and .
■ ■ ’ H . 140 ' ' -order-above all else,'.-' - - -
. The 'Chartist-Radical, Hume, criticized the Government
for passing such a. severe law to deal .with a temporary 'erner-
geh'cÿ. ■ He cdnsi'dered such 'a reèpense -to be an over-rea'ction,
which would be regretted -later. The people had demanded an
, . exten$ion"of their poiltical right's, .but the -Government had .
#  ’ . ■ responded by curtailing their freedom of speech,'. - He felt
£. , that public meetings allowed people to express their frustra- .
I ' ' %ti.ons and vent their anger without causing v i o l e n c e . The




were being manipulated- by "inflammable and excited' myriads,"-
'' . ’ " . • ’ 1^2 who incited them to crime with their oratory, -Thia was a
' ÿ  ̂ _
stereotype of the cpm'moh people which'prevented many of the"
,-i parliamentarians from understanding their actions-and demands
' Some of the Chartist supporters tried to bring more 
positive views 'before the Commons. Àglionby pointed out'that: 
much was,said at Chartist meetings that was highly credible, 
and Dr, Bo wring urged that this,-was no time to widen the 
breach between classes, Again, however, the idea of the
' ̂ ^^Ibi'd.. , pp. 91-92 . . ̂ ^^Ibid., pp. 92-96. 
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conspir0.cy theory was aired, this time by the Liberal fvr p .
. for the city of Oxford, William 'Page.Ward. He mocke^ the 
fury -of Chartist orators, whom he termed the "forcible .
' feebles," but feared that there- was a quiet intelligenc-e at' 
work behind them.1 - ̂  The commo-n people were not considered , 
\able enough to have ideas of their own,'so how could they 
.play a- significant role in history; They were seen as 
passive victims being manipulated by à'secret group of people 
with a- superior Intellect, - - ' . ,
• ■  ̂ . Henry Drummond, the Libera].-Conservative Member for
West Surrey stated that, he did not .connect .the Irish -disturb- 
• ances with those'in London, .although all were .phases of "the 
■..same malady which •pervades all Europe," . He quoted from a 
Chartist speech which claimed that the time had co^e to "get • 
rid of kings and priests whom our forefathers in their ignor­
ance deemed it necessary to' make governors." .In the same 
speech, he went on to declare that the profits'from improved' 
machinery went to the free-.-trade capitalists, while th» 
working clad ses we.r.e. just burdened with 'increased 'taxation. 
'The working classes' mistakenly’ thought they could improve 
their . condition .by reducing the' manufacturers' profits-, and' -
' ' ' ' . f - ' ' .
Drummond criticized those who tried to bring them.into con­
flict with their employers. In particular, Drummond named
■ ' 146O'Connor, and supported the Government'a right to govern
The Prime Minister assured the Hou-se that freedom of 
speech and the press would continue, but "some reckless .men
:45Ibid., pp. 109-111 ^^°Ibid.. pp. 113-116,
't
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will be checked in their careers of excitement." He criticized
schemes which promised the workers Utopia, and presented the -
ruling class \as the embodiment of a .system which would protect 
. ' -  ̂. 
the workers, and which upheld the values .req.uisitp for a good ■
■ , 1 1 f t ; - , : v  ■ , . .
, Feargus O'Connor-, of course, -opposed the Grown and
Government 'Security Bill, and gave his'first-hand account of
the dispersal of the..'Chartist m e e t i n g . He was supported
- by;Hume,'Who maintained that the meeting.dissolved without
any-police, interference, that the Government's military pre-
-■^parations. had been quite unnecessary;- and-that the Bill was. '
unnecessary as the Government already possessed enough poweps.
- ihi.s bro.ught the irascible Colonel Sibthofp, Protectionist
■ M.P. for 'Lincoln, to his feet to thank the Government for the
firm course they had taken. .He suggested that Hume should be
imprisoned in'the Tower for life, and that s.om'e of. the leaders
of the Kennington Common meeting should .be ,'ducked in the . -
Thames and sent home in wet clothes'as'a punishment for trying
• to 'disturb the peace and alarm the public
'■ The Government v^as.also supported by Henry Gratton,
the -Liberal M.P. for'County -Meath, who approved their .measures
to protect'London., .while opposing the Bill because ,he believed ,
that it was adopting a wrong "course 'towards.'-Iraient. Sir
' - ’ . ■ . . . 
de lacy Evans thought that the actions of'the'Government and
^^7Ibid'.., pp. IẐ -̂i-Z.?'. .^^^Ibid.%" pp. l$$kL^o_.
-̂^̂ '̂ibid,,' Tuesday, April 11,.-184-8,'̂  pp. 157-158 . 
-^^^Ibid. .' p. 158,. -, .. ' ^  _
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of Londoners had made the Chartist meeting contemptibl'e-. The
■'Government ' s kctions in 'protecting the ' city were -defended hy
■ law and order supporters' on both sides of t'he^Hquse. '. , ■
'  ̂ The'debdte -continued.,on April 12., 1848, .'and - George. ■' £
Thompson accused the Government'of rdving against.the . \ -
Chartists and the working classes/ ̂ and. praisi^ the middle '
classes. He accused the-'Whig -mini.s’try of-trying'to s,et one
elhss-against 'the .other. , He .claimed. that the Chartists were
trustworthy, intelligept and loyal,., ' The Government .had made. '
'no . concessions tp their-just d.e’raands', , but "Were 'passing an ■
Unconstitutional bill to deprive .'them .pf , their right.s., ' Those :
who had assembled in Kennington Common were £ only -a fraction 
_ . ; ./ A y.
of those in the country . They'were ■ "the' men-who.'-made the -.
Members of 'this Ho'-Use what they were — ’the creators of .their
luxury the .men without'whom, the-'country .would .be 'nothing
. ' yet they were' being branded .as traitors by--this . '
■bill. , They petitioned- the House bn -the same 'grounds as the-
. American C'olohists had done - .no taxation without representa-
' ' ' - " - - ' ' ' ' - 142 '- _tion, and the Chartists were far .more.,numerous ,
■ ' '■»'-!'0fConnor spoke again in opposition to - the Bill, but 
-on April_.18,'-Thomas Thornply, .Liberal Member for 'Wolverham.p'ton, 
and Chairman of ' the Committee on Petitions, pre'sent'e'd a. ' • 
special report to the House. He announced that the - alleged 
5,700,000 signatures on the Chartist Petition actually 
totalled 1,975,4 9 6 and included "Victoria Rex, April 1st, ■
151
152
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F.M. Duke of Wellington and Sir Robert Pe-el . Other signa-' 
tures included-: "No'Cheese; Pig No.se, Flat Nose and so
' on." ^ The Petition and O ’C.onnor lost all credence.
• ' .O'Connor blustered that thirteen lawyers' clerks
could not have counted' the signatures, that, government spies 
could have inserted the false .signatures, and that he stood 
■by his original estimate of the number of signatures 
; * Thornely assured him that. the loetition had been .treated
respectfully, that the signatures had been very carefully 
counted, and'it had even been w e i g h e d . , ./
■ . • ■ No. M.P. was prepared-, to support O'Connor. Lord John ,
. . Russell stated, that the,' Committee had the full confidence of 
the.House. The Earl of Arundel and Surrey,' who was the 
Member for Arundel., further ridiculed the, Chartist leadership,, ■ 
, , .and accused them of exaggerating the numbers who had taken
I' , ' ' part in-the demonstration. .They claimed that a quarter'of a
r . ' - .r . _ . "
i. .. . million had been present bn Kennington .Common, but his sources'
5' ■ ' - ■ - ' " ■'assured him that the-' number of spectators, never exceeded
I ' . 25.,000. John O'Connell, Liberal M.P. for .Limerick -and a
. \ ■ supporter of, .Repeal of .the Union, stated that no Repealers
'= had taken part in' the .demonstration,■ as they would pot get,
; involved with an agitation where violence w a s ’used
i The Protectionist, Inglis, felt that the exaggeration
; of .numbers, and the falsifying of signatures proved that the
^^^Ibid ■ , Thursday, 'April I3 , 1848-, pp. 2'84-285. 




Chartist petition was "hardly worth the paper on which iV was
written." He added that those; who made such'false .clain/ and.
/committed such abuses were "the real .and .worst enemies/of,the ■
right 'of petitioning. " He also -hoped that the Government 'v
' . . . ' ' - . ' ' - ' - ' ' / ' 'would take steps, to pre-vent such demonstrations as WConnor
; ' i .had_arranged for-'Kennington Common, though " . . .  tha physical
. ' - . / .force which’was wielded by the' Hon. Member, was about in 'pro­
portion to the mbral-force -value, of the petition which he
had presented. ,
, • ■ William Cripps, the Liberal-Conservative Member - for
. - ... • - / ' 
Cirencester, rose to defend'-the Committee-. ̂ He' ridiculed
•O'Connor’s "audacious statement" that the /petition was signed
f: ■ - ' ..by .5,000, GOO, and that' it weighed five'tons. He''did not want
l|".. • - to throw "ridicule and obloquy upon th^petition/ but'he did
' throw ridicule and-.obloquy upon the ]ton. Gentleman who
|- -■ presented it,"- The Member for'MottIngham had forfeited the
t ' . . - ' ' /* ' . ■ right to be believed in the future. _ Cripps hoped, that
j - ' . ' . - ,
 ■ measures would be taken to prevent.-any further meetings to
' ... concoct-, "such a ribald 'mass of/obscenity and impiety as was
' ..captained in the petition", w^ich-jpontained .words "which the
- vilest strumpet in the stre,èt would blush to name."
-He went on.to point out that the Duke of 'Wellington's
name occurred • fifteen or/ sixteen times, the "name of -the 'Arch-- . . . ' . - / -
- Tory M.P. for Lincoln, /Col. Sibthorp .several times, as well 
• as those of the Members for Manchester-and West.^Yorkshire .
-.1 , -On one of the sheets^ he knew was written: "We could not get
^̂ "̂ Ibid. . A)p. 288-290,
/; .
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paid for any more today." ' He only wished he had looked, at 
the petition sheet's' when they were tabled, so -that he could 
have, objected to the receipt of the petition'.
'O-Conjior immediately rose to defpnd."himself against' 
this.'attack on his .veracity, and stalked out of the House .'
He then sent Ernest Jones'to challenge, Cripps to’a duel.
Joseph Hume criticised Cripps for taking such a cpurlse, and ' 
both him and O'Connor for their unbecoming behaviour. He 
recommended that it, should be made' quite clear to the country 
that every M.P. was responsible for the-petitions he pre­
sented, and. that M.P.'s' should' take care to see that .petitions 
■were genuine . .Mr. Redhead -York, the Liberal Member for -York,' 
disagre'ed with Hume. He believed that: "Truth in this House
should'be-, paramount!'" and'Cripps had spoken' only the truth, 
and' although he had' used strong language,' the House should 
be g r a t e f u l . .' -
After the Intervention of many M.P.'s, Cripps made a'.-'" 
statement that he would not retract anything he-had said about 
0 'Connor, but regretted if he had used any 'unparliamentary 
'language. This satisfied the S p e a k e r . ! O ’Connor was ' ■
arrested by the .Sergeant-at-Arms and brought before the 
Commons to assure the Members that he did,not intend to- take 
any hostile action against Cripps., The matter ceased
there, and any impression that the Petition mi^ht have mad e
^^^Ibid.. pp. 290-292. ^^^Ibid. . p p / 293:-294:






upon the House was lost amidst the welter of ridicule and ■
fared. Certainly, the Coimons was unimpressed'by O'Connor's..
.bluster, and one .gets the impression that many M-.p. 's may 
. _ , well have "been glad to have this opportunity to question'his,.
- veracity: ' The Chartist Petition was undoubtedly dead'. .
O'Connor-w^s not to be put down, and pn the following 
' . ' day, he attacked the Crown and Government Security Bill as
a suspension of .habeas corpus. He also, attacked'the press - ' ■
for being anti-Çhartist, and accused it of misrepresenting 
"re'bprts of Chartist meetings... His speech was quite violent,
■ and. he assured the Commons that-.if the Bill became law he
would crisscross the country-crying: "Down with the base,
?■ ' ' 1^? ̂ bloody, and.brutal'Whigs." ' t ' '
T ' By April 18, 1848,. when O'Connor again spoke against
t . - ' : ' . ^ ' %  '
t - , the' Bill/' he had calmed down.,. He admitted that after the
V' ■ , violght langu'age which., preceded the Kennington Common demon-
t -f.'. . ' stratidlf-thd''’''Gdvernmenf "was right .to.-take, precautions, but
nothing had happened at the demonstration to warrant- the
intirPdwcti.qn of" such a bill, which would act as a gag. .Ke;̂
-'%adj;not ad'Vocâ'ted'’physical force', nor sought aid from any s 
d i .
-foreign country. He'-ĵ id-, however, point out that those
. U /
countries which had risen in revolt were now drawing up 
constitutions grounded on Chartist p r i n c i p l e s . O ' C o n n o r ' s
tone' was much more subdued'and o.ne gets .the feeling that he
-̂ °''lbld.. Friday, April 14, 1848, pp. 375-377. 
"̂̂ T̂bid.. "Tuqsday, April 18, 1848, pp. 454-455,
. ' ' .. 1S6
was trying to prove that'he could'speak and behave with 
dignity and good sense. -
' /: Sir Robert Peel, attacked O'Connor and other dema^ '
gpgues -who ^'would involve the ignorant in the capital 
punishment of Treason,, and content themselves with .escaping . 
/from all risk and all responsibility He also condemned
monster meetings which he saw as'a means of intimidating 
1̂ . . Parliament. He'spoke directly to O'Connor as one who would
.". . . bring together 100-, 000 ,persons dnd ruh^à very great 
risk‘of' creating disorders,'' and expressed his hope that the 
working classes would not be,deluded into hoping that fhere
è
must be antagonism between capital and. labour.'-
After the Opposition,Leader'3 attack .came the' Prime'
Minister’s attack.' He- claimed that "punishment must follow 
the excitement and pastime of provoking others to treason."
He sounded £jdite'Unlike the Whig Home Secretary,, who had 
showed .such a libertarian turn, of ' mind in 1839- Howe^)^, 
circumstances'were'different, and with, revolutionary ideas 
;-rampant .in Europe, the Libéral Government was anxious to . 
^maintain law and order in the United Kingdom. '
. After the failure of the Kennington Common demonstra­
tion and the ridicule of the Chartist Petition, in Parliament, 
O'Connor retired to Snigs End to consider the state of tjie 
finances of his National Land Company. On May a'2, 1848, 'he 
introduced his Bill to. Amend the Friendly Societies Act to- 
coyer his company. This caused Sir Benjamin Hall, the hostile
^^^Ibid .. pp. 463-469. "̂̂ ^Ibid. p p .  472:474,
' \. - . }8?.
Welsh Liberal Member for Marylebone, to investigate the 
scheme,' He pointed out that nearly lOO,000 names’of'sub­
scribers' had been registered, and yet the company was-still 
 ̂. . ' . . ' . bnly..r^â.8tered as a prbvigional one; although O'Connor, had. -
stated xn - July .1847 that .the company- -would be completely 
registered within a week. Ho registration ĥ -d been made,', 
and no deeds lodged at the Registration ’ Off ice - He demanded- 
to know, therefore, Wheh' 0'Connor intended -to -obtain -a. 
cer-tificate of registration.'. ■ , '
. . O'Connor replied by saying that he had found that 
the expense ôf complete registration would: bé enormous-, .and 
he-was advised to-bring in this-Bill to amend,the. friendly , 
Societies Acts, to, cover the c o m p a n y . T h e  Bill was never '
%-
given a 'se'cond ,reading. On May 24', however, the Commons 
resolved-to appoint a -Select -Committee to investigate the 
i- - company, ' and on May 31, fifteen members, Including "Q''Connor, -
r  - \ 'were appointed tinder the chairmanship of the Judge Advocate.■ - . , ■ - - - f .V ■ - Gi'adually the complicated financial, situation'-of the. land .
' ' ■ ' 'Plan was unravelled’, and O'Connor was proved to be honest, T
if, weak in administrative abilities.... On July 30, the Committee
j- . . reported that the company was illegal, its record# inaccurate
- - ' - . ' - ; ' : and registration.was impossible. As a result, subscriptions
dropped to £33-'' Prom January 1849 legal attempts began'to
1 ' , , , force registration of the company.' '.In July, O ’Connor pro-
- . . .' posed to form a new society which could be registered' as a
bjd. , Friday, May 12, 1848, 'p.- 928. 
.^^^Ibid., pp. 928-92%' - .
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frienclly 'society, 'but to no avail. .In March I850 O'Connor 
promi sed : the House «10 introduc e a winding-up’Bill. This ■ ' 
was- finally introduced in February 1851% shd the Act to wind 
; ■ 'Up. the. hand Compat^ -was finally-passed, in'August I851. ' ■
\ ' As -Joy-'MacAski-ll notes '"the vision of a new, so.ciety . 
.’was less significant than the aiixiou^.discussion of the old" . 
■and "the. Chartists 'shared with many 'Tories a •powerfhl sense - 
. of the recent, past, ; , M-s. ' MacAskill probably points to' the
fundamental paradox In Chartism* - The Chartists were ' an ' '
: active, group .which -did not accept the'status quo,, but in 
' their resistance they reinforced and'even strengthened it.- 
Their de-yiant behaviour wa's not a threat , for .they wehp 
. resist ing- change' and, advocating, going back to an. earlier way 
of -life', "not-presenting a-new-ideology, ' However, to under­
stand the society within' whi-ch they operated, -we have to 
, t^ke their ideas seriously and on their- own terms. Most of 
the' parliamentarians just shrugged the Chartists off as 
misguided failures', and we have.to overcome the condesc.ension 
and .elitism, of thè-se men without' going to. the other extreme 
and' romanticizing the Chartists as heroic revolutionari-es. ■ 
There was little that was -heroic- to be found in 
O'Connor's behaviour; On May 23, 1848 O'Connor was again the 
focus of attacks in Parliament. Joseph .Hume had been called 
upon by'the Speaker to bring on his motion for .extending the 
franchise, but. as it was very late, he asked t o ,postpone his 
motion till the first available day, i.e. June 20. O'Connor
^^^MacAskill, p. 3o4.
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then attacked the Member for..Montrose and one,who had long 
supported the Chartists, l'or .postponing the measure which h« 
felt was SO'important to the, working classes. This led
Hume’s defence.
V . . ' ; .'f . V.. i .
in .which -he accused him of doing more .
Richard Gobden, the Member for the West R i d i n g t o  rise ip
Gobden made a slashing'attack on O'Connor,
. to retard tjià- 
political progress of the working classes of England than 
any other public man that eyer l i v e d H e  reminded the House 
of O'Connor's opposition to,’the'Anti-Corn Law .League', and 
said, that he viewed him as'the ".. . .-leader of a small, - y 
insignificant and powerless party'and that .he saw him not . 
as the leader of the .working, classes, 'but', as the leader of a 
.small and organized faction! He told O'Connor that h.e would ' 
never fraternize with the Chartists, and warned Hume and the 
Mouse not to .be ' taken, in by the'Chartist leader'.s claims to 
haye any power over the .working classes. "He was.'weak before, 
he is, harmless now,'and -whatever he may threaten or promise
will be equally powerless and' uninfluential hl?0 There had
-long been .antagonism between Cobden and' 0 'Connor. They had 
met in debate at Northampton on August.5, 1844, when O'Connor 
could- find no effective reply to Gobden's thesis that,' -repeal 
would benefit all -classes. ̂ 7^ After-the repeal of the Corn 
Laws the 'League was dissolved, so-there was no further formal 
conflrct between Chartists and Leaguers, -but the conflict 
between'middle.and working classes remained. It can be seen
169̂Hansard, Tuesday, May 2,3, 1848, pp'. 1307-I309.
170Ibid., pp. 1310-1311- 1 7 1 Brown, p . 369.
- . • /  ' .
bfi
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at this- time of Chartist .revival., .-ÇoMeh feared any extension\ . V ' ' \ , . : . ,' / , .‘ t • , ■of t^e franchisé, and this out-turst,against O ’Connor is way 
of opposing the Gharti’at demand for political power for the ■ 
.'ordinary people , and a typical middle class \response . - '
Lord'dohn'Russell chastised, both G obden and O'Connor
- . - \ : ' i'. . - " ' " ' :
,'for their, attacks..,: and - stated his belief that the - people did
. . . . . ... .. .,. . . . ' not want the. implementation of the People’ s Charter,, nor any
Î0 other plan of y great reform 'ïhey-wanted to see'gradual
reform'.and the. Country in a peaceful and orderly state-,172
He ' ex'.p.e.'Cte.d the 'working'^classes to think -what he. hoped and 
expected them to - .think. As Ë.P. Thompson says.' -. "X'f we stop 
history' at'a given point, then there are no cldsses, but
. simply a multitude of individualg with a multitude of. exper- 
-. ...
■-iences." ' If we watch .them over a period of .social change 
. . we observe 'patterns in their.relationships', 'their ■ 
ideas,, and their institutions." .Lord.John Rus.se 11 expected , 
the .people to accept, the Whig concept 'of society. -
After the- fiasco of the Chartist petition, Chartism 
was down but not out! Militant Chartists .allied with Irish 
Confederates to plot simultaneous risings. The authorities 
took action.first against the Irish extremists, and then 
■against the. militant Chartists‘'after disturbances in the ' . 
-metropolitan area and in the Perth, Lord Brougham brought 
up the matter of these disturbances in the Lords on June 2.
^^^Hanaard. pp. l]ïl-1312. - ' .
. P. . T h o m p s o n The Making of the English Working , 
Class, Middlesex: Penguin Book,s Ltd., 1963, p. 11.
' . ' ' \
' ' .. ^
' He stated that - the population had teen constantly exposed- to
- ■ lawless processions, . and-that, although, no.; serious in.jury had '
been 'Inflicted upon the community, trade had been seriously 
i nterru p t e d T h e  Duke of Wellington acknowledged that the 
Dondon''area,, had'been under arms for the pa'st four nights,
, and that since this had become a recurring evil/ he hoped
- that the Lords.would' consider a means of preventing its 
repetition.*He^’suggested two ways of dealing with, such 
meetings, either by preventing the assembly of monster
' meetings which were too large for control or for di'^cussipn,
• ■ or by making those'who called the meètings together resp^n- 
sible for whatever damage was done. . • ' . _ -
The Marquess'of Lansdowne'agreed- that processions 
tending .to disturb the peace should be dispersed, and pointed 
out that the .'processions of. the last few days had been 
stopped, and, the peace maintained. . The Duke'of Richmond too 
felt that those'who organized 'such meetings should be held 
responsible for the consequences. He pointed out that there 
had been disturbances in ’provincial towns as well as in the 
London area, and felt that an,example should be made of the 
ringleaders by bripging' tk#i to trial. Lord ̂ Chief Justice 
Denman commented that'recently Mr. Justice-Patteson had 
. warned those who took part in such insurrections not to ■ 
underrate the'consequences of resisting attempts to disperse
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. - - : - - ' . - . . I ^ ,. 'them;. He hoped that all agitation would stop, or any hope 
of achieving con# itutiona 1. reform would be endangered .1^5
• ■ -Again on June 5 Lord Brougham -brought to the attention 
- of the. Lords the,-fact that, there, were nightly disturbance^, 
and that thetpopdlatigh'^was greatly alarmed, and also - . ,
exasperated by the lawless behaviour of these- -mobs, Lord • 
Lansdowne replied for- the Government' that measures had been 
■ taken to .end these disturbances, ' and-he hoped that'they’
..would be successful.1?̂ - , -
' , In tha Commons, George, Thompson, the Chartist Radical
•M'.P. for,Tower Hamlets, .raised the -subject of conflict - - 
between the police and a group of people- "assembled to, discuss 
political matters, " He asked the Home -Secretary on -what 
. authority the police had dispersed them, and had indeed 
attacked those-who were assembled in Bishop Bonner's Fields.,
; , although the peace had not been disturbed.- Grey,, in response, 
took full responsibility, and stated-that the police'were 
acting, under his instructions .not to allow meetings held at. 
"unseasonable hours," but this particular meeting had not 
- been interrupted by the police. ■ After the meeting a. church . 
was attacked, and it was then that the police attempted .to 
disperse the crowd, and a. conflict occurred
"̂̂ -̂ Ibid.. pp. 2]8-240.
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George Thompson bro.ught the matter up.again three 
. day a later, whën he asked-for information .about the "out­
rages " whieh .had .been committed by the bolide: on June 4 „ .
against "peaceableloyal and unoffending -individuals’ in
' : - ' . ' ' 'his constituency'. He asked for a Governmental inquiry into
' ". ' " ' ' "  - - . ' . . . . ., . this.case. ‘He .was-keeping the pressure on the Government
and probably trying to bring the police into disrepute. Grey 
replied.that he had made inquiries .into, complaints of unpro­
voked assaults 'by the police, because he had received com- 
. - . . . . . . 1 
plaints about their "brutal'and barbarous" behaviour from
" residents. He had received .a great- d’eal of evidence whi.ch ' 
•suggested that the Àlice had acted properly, and 'he read a 
letter frdrn an'Inspector Robert Horn -linking, by implication, 
a meeting of Irish"Confederates, held at 3-’0O P.M.' with a .- ' W '
... Chartist .meeting held at 5-00 P.M. According, to the
Inspector the Chartist meeting, attended by approximately 
' 3,000 people, was quiet until 6:35 P.M.,'when it broke up,
• and,'between four and-.five hundred people, began to hurl stones 
at a church* He concluded by reading from à constituent's4 '\ . . . . . .  . ̂  .
letter praising the-behaviour, of the police, and,by stating
' % '
that he had received eighty-one letters complaining about'the
inconvenience caused by such meetings
On June 20., the Chartist .Radical, Joseph Hume, made
a motion .that national representation should be extende'd to
include 'all householders,, that'there ahould be a secret
' ballot, that the duration of Parliament should not exceed
^^^Ibid, , .Thursday, June 8, 1848, pp. 502-510.
I;
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.three year s,.,and that ''the apportionment, .o:r.Métn,be.r„s tô. .
' ' - V - T79Population shall ;l>e ma.de more, equal , ih effect, a'mini •
Charter .’- ■ .Henry Drummond, the Liberal Conservative Member foi'. 
West Surrey, chided Hume for raising false, hopes, and .for 
basing the nece'ssity for - his measure bn the.' Kennington .
Common disturbances, and- for believing that his plan would ' ' 
preserve the- peace better than that devised'by the Govern­
ment He ashed 'the House ‘ not to use'"Chartist" as a term' of 
180' ■reproach. At One time the term "Reformer" was reproac.h--''^ . 
ful:, then .came. the name "Ràdioal.,"", and. new it was "C.hartist . "
’ The prime Minister, however,- reiterated his belief '
.in gradual reform, but was not prepared'to accept-.-the 
.Chartist ■principle that. "every -person'pf full age, and' ■
' ' ■ , ' ■ ' ■ '] p.i
uriconvicted of any crime, ought tù have a- vote." -When
this debate was resumed on July 6, -Joseph Hume -hoped'that, ,
in the light -of the numerous petitions on" the'sub iect, the
House would .believe-that 'the country was interested in this
subject, as he certainly .was as he introduced similar -measures
regularly tw.p or .three, times a year.- He also pointed out , * .
that, although ha had been asked to bring forward .such a, , ,
. . . . - - 
motion' before.'A p^^l 10. (i.e. before the Chartist demonstration
and petition presentation), he had not done so.- He believed
that all classes supported public order, and that the House
should consider whether "the Radical Reformers, who were
Î ' ' "̂̂ .̂ Lbid; ,-Tuesday, June-20, 1848, p. 879.
{' .̂̂ °ïbid.. pp.. 906-909. ^^^Ibld.. pp. 9i;^_9i7.
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improperly called Chartists, -had any just grounds for
* 182 ' ■ ■ ' ' ' . * complaint." . He. claimed that even the special constables 
' .. - ' ' - . . . '. . - ' ^
in Manchester, who had broken up a'Chartist meeting on April
, .10, had'stated that they were hot content with the present
181 - -state, of'the'.House of Commons. -
■ ' . ' Mr, Sergeant-.Talfcurd, the .Liberal iM.P.' for Reading,
pointed out that the middle classes did not want the Charter. 
He. did not poptend, .however.,', that- property should ̂ always be - 
the only qualification for tl^ franchise, but he reminded 
the House that the subject of thpir legislation was often 
related to property He .'agreed-that the working' classe-s
■ .possessed many good qualities,, but at this time many were
ill-educated, and many'were involved in outbreaks which - 
turned them into robbers and criminals,. ‘If he-could "per­
ceive any corresponding' 'increase of the intelligence with 
the, increase of power in the people since 1832" he'Would 
• support not just this'mea'sure, but universal suffrage .
' _ Richard Cobden said he had nothing-against the
Chartists, but he was opposed to universal suffrage. -Me 
drew the attention of - his fellow.M.P,'s to'the double standard
supported by the Chartists, ' If, as'they held, a man should- \- ' ' - . ' >
have the right to vote because he paid taxes, so should a 
igcwoman. O'Connor, naturally, spoke, in favour of widening 
the franchise, and did not address the issue raised--'by Cobden.
182
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; - The Chartists we^re ,no,t prepared' for süch a radical change in'
a male-domipated society. ■ When'the House divid-èd, Hume's.'
/} motion was defeated..by 267. votes. ; This was -another' set- ;.
, , , back' for Hum.eand for Chartist hopes.' ' ■ ' " ■ . '
In August 1848, -while introducing a motion in, favour
... ' " 1 /' " ' ' h  . 7
'of the 'secret ballot, Hbnry Berkley, Liberal M.P. for'Bristol
-, for .eleven years, made a slashing attack 'upon the' Chartists:
. - - 'I. am aware that the persons calling- themselves ' '
Chartists,'consider the ballot one of the points of 
' . their Charter. -I consider the ballq’t 'disgraced by
. their advocacy-,- because I. have . ever found them the ' , ■
' propagandists of Violence, the enemies of'.reason,' and 
-the- oppbnent.s. o-f all reform but that included in'their; 
own peculiar project. ■ ' ' -
He did admit that there"some conscientious people amongst
'■ - - ' y ,  ̂ '- ,187 ' . 'them,- but his admission seemed grudging.. 'y . : -,
. •■■'The final reference, in Parliament in 1848 to the ■
Chartists came ' in August, "when the Chartist Radical Member ^
' ' for-Finsbury, Thomas Wakle'y, presented a petition 'agreed 'to ' ■
at a public meeting, complaining of the.treatment of the■
'recently convicted Chartists who were imprisoned, in Maidstone
-Gaol, petitioners claimed, that".the Home Secretary had .
-.issued special orders foj- the coercive, treatment. .Wakley
himself believed'this allegation to be unfounded, but .wished '
1 DD . : -
to'have'his beliefs confirmed.-'
4j;; ■>>» f'.rr v - c V
M
"A
V •* • •'' '  ' ^ 1Q1
should be 'taken into custody by the Sergeant-at-Arms . -
?. 373/
. pp. ^26-52^ . ^^°Ward, p. 230. '
' '̂Hansard, vdl. 122, Wednesday ,-June '9 , 1852,'
I
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■ ■', '■'\'î';he Jiome..Secretary denied these, charges,- was . ,' |
' ; ■ ■ ' '. ' . : ' ‘- . ■' ' 1 ' ' 1supported by .George. Dodd, the Proteetionist Member for ^  .■ -t
' U - . 1.
Maidstone'.and"a visiting'magistrate at thd prison. Dodd said’- r
. that/ there .-had beep' 'considérable raisrepre/sentatiph • bp-the , . y
ti'eatme.nt„of • th.fi'i'ive^Chartist. prisoners^.. As a visiting, - ■ .
tnagidtrate .'he'hsid.,seen,-thosB; prisoners ih. a weekly basis , . ' ' •
and according't-o Dodd'they -were very■ gï^ateful -for the .lenient' '
 ̂ . ' ' . ''  ̂ , ' ' Y' \l ..treatment they ,v/er$.'.receiving, .Hs'-went iri\a details . ahout .
t-heir .haircuts 3 n.d their,'food, -and stressed that they were
^  \ ' .' / '  ' ' - . '1 ' ^  ' ' '189 '■alloAved acc.eàs to books, .,subject to the chaplain's approval. ^
'. ■ The" arrests'of ̂ national-, local.'and- allied . Irish '
.leaders weakened the Chartist mov.ement again',, and it began a-
-T ' ' ' -  ̂ r ’} ■ '
period- .of disintegration and-splintering .ov§-r largely'regional 
or personal is suets ; . The eccentric Otùonnor%à^gan to degenerate 
ïRentally, and his’ odd -behaviour' became an embarrassment to ,
Chartism. ' In iSh-̂ ! he had 'addressed-the .Queen as his "Well-, f,
, Beloved ‘Cousin", and signed himself'"Feargus, Rex, by the, ■
.Grace of the - P e o p l e . I n 'February I852 he was gaoled for 
seven- days for ..hitting'a "polic'-eraan. In'. April he went to the 
fi.'- • I- - . UiS.A-.., butf returned and- was soon in trouble again. This
t:,. ' ■. ■■ ■ ..' •*.' ., ■
I '  ̂ time It .was -for attacking a fellow M.P. He apologized for
I - ‘ ■ ■ X ' ’ ■ ' ’ ■ ,T . -that act., but bn the following day^. June 9, he attacked









On Jüne 10 Mr, Bell informedtthQ House that he -had obtained • • 
certificates from two doctors stating-that in- their opinion, ' .■ 
O ’Connor required medical treatment-, '.Bell felt th-it O'Connor ,
had been arrested'Tor an offense committed when he was of
. ' - ' nop ' ' ' - ' , ' 'unsound mind " His- release was secured',by his sister, '
Harriet on June 16, and he was' committed to the Chiswick
asylum of Dr. Harrington Tuke ‘ '
Those Chartists-who remained fought among.'themselves,
and since they no longer posed any great threat to,law and 
'. . . ' - . - . . . ' - . - \ 
order, references to them in. Parliament 'became fewer and '
fewer. 'Occasionally petitions for the release of Chartist
prisoners were prese^ed but,for all intents and purposes, the
parliamentarians'no longer felt 'them to bé an 'important -issue .
' After, O ’Connor’s fall, Chartism be came -even more frag-,
mented , and its members reacted differently to the, progress of
■ mid-Victorian England. ’ However, as David Jones states with a'
real insight into the importance of this movement:
' ' ' . , . ' ' .
•In their .s.uppbrt for Chartist schools, halls, churches, 
newspapers, and estates.; in their campaigns against capital • 
punishment, army-'flogging and impressment ; and in their 
belief that science and machinery should ul'timately be - 
harnessed for the benefit of all, wa catch a glimpse of 
an alternative society -'egalitarian, humane and har- 
monious,194 - " . - -
It is the fact that the Chartists saw society in an optimistic
way, and were able t.o see an alternative way for, society to
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; ' %"' - '" '\-r  ̂- r y - -. ' ' . - '
■- , In. tJie short tèrm the \G,hartist, Mov-ement failed, but 
às .ÿimg wênt by the radical idliticaï aima df th& Charter, 
with the exception of .annual.d̂ Gî rliaments, were achieved. Thùs:
the Chartists helped to shape noT'^ly the mid-nineteenth. 
century of which they were a part, "but also twentieth century» 
British society . - . . ' .
"' ' ■ ., In the ".period 1839-18^9 the Chartists tried to pressure',
the members of■tha-British Parliament,to adopt the six points
of the..-Charter, They saw the attainment .of political power'
^ ' . . ' ' . ' : - ' ; ' . as-the, means of .obtaining social influence., and attempted to,
i. "exert the collective power of the class, to .humanize the ' " /
1 - - - enviro.nm.ent,:*'■■'The Chartist .members of the British working
K • class, however, were on the- whole mishnder.stpod by the,upper
I ' , and middle, classes of the country in■general and in Parliament
t ' " ' - - ' - ' - . ' , ' - -
I ■' in particular. The parliamentarians on the whole saw theml. ,
f ' : :  ̂ ' ,f. salve.-; as the upholders of the traditional British .political'
 ̂ '. '  ' ' , . J
y ■ and social institutions against a group of radicals which,was;
1 - threatening them,.. The .parliamentarians'believed themselves
I ' to be the protectors- of the moral code which represented
. ' '  . the interests of all classes. The working class, however, was ^
I 1 .■) ' ' E.P. Thompson, The -Making 'of the English Working
) Class, London; Victor Gollancz, içélI p . 913• ~
'& - . " -' 199 - . -
-' - f  if'
' - \ - ' : .  ̂ .% , 200' 
tpyin^to "put it'Self; into g. new ' re,ia‘tipn'shlp tp the upper and ■
_ middle;:'ctaggea', .and was : W.ye out pf -the bid ' ,. ^
mode of deference .into a new mode'of independence , " ■ •.
■ • ’ _ ' . Thercoritrhdi'ctoPyhperoept'iPns-of.:the different, cxaspes' •„ 
. ■ can’he : se en. in 'the ; par li amen tar ia ns ' : r e spo nse s to,., the" eharti.sts 
In Parliament -in . the'deQa4e':'r8'39-’l8^9. and it is hardly'sur- ' \ 
'.prisin'g that the Chartists were 'supported by such a small " 
.group''of .When Chartism- ;"fai'led" there was .no dpu^-'
a collective: sigh-.of. relief in'vParl,rament‘but a ' new pha se - : : '. ; / 
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.AIMS AND RULES' OF THE NATIONAL 
CHARTER ASSOCIATION*
A Plan for Organising th-e Gl ai-tists 
of Great Britain
Agreed, jUpon at a meeting of delegates appointed' by the people, 
and held àt the Griffin Inn, Great Ancoast-Street, Manchester, 
on Monday>'July 20, 1840.
Designation of the Association '
-1. That the Chartists Great Britain be incorporated 
into one Society to be called 'The National Charter Associa­
tion of Great Britain''. ’ ' ' '
Objects ■ '
2. The object of this Association is to obtain a ’'Radical 
Reform' of the House of Commons, in other words, a full and 
faithful Representation of the entire people of the United 
Kingdom.
3. The principles requisite to secure such a Representa­
tion of the people are-:- The right of voting for Members: of 
Parliament by every .male of twenty-one -years of age and of 
sound mind; Annual Elections? Vote by Ballot; no property 
qualifications for Member's of Parliament; Payment of members; 
and a division of the kingdom into Electoral Districts; 
giving to each district a proportionate number of Representa­
tives according to the number of electors.-





4. To accomplish the foregoing object none but peaceable 
and constitutional means shall be employed,' such as public 
meetings to discuss grievances arising from the present 
sy8"tem; to show thé utility, of the proposed change, and to 
petition Parliament to adopt the same.
.
Conditions of Membership
5- All persons will become members of .the Association' an 
condition .of slg#0g a .declaration, signifying their agree- ■' 
ment with its'objects, principles and constitution, when they 
will be. presented with cards of membership which shall be 
renewed quarterly, and for which .they .shall each pay the sum , 
of twopence. , ' , ,
Registration of Members • . ^
6. A book'' shall be kept by the Executive Council (here­
inafter described) in which■shall be entered .the names, 
employment and residence of the members of this Association 
throughout the kingdom, . ' - ' -
Classes
>
,7- Wherever passible,the members shall be formed into 
classes of ten persons; which classes shall meet weekly or at 
any other stated periods., as most convenient ; and one out ' 
of, and by, each class shall be nominated as leader (and 
appointed by t.he Executive''"as hereinafter ordered) who shall 
collect.from.each member the sum of one penny per week, to . 
the funds of the Association.
Ward Divisions j '
8. Each town, wherever| practicable., shall be divided into 
wards and division's according to. the/plan of the Municipal 
Reform Act. Once in every month a meeting of the members of 
the said ward shall' be hpld , when addresses shall be deliver- 
jd, and Society's business transacted. The. leaders'within
the said wards shall atfapd the 
give such a report of the state 
deem best, provided always that 
temperate and lawful language.
said monthly meetings, and 
of their classes as they may 




Election of Ward Collector
Î0?
9. At the first meeting of each ward’ or division,, a 
collector shall he nominated (afterwards to be appointed by ' 
the Executive as hereinafter ordered) to whom shall be paid 
the monies collected from the classes by the leaders; and the 
said .collector' shall pay the said money to the Treasurer 
(assistant.) o-f the town or'borough, at the weekly meeting of. 
the council.’ • ' .
Local Officers ' ‘ .
,10. . Each principal.town, with its suburban villages, shall 
have a council, of nine persons, including an assistant'
treasurer and. secretary. ' ■ .
Duties of Local Treasurer
11.' .The.aforesaid local treasurer shall receive the money 
from the ward collectors, and all" the monies subscribed for 
the Association in the said' township and suburbs;-he' shall 
Keep an exact account and transmit the proportidto (one 
moiety.) due once a month to the General Treasures^.
Duties of Local Secretary .
12. The aforesaid secretary shall keep a minute book of 
all the transactions of the Town Council; and a record of all 
meetings connected with the Society in his jurisdiction, and 
shall,' with the sanction and under the direction of the said 
Council, transmit for publication such portions of the said 
minutes or records,as may be deemed necessary.
Duties of Local Council
jl3. The Town Council sliall meet for the transaction of
business once every week, and shall have^^j^e- power of 
appropriating to the purposes of the soci.ety.in their.own 
locality a sum not exceeding on& half of the subscriptions 
and other monies received in tae'said locality. They shall 
also see that the recommendations and instructions of the 
Executive Council are can-ied, into effect, and they shall
have full power to adopt such means as may seem to them meet,
provided such means are in conformity with the, fundamental 
rules of the Association and do not contravene the decisions 
of the .Executive Council.
20S
County and Riding Government
' 14. In'each County or Riding there shall be a council,
the number to be according to the oircumstences an# popula- . 
tlon of the said County or Riding, with a -sub-treasurer or 
secretary.
General Government '
If^ The g^neral^government of this Association shall be 
entrusted to a. General Executive Council, composed of seven 
persons including a"Treasurer and Secretary.
• Duties of General Treasurer
16. The General'Treasurer of this Association shall. be 
responsible for all monies entrusted to him, in such penal' 
sum as may be determined, upon by the Executive Council; he 
shall keep an exact account'of.all monies received and 
expended by the Association, and shall once, every month,
. publish a statement of the same in the 'Northern Star,', 
'Scottish Patriot', and in such other of the Chartist news-fapers as may be selected by the Executive. Council, and once very three months a full balance sheet, which shall, be first 
examined by auditors appointed for the purpose by the Executive 
Council. . .. '
 ̂ '
Nomination and Election of '
the Executive Council ' -
17. The nomination of candidates for the Executive 
Committee shall take place in the Counties and Ridings, each 
County or Riding being allowed to nominate one candidate on 
tire first day of December each year - the names of the persons
,so nominated shall be returned immediately by the secretary,
'called .sub-secretary of the County or Riding to the General 
Secretary - (this year to the Secretary of the Provisional 
Committee who have full powers.to carry this plan into effect 
in the best possible manner) - and a. list of the whole to be 
transmitted by him, per post, to all the local .(assistant) * 
Secretaries, who shall take the elections of their localities 
on the first day of January following, and immediately for­
ward the result of si\ch election to the General Secretary, 
who shall lay the same before the Executive for examination, 
and by their order publish within one week of receiving the 
whole of such retdrns in the 'Northern Star', 'Scottish ' 
Patriot', and in any other Democratic Journal, a list of the 
majorities, and.decleire who are the persons duly elected.
The Executive Council shall be elected for twelve months', 
when a new Council shall be chosen in the manner and at the 
period aforesaid, outgoing members being eligible'for re- 
election.
..
Power and Duties of the Executive ■ ' . ■ .
19- The.Executive Council shall be empowered to adopt any 
measure for the advancement of the objects of this Associa­
tion as may be consistent with its fundamental laws, 'foi'.' ■ 
which purpose they shall have the disposal of one- half, at 
least., of . the monies collected-throughout the Society and . 
lodged with the general Treasurer. They shall'appoint' all 
the members of th^ County or Riding and Local Councils., and 
all officers throughout the Association', in the appoin.tme.nt 
of whom, however, they shall be confined to those' who mdy be 
nominated by the members resident in each place.
Time of Nomination and Appointment of
Subordinate Council and'.Officers ' .
20. To prevent any interruption of the election of the . 
Exécutive .Council, the nomination of .County or Riding Coun- 
c ^ s  shall annually take place-on the. 1st .day of February of 
each year, and the appointment on the 1st day of March 
.following. ■ ' . . '
Remuneration of Officers.
'21.' The General Secretary shall be paid for his services 
the sum of 2 per Week, and. each member of the Executive 
Council the sum of f-l.lOs per week during the period of 
their sittings.■ .
Compensation
22 . The members of the Executive shall.be entitled
compensation for the loss consequent 'upon, their acceptance 
Of. office, either be being employed as missionaries during 
any recess that may happen while rhey continue in their
official capacity, or rn-such other way as may be most con­
venient for the Association; the question of compensation-to 
be determined by the County or Riding councils, tfhen members 
of the Executive shall be employed as missionaries, their 
salaries shall be the same .as when employed ih the Council. 
Coach-hire, and one half of any other incidental expenses 
shall be ^ i d  to them in addition, by the parties who may 
request their services, or in the event of being employed 
by the Executive, to open new districts, the same proportion 
of expenses shall be .allowed out of the general fund .
Appendix B
GRIEVANCES COM'AINED IN THE 1842'
. ' ' NATIOmL PETITION
:■
1. The .working classes had no, parliamentary representation 
although they paid taxes. ' ' - -
,2.. There-were gross inequalities ih representation..
.3 . There'was much bribery and corruption-in elections.
4,'; Many people were living in poverty-and distress yet the 
'House still operated a cruel Poor-L.aw. ’  ̂ '
5- There was àn enormous difference between the wages of the 
■ poor and the salaries of the rich, i.e. between the pro- 
I '  ̂ ■ duoing and non-producing members of Society.'
I, : 6. The people’s right to meet freely in public places had...
% ' h-een. infringed, and 5Ç0 had been gaoled,.after being tried
h by "packed"' juries. ' '.
Ï
.'7 . . An unconstitutional police force was-distributed country­
wide to prevent the people from, exercising'their rights'.-
8 ; À great army was maintained at public expense. ’•
9- Factory hours were too long. -
/' ' - .- ' . .10. Agricultural Workers were ^paid starvation wages.
11. Monopolies existed. ■ '
1 2 Taxes were imposed on basic necessities
13. Compulsory support of the established Church Was imposed,
although most of the working class were dissenters.
Hansard, Third Series, vol. 62., Monday, May- 2, 1842,





. - 'OCCUPATIONS OP PROWITŒNT CHARTISTS IÜL1841
Weavei; _ ’, ibo Gardener .. ■ 4
Shoe-aaX&r 97 Mechanic 4
Tailor. 58 Mbùlder h
Framework Knitter 33 ,Mailer 4
CQrdwair.er 30 , - Needle-liriisher 4
Labourer ^ 19 Warper 4
.Carpenter . ' 18 Watchmaker . ' 4
Joineir - 17 ■ Baker .3
Wool-'comber . . 17' Boot'-clcser . 3Boot- 'and shoe-maker . 1 3 'Bricklayer ' 3
'Mason ■' ' ■ 12 Brush-tnaker . . - 3
Hatter ' 12 Chair-maker 3
Potter ' . . 11' ■ Currier ' 3
■Printer .10 ' Engineer 3-
Painter ' ■ ,' 10 ' 'Hairdresser , , ' 3
Spinner -, . lb Lace-maker .3
Newsagent 9 Machine-maker . 3
Stonemason , . 9 Plumber 3Pitman. ' 8  ' Publican 3
Smith -' 8 . Shipwright 3
Sifk-worker: ' . . -7. . ' Tinman ' "3
Block'-pr inter 7 Watch-and clock-maker 3
'Boot-maker 7 Blacksmith - , 2
Flax-dresser 6 Brass-.founder . 2
Cabinet-maker ' • 6 Carver ' 2
Calico-printer 6 China-peinter 2
Cloth-dresser . 6 Ghina-potter 2
Dyer » 6 Clothier 2
'Basket-maker 5 ' Confectioner ' 2Bookseller 5 Dairyman 2Grocer 5 Farmer 2
Glover • 5 'Fitter 2
Linen-weaver 5 Framesmith 2
Plasterer 5 Greengrocer 2
Schoolmaster 5 . Millwright 2
Twister 5 Ne idle-stamper 2
Turner 5 Pattern-maker . 2
Button-maker 4 Packer i -
Carder . 4 Pan-maker 2
Cooper , . 4 .Paper-stainer 2







She e t-iron-ro11e r 2 Horse-shoer 1
Shopman . 2 House ,agent 1
Stationer 2 Leather-cutter 1
Tool-maker , , . . 2 Leather-dealer 1
■Upholsterer 2 Letter-preS3 printer 1 ■
Workhouseman , 2 Locksmith^ 1
Whitesmith . ■ 2 Medicine-dealer ■ . 1
Beer-seller ■ ' , 1C Model-maker 1
Besom-maker, ' 1 Newsvendor 1
Banking-manufacturer 1 Needle-hardener 1
Bleacher . 1 Needle-maker 1
Bookbinder 1 Needle-pointer 1 '
Bodkin-maker 1 , . Overlooker 1
Brewer . 1 Paper-maker ].
Book-ke'4per 1 Porter ■ 1
Brazier 1 .Rag Merchant■ . 1
Brightsmith 1. . Salesman • I-Brass-finisher . Screw-turner 1
Briçk-makèr 1 •Shopkeeper 1 ,
Butcher 1 Sign-writer 1
Block-cutter 1 S'naf f 1 e -maker 1- ;
Plater . 1 Striker 1
Quarryman 1 Stuff-dresser ■ 1
Reed-maker . 1 Tea-dealer ’ 1
Carter . 1 Tiltiraaker 1 .
■Chartist missionary ■ 1 Tinplate-work er ■I-
Clerk-' . ' , _. - 1 Trunk.-maker . . 1 ■'
Coach-trimmer 1 Twist-hand 1
Coal-dealer ■ , '■ - 1 Weaver and newsagent ■' 1Collier . 1 Watch-glass-cutter 1
Dirt-refin'er, 1- Wire-drawer 1 ,
Draper . -1 Saddler ' , . 1
Dre'sser A  , Sawyer - 1
Enamel-fireman . 1 ' Shipsmith 1
Engraver . 1 ' * Silk-gloyep / 1
fancy-siIk hosier , ■ 1.^» , Spur-maker, ■ 1
Fa'ncy-weaver 1 ' Stay-maker ' 1'
Fish-hook-maker ^Stripper 1 .
Fishing-tackle-maker 1 Stuff-presser ' . 1
Forger 1 Teazle-setter 1.
Foundryraan 1 . Tinner • • 1Porgem&n 1 Tobacconist ■ 1
Harness-maker . ' 1 Twine.-spinner 1
Hawksr A  ■ Veterinary surgeon 1Hinge-maker 1 Wheelwright 1
 ̂Wool—sorter 1
' Total 853
Source: Mom inations to the General Council in the
Northern Star, 1841.
■ Appendix D
RUIjES AND REGULATIONS OF THE CHART :ST 
' ' LAND CO.-OEERATIVE COMPANY 'i
To consist of an unlimited 'number of shareholdetis. ' Shares^ 
j: 2 lOs. each. . .  - ' . . .
, To be paid in weekly settlements of 3d., 6d . , Is. ,' and 
, upward s.-
I
Objects of the Society
T% purchase' land on which to locate .such of its members as 
may be' selected for that purpose', in.order, to demonstrate to 
the work.ing classes of the kingdom - firstly, the value'of 
.land, às a,means of making them independent of the grinding 
capitalists; andi secondly to shew them the necessity of 
securing the speedy enactment of the ' People • Charter'', which 
should do for them nationariy, what,this.society proposes to 
do sectionally: . the. accomplishment of the political and 
social .em.ahcipat:i-Oh-of.tbe enslaved a^d degraded -working 
claisses 'being the peculiar object of the Society.
■ .Source Northern Star, 3 May'1845'
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. .
I,JST OP ALl THOSË M.P.'S WHO'SUPPORTED





E.G. Barnard (liberal- Greenwich) ■ '
Capt.- Bernal (Liberal - Rochester) ’ ■ ’
:'R , J Blewitt (Liberal - Monmouth) ’
J.J. Bodiciu .(Liberal - Galway) , - .
Dr J . Bowring (Chartist Radical ■ - Bolton )
J. Bright (Liberal - Manchester) . : ■ "
. J. Brother ton ■(Liberal - Salford) l;
■R . Cpbden (Liberal. - Stockport) ■ , *
J., Collett (Liberal'Athlon©)
R. Currie (Liberal - Northampton)
T. buncombe (Chartist. Radical - Finsbury) ,
H. Eiphinstone (Liberal - Lewes) .̂  ■
J Fielder .(Chartist Radical - Oldham)
T.M. Gibson ’(Liberal -.Manchester-) ■ '
T. Gisborne .(Liberal - Nottingham) ■ ■
#) ' C-. Bindley (Liberal. - Ashton Under Lyne)
I - ■ , , J. Hume (Chartist Radical '- Montro.se) ,
' ' Gen. W.A.- Johnson (Liberal Oldham ) .
Capt.-J.H. Pluraridge (Liberal - Penryn and Falmouth 
. ' J .L. ■Ricardo (Liberal - Stoke-on-Trent.) ' .
J.A. Roebuck '(Liberal - Bath) 
t ' : ■ . ' . .T. Thornely (Liberal - Wolverhampton)
-. V  ' J . S..' Trelawny (Liberal Tavistock ) '
'• ' ' Hon'.' C. Vllliers (Liberal - Wolverhampton)
; T. Wakley (Chartist Radical - Finsbury)
( : • . H . War burton (Liberal - ’Kendal)
H.G. Ward (Chartist Radical - Sheffield)
W. Williams (Liberal - Coventry) 
f H.R. Yorke (Liberal - York)
.; Tellers* S. Crawford (Liberal - Rochdale)
R . Wallace (Liberal - Greenock)
Ayes 29; Noes 285:-’ Majority 2^6
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